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PREFACE 

In this last quarter of twentieth century, when there is a sort 

~f dialectical movement of expediency and morality imparting 

tremendous impact on the total course of international politics, 

the acts of political expediency needs to carry forward the aims 

of peace and prosperity in an international community of divergent 

national interest and convergent international prospects • 

When pursuit of national interest at the cost of others interest 

becanes inconceivable not only in view of international peace 

and prosperity but also in view of own survival and security in 
J 

the changed context of global politics , there arises the need of 

an approach which combines the factual insight of realism with 

the ethics and ideals of idealism. At this crucial juncture of 

human history , the imperative that political wisdom should act 

successfully in accordance with national interest while political 

as well as moral wisdom should choose the most possible moral 

course of action through which both national as well as international 

interest could be served) unquestionably predominates the whole 

scenario o£ international politics. 

Quite in the recent years , both the political as well as 

moral wisdom have had reasonable reflection in Gorbachev's 

approach to international politics with which this dissertation 

deals comprehensively. 



In the fLrst chapter of this dissertation i.e. "fewer 
J ) 

paradigm, alternatives and Gorachev•s approach" , the purpose is 

directed towards launching a broad and candid assessment of 

Gorbachev•s approach by making him stand on the platform of 
J 

international politics as an alternative theorist of geo-politics in 
I 

the changed context of international environment. Attempt has 

been made to place Gorbachev•s approach not only as an alternative 

somewhere beyond the theoretical conviction of power-paradigm 
to 1 

but.\place it between power paradigm and other alternatives, as 

it contains the philosophical outlook of all the approaches • 

The factual insight of realism coupled with the ethics and ideals 

of idealism, in his approach, has been accorded a distinct mention 

in this chapter. 

In the second chapter
1 
i.e. " Ideology, national interest 

and pursuit of power and peace in Soviet approach to international 

politics and 1...:1orbachev• s new thinkins" , the intention is 

projected at introducing Gorbachev• s new thinking to•r~ards 

international politics by making him stand on the platform of 
I 

soviet oolitics cs a Soviet leader who gives his nation a new 
• I 

direction in not only establishing ideology but expediting 

national interest in the pursuit of peace and not power in the 

changed context of international environment. 
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The third chnptcr i.e. 11 Ideoloqy, national _interest and. 

pursuit of peace in Gorbachev's approach to intE'rnational 

politics" is nothing other than a mere extension of the second 

chapter that attempts to presE'nt a board account of Gorbachev's 

net-T thinking both as a soviet leadf!r ana as a global statesman. 

As a Soviet leader, he has been presented in a manner, ,,,rherc his 

approach embraces Soviet Union's policy. to' . .'ards the Nhole '·'Orld 

i • .=-. capitalist, socialist and third T•!Orld blcbc in all its 

a:.:>r:ects, viz-social ,~~·olitical, economic as Hell a~ military in 

the pursuit of peace and prosY'•erity. As a qlobal statesman, he 

hns been '.-:·resented in a manr.er, ~·.rhere his ap~-:Jroach invokes his 

·:·-,ersonal as i·Jell as Soviet leadEor 1 s policy tm·rards global peace 
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THE POWER-PARADIGM, ALTERNATIVES 

AND GORBACHEV 1 S APPROACH 



CHAPl'ER - 1 

THE POWER-PARADIGM , ALTERNATIVES AND 

GORBACHEV • S APPROACH 

1.1 The Powe~Paradigm 

1.1.1 The place of power in society - intellectual foundation of 

the realistic approach in international politics:- . 

A glance at the history of human civilisation gathers the 

fact that •the essence of human existence thrives on "lust for 

1 power and quest for power" • This ldst for power; a product of 

irrational human impulse ;"guides the human instinct to exercise 

influence and control over others". 
2 

The famous statement of Hobbes, tt. · 

17th century English philosopher that men would have all the 

world, if they could1 to fear and obey them"3 reflects the po\ver 

seeking aspect of human nature. 

Power drives, inherent in human nature get ext ended to 

I 
international scene where individuals lust for pO\ver has "not only 

in imagination but also in actuality the world as its object
4 

and 
I 

that •would be satisfied, only if the l~st man became the object 

of his domination• 5 • Thus lust for poloier, becomes the essence of 

international politics where "nations having conflicting interests"6 

1. Morgenthau, H.J., The Escape from Power in "The Decline of 

Danocratic Politics ( c Jv ~ .._ t: ) o . '1 G 2.. ) t · ~ i 2-. 
1\JI (,'1 "Cj [!) ; L '~- ~t, 1/ . 1. I 

2. f SCientific Man vs Power Politics, (_ ( L... '- (c.. j ~ , 1c1 ~~ )J)Iri~ 

3. Struss , L., tr, Elsa M. Sinclair, The Political Philosophy of 

Hobbes.(Chicaqo, 1952 ), p.lO. 

5. Ibid, p.194. 
fv) C i" ~ 0.1h <v~.k, // · ,}. ' 

6. , ~olitics among Nations, 

1· c:,. 

, 'i){ 

(rv <,I-.~ ;c.·~:..., 111 3) 

,> 4 
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try to spread their in£ lu ence to control the acti viti es of each other 

in pursuance of own interest which derives its logical support from 

the views of 4th century B.c. Indian diplomat Kautilya and 16th century 

A.D. Italian philosopher Machiavelli that nations must search and 

struggle for power to pursue their own interest. Thus, involvement 

of a nation in international politics results from a type of activity 

in which it strires to gain power. SUbsequently strife among nations 
I 

takes precedence over every other consideration and becomes 

perennial feature of international relations. Permanence and ubiquity 

of struggle for power prevails in international politics which becomes 

the underlying principle of power paradigm that gets ext:_.'olled. by a 

good number of exponents of realist theory like Hans J. Morgenthan, 

E.H. Carr, George Swarzenberger, Quincy' Wright , Martin Wright 

George F. Kennan Henry Kissinger and so many others. 

To trace the origin of power paradigm to nineteenth century, 

we have exponents like Tri et sehke and Ni etzsehe who have highlighted 

power and urge for power • Prior to the first world war, a distinct 

scholar known as Erich Kaufman depicted the essence of state as 

(Machtent - Faltung) development , increase and display of power. 

Post . Power Paradigm in rorld War II Period 
I 

Realist Theory of Hans J. Morgenthau -

Revived after the Second World War , this power paradigm 

was given a systematic theoretical orientation and transformed into 

a distinct school of thought by Morgenthau , the chief exponent of 

realist theory 1 who upheld that international politics like all 

politics is the struggle for power which is limitless. Whatever, 

the ultimate aim of international politics, power is always the 

immediate objective • "Power , however limited and qualified is the 
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7 value which international politics recognises supreme• • It is 

neither good nor bad in itself and hence socially and morally 

stands neutral. Morgenthau views world as a static field in 

which power relations reproduce themselves in the same manner in all 

times. This proposition emanates from his conviction that since 

human nature 1 s essentially immutable, the laws derived from human 

nature are also beyond change. It needs distinct mention that the 

most precious and pivotal aspect of power paradigm is the " concept 

of national inter2st defined in terms of power"
8 

Related with this 

concept thrives the assumption that Statesnen think and act in terms 

of interests defined as power. Power paradigm finds its strength 

in the basic prani se that statesmen while describing their aims 

and objectives in tenus of religious, philosophic, economic or 

social ideal usually strive to achieve and realize thaa by resorting 

to use of power which is the capstone among objectives and cornerstone 

among , methods that nations cherish"9 • Exponents 

of this model viEM it axiomatic that states seek to enhance power 

and as:sert that "povier is the s1.1prerne value which states want to 

ulO pursue 

a. vf ( ,.eJ 

Thus, power assumes cardinal position both as means 

, $Cien~ific Man vs PO&er Politics p i c l 

Politics among Nations1 ' 
9. Dyke,v.v. , International Politics,(New York, 1957), p.175. 

10. wolfers , A., "The Pole of Power and the Pole of Indifference ", 

world Politics (Princeton, 4 October 1951), p.40. 
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and end in the sense that national interest gets served through it 

and continuing possession of power ensures the enduring preservation 

of national interest. Behind this belief of dual character lies 

the assumption that specific interests of states are not constant 

in substance but go on expanding always. Therefore, in Mergenthau•s 

view~possession of power and its exercise and expansion are always 

necessary for the safeguard of the speicifc interest of the present 

and of the expected interest of the future. 

Exponents of power,.~ paradigm emphasize that defined in terms 

of power, national interest should be sole guide to foreign policy. 

A foreign policy, in their view is bound to meet failure if based on 

any other consideration. Margenthau maintains that dynamic force 

which determines international relations is to be found in states 

drive for ,power. Thus power taken as capacity to control or 

influence other£ determines the nature of forei<;n policies of nations. 

Margenthau, stresses that political actic,r. seeks to keep power to 

increase it or to demonstrate it. Here, three different politics 

corr·ospond to these three patterns as conceived by him - policy of 

status quo , policy of imperialism and :f..-"'licy of prestige. Thus, 

if a state has the power and influence, it will try to expand in 

whatever field possible whereas another state which does not possess 

sufficient power and influence will try to restrict its policy 

to preservation of its interest of the present • The former 

type of states will choose an anti-revisionist or status-quo-policy. 

The policy of status-quo tends towards keeping power rather than 

changing the di st ributi on of power in its favour whereas the policy 

of imperialism seeks to acquire more power by reversing the 

existing power relations. 
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Margenthau examines various attanpts made for peace, by 

dividing than into three categories-,. viz. peace through limitation, 

peace thro:Jgh transformation and peace through accommodation. · In 

the first category he examines att anpt s for peace through di sa.rmament, 

collective security, judicial settlement • peaceful change and 
I 

international government. The second category includes schemes 

of a world state and attempts at creating a world community 

whereas the third category refers to diplomacy. 

Margenthau believes that "men don't fight because they have 

" anns• but they have arms bee au se they deem it necessary to fight". 

He, therefore concludes that a mutually satisfactory settlement 

of political problems is necessary for disarmament. Collective 

security can also not be made to work unless there is an over
IJ;f, 

whelming strength against potential aggressor, a single concept of 
\ 

security and the willingness of the participants to subordinate 

their interests to the common good. Margenthau asserts that 

nothing in the reality of international relations warrants the 

assumption about the . existence of these conditicns12 • Judicial 

sett lat~ent also cannot solve the problan of war because the 

disputes that lead to war are mostly political not legal. 
) 

Similarly, schemes of peaceful change do not offer any premise 

of ending war. Peaceful change according to Margenthau is 

13 possible wi tbin the state. Further , international goverrunent 

,J ( 

11 •. ., ··op.cit ., Politics Among Nations, 

12. Ibid., p.414. 
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does not provide answer to the problem. of peace,because it can 

be operative only in the atmosphere of international harmony# 

which has not been possible historically and also cannot be 

possible logically in accordance with the nature of national 

interest. 

While discussing peace through transformation Morgenthau 

firmly upholds that a scheme of world state does not hold promise 

for the maintenance of peace. Though Morgenthau believes in the 

desirability of a world state and concedes that permanent peace is 

not possible without a world state# yet he does not see any 

possibility of the establishment of a world state under the moral# 

social and political conditions that obtain in the present day 

14 World Order. According to him the establishment of World 

State is essentially a matter of the evolution of a world community 

and "the problan of world ccmrnuni ty is moral and political and not 

an intellectual and aesthetic one" 1 ~ 

Rejecting all the efforts for peace through limitation and 

through transformaticn as inadequate, Morgenthau pins all his hope 

11. Speer II J.P., "Hans Morgenthau and the World state", World 
I 

Politics(Princeton)(20 January, 1968), pp. 207-27. 

15. op.cit., Politics Among Nations, p.S20. 
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on peace through accanmodation that is diplomarlCy. He is convinced 

that diplcxnacy can make peace more secure than it is today1116 • 

Diplomacy _in his view performs two important functions. While 
tt 

directly : mit:igates and minimises conflict, indirectly it 

contributes to the growth of a world community on the basis of which 

alone a world state is po$Bible. 

Morgenthau, maintains that besides by good diplomacy, peace 

can be preserved by two oth-er devices viz. balance of power and 

the nonnative limitation of international law, internaticnal morality 

and world public opinion if only they could be made effective"1: 

The struggle for power leads to the balance of power through which 

nations try to defend themselves against each other. But even 

balance of power is an inadequate device to preserve peace because 

it is an uncertain device. As for international morality, Morgenthau 

believes that 1 t has not yet reached a stage of developnent at 

which it can exert any substantial pressure to preserve peace. 

Horgenthau does not believe in world public opinion either. For 

·t~orld public opinion presupposes ,. a society and a common morali ty" 18 

and none of than exists today. 

Similarly, internationa law in his view is beset by 

decentralization in its legislative and judicial function as well 

as in its enforcement. There is no central authority on the 

international scene that can create, ., interpret or impose 

!he law. As such, international law cannot impose effective 

restraint upon the strugglefor power. 

16. Ibid., p.569. 

17. Ibid., p.23o 

18. Ibid~, p.270. 
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Realist approach of George F. Kennan' 

George F. Kennan, another leading realist of contemporary 

international politics comes out with the conviction that the national 

interest defined in terms of power is a more reliable guide to 

foreign policy. But at the same time he goes to the extent of 

differing with Morgenthau on the issue of relationship between 

national interest c and moral principles • 
ICf 

Kennan believes that we can only know and understand our interests 

19 In this regard he suggests that we 

should try to conduct our foreign policy and relations in accordance 

with the requirements of our national interest 

on one hand and such moral and ethical principles as are 

inherent in the spirit of our eivilisation on the other"
20

• He, 

however, warns that our moral and ethical principles are valid only 

for ourselves, not for others and hence we should not impose them 

h .. 21 £ h 1 i h. b on ot ers • Thus on the question o t. e re at ons 1p etween 

national interest on one hand and morality:-

on the other Kennan projects the idea of "moral relativism". 22 

19. Keenan G.F. Pmerican Diplomacy (Chicago, III, 1951), pp. 100-101. 

20. Kennan G 
I ' 

F., The realities of American Foreign Policy, 

(Princeton, N.J. 1954), pp.213-14_. 

21. Ibid. 

22. Robert c. Godd, • National lnterest and Moral Theory: The 

Debate Among Cont enporary Political rl.eali st is" in Roger 

Hillsman and Robert c. Good eds. Foreign ~olic¥ in the Sixties 

(Baltimore, Md., 196SJ, p. 284. 
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MorgenthauJto the sharp contrast
1
defends the supremacy of national 

interest defined in terms of power. He is of the view that 

considerations of national interest mOst transcend all principles of 

morality. 
b, II 

Thus it is relative realism i·n case of Kennan and 
I 

~ ~ 

transcendental realisn in case of Morgenthau when theytry to 

establish relationship between national interest defined in tenms of 

power and moral pri nci pl.es. 

Neo-realist Approach 

Reinhold Neibuhr 

Neo-realist like Neibuhr believes that national self-interest 

is an inescapable reality but it must not 

be accepted as the norm. The contribution of realism according to 

him consists in the awareness of the omni-presence of self interest o 

Nevertheless he asserts that self-

interest unless qualified by higher 

loyalty to values, would be self-defeating".
23 

Quincy Wright 

A prominent nee-realist, Uuincy Wright, observes that realism 

like idealism in international politics is full of ~~biguity and 

both can be utilised to distinguish between short run and long run 

policies of a nation in its behaviour towards other members of 

24 international community ... According to him realism in 
) 

23. Neibuhr, R. Christian Realism_ and Poli~icC!!_Prob!~~ , (New 

York, 195l ) ~nd Robert Good;National Interest and Moral Theory 
_, ..-. - ........... -- -----...- ·-- _...., -- '"---·~ -·-·-~~ 

(';~~~- oer;1~~~:~:._.~on~, ;,C,onan~~~~:!. _Po~i ttc.~11 R~~li r.: ~z·:L:::.)~: ?._'} ... -~--~ 'J; 
24. Slll:kBIX)C Wright Q., RealiFn and Idealism in Internatrona.l/~··-;~-:~~-

. , . , Pri nc et Qn ) ''" ,, t.1- . ~ <. 
Pol1t1cs, !!.2_rld Poli!l:.:~,: :> oc ... ober., 1954,) pp. 126-2' · 
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international politics, that highligh~s national interest defined 

in tenns of power would represent short-run national policies that 

would aim at the fulfilment of immediate necessities and idealisn 

would represent long run policies that would aim at objectives to be 

realized in distant future. 

Raymond Aron 

Aron observes that the internal rivalry of nations has 

continued into the age of inferal machines and nations in their 

pursuit of power, have ~ot found a way to agree either to a common 

law or to moderation and compromise• 25 • He addresses himself 

to the fundamental question as to what are the chances of peace 

in the nuclear age. In his approach to the problems he relates 

26 traditions, present consciousness and the will to action and change • 

Aron shows as how the past concehed in the present helps make 

comprehensiDJ..e , the folly or the wisdom of human decisions. 

&'ercept ions of the past are a political stat enent about the 

present and future. Aron avoids the extremes of determinism and 

relativism and instead creu.t es a framework in which the future 

is open but choices are limited by realities and the necessity of 

inclt.Jding these realities in policy making. A neo-realist in 

international relations,Aron clearly mentions that national 

interest deals with collectivities rather than individuals.• 27 

25. Quoted in Robert Colquhoun , Raymond Aron ~ The Ph!_l:_~s-~.p!:_l_~!-" 

in Hi story, Vol 1, - .. . ------ ---- ----· -- ----· --
26. Conant 1 M.B. , Politics and History, New York ,1978),p.IX. 

27. Aron R. , ''The Quest for a Philosophy of Foreign Affairs ''in 
I 

Stanley Hoffmann~ ed. Cont enporary Theory in Int ernat i~"a.l 

Relations, 
/ 

/ . 
\ 

. i. . .. ', 
, ' . I '~ ""-.. ~---~ ~ .._ . C L ~ Jf J --- . - . --- -- -- - --~ 
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Hedley Bull 

Nee-realist like Bull considers World erder to be "those 

patterns or dispositions of human activity that substain the 

elementary or primary goals of social life among mankind as a 

whole1128 • such a position acknowledges the fact that a range of 

ordering options exists to determine how World Order might be 

achieved, but supports the primacy of the state in relation to 

individuals and the state systEm in relation to collectivities. 

Bull draws a sharp distinction between the role of government as 

the principal source of domestic order and the more primitive 

f~rms of order operative in what he regards as the anarchical 

setting of international society, anarchy being conceived in the 

technical sense as the absence of government. 

Bull maintains that the achievement of order can be assessed 

only by reference to the realization of elementary goals of social 

life identified as common interests of all peoplea Thus the 

facts of human vulnerability to violence and proneness to resort to 

it lead men to the sense of common interests in restricting 

violence. Rules as incorporated in internati/onal law are 

generally regarded as beneficial for the clarificatic·n and 

preservation of some common interests, but are not effective in 

relation to fundamental security for the state. For international 

society which lacks governmental capacities and is composed of 

members with a weak perception for common interest, order is 

obtained principally by such mechanisms as "balance of power" 

and"deterrence" , encotJraging mutu al restraints in a manner 

compatible with the perceived separate interests of governments. 

28.' 
Bull, H .. ; 1'he Anarchical .;.lo.~~l.!..~,;:dy of Order 1 n World 
1-'ol(tics (Neo..r York, ~----

1977), n. 2G., 
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Bull upholds that "within international society as in other 

societies# order is the consequence not merely of contingent facts 

such as balance of power but of a common interest. • in the elanentary 

goals of social life. rules prescribing behaviour that sustain these 

goals and institutions that help to make these rules effective• 29 

Bull regards order of this character as valuable in itself 

and as "the condition of the realization" 

" of other values"30 including the pursuit of justice" 

At the same time Bull regards the demands for justice 'as relating 

in a profound way to the search for acceptable terms of order. 

In the parties can agree on just results or if a consensus on an 

international level can be achieved1 then order and justice can be 

reconciled. It is when)there is disagreement among states as 

to the character of just results that the more fundamental 

ordering goals of international society on which agreement can 

be r:resumed
1
suggest the need to accord priority to considerations 

of order as against the claims of just ice. 

Finally, Bull considers alt ernc.tives to the present 

relio:mce on the state system for the achievement of order and 

justice on global scale. He concludes that the state system 

is durable despite its defects and vulnerbilities and superior 

to any alternative conce~~ion of World Order that can be 
·-I 

plausibly presented at this stage of human experience. 

29. Ibi dJJ, p. 65 

30. Ibid., rp.96-97. 

31. Ibid., pp. 253-56 • 
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The Ascendency of Power in International Folitics 

To have a glance at the ascendancy ofpo\'ier in international 

politics in the historical context, starting with sixteen 

century , we see that England held a balance of power between 

France and riolly Roman ~pire. In the 17th century, the 

thirty years war (1618.:..1648) presEnts an analysis of balance of 

power. The treaty of Westphalia (1648), firmly established the 

state systan and clearly determined the general, pattern of 

international rel.:Jtions • As a consequence, balance of power 

began to play greater role than before. When the ambitious 

policy of Louis XIV of France threatened to destroy the balance 

he was effectively checked by the combined opposition of 

England and Netherlands. In the 18th century the provisions 

of the Treaty of Utracht (1714) which closed the war of spanish 

succession restored the bali'Jnce of power in Europe. The 

doctrine was formally incorporated in an "international agreement 

' ad conservendum in Eurc..pa equilibrium. In the 19th century 

the rise of Napoleon once again disturbed the balance of power 

in Europe. The congress of Vienna sou~ht to establish a new 

balance of power based on the principles of le;Jitimacy and 

status quo. The Monroe Doctrine (1823) marks the beginning of 

of its gradual extension of a World Wide scale. The balance 

of power was further ext ended beyond European sci 1 when 

in 1854, France, Britain and Austria formed a coalition against 

Russia declaring that the existence of the Ottoman Empire 

in its present context , is of essential importance to the 

balance of power among the states of Europe. 
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The Crimean War (1854-56) , followed this declaration • The 

Congress of Berlin (1878) was another attempt to prevent a great 

power from gaining a dominant position in the Balkan area. It 

forced Russia to revise the treaty of San Stefano which she had 

imposed on defeated Turkey in 1877-78. In the twentieth 

century, the Europe was divided into two camps viz Triple Entente 

(1907) Jowers - England, France and Russia va. Triple Alliance 

(1882) ~-' Powers -Germany,. Austria, Hungary and Italy. When the 

balance of Power in Balkan area was disturbed in 1914 it le~d 

to First world War. 

Interwar Period 

In the intecwar period, there was formation of alliances and 

counter alliances in the name of balance of Power which led 

to the Second World War. 

After Second World War 

In the J?ost World War -II years, international politics 

witnessed the rise of two powers and the emergence of these 

powers led to a sort of cold war characterized by a stru<;gle 

between them to counter balance each other5power and attain 

security within a transformed international situation. A 

differing conception.;:, of security arose from their different 

geo-political settings and historical experiences that caused 

the two powers to clash. 

A struggle for balance of power continued among both the 

blocks in order to ensure security not only for their 

respective countries but also their respective allias. As a 
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result~ United States formed North-Atlantic Treaty Organization 
4 q w:..~>· ~ts, W.z..st iuic~t.,'-;v <'-v/ti<..S 

in 19 in retaliation to which Soviet Union organized Warsaw 
\.. 

Treaty Organization in 1955, with its East European allies. 

Coupled with the conflicting security doctrines was the 

chan<Jed. environment of the post-War World. Though in the 

interwar period , there had been a constellation of seven 

major powers, Second World War left only two superpowers 

thus creating a power vaccum. Conseq'iuently , both the 

superpowers tried to replace the old set of powers in their 

respective spheres of influence. The differing perception of 

security led the two power blocs to a state of relationship 

where each power sought to maximise its power and establish 

military power in strategic locations which ultimately culminated 

in Cuban---Missile crisis • By the late sixties changes 

occured in the international system as well as in the internal 

capabi lit i ~=s of each super power which provided an opportunity 

for breakir:g out of this cor.flictual relati en ship. The major 

factor which eased the tension between superpower) was Soviet 

Union's attainment of parity with the United States in the 

sphere of nuclear weaponry. Till late sixties United States 

enjoyed nuclear superiority as a result of which it appeared 

to be a stronger superpower which in a event of clash of wills 

would be able to force the weaker super power to back down. 

With the attainment of strategic parity, the USSR was 

considered an equal power and the necessary steps were taken 

in the interest of both during the dEtente years. 
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Main considerations which prompted the superpowers to work 

for the policy of detente were that - both of thEm wanted to 

reduce the danger of nuclear war which posed a threat to their 

very existence, both wanted to stabilize the anns canpeti tion 

on the basis of parity and both were keen to establish normal 

relations between countries of Western and Eastern &Jrope to 

relieve tension. 

This phase of relationship between the two p<JNer blocs was 

characterised by several steps towards di sarmarnent coupled with 

Helsinki peace process for a common European Security. However , 

by the late seventies international events worked once again 

to bring about a Freeze in the superpower relationship and 

start a period of new cold war. The gensis of the Second Cold 

War lay in the type of World Order which the advent of detente 

sought to fonnalize • The American approach to detente had 

been one of the offering the Soviet Union , the status of nuclear 

equal if it agreed to maintain the existing balance of power 

in the inten1ational system. h balance, whtch incidentally 

favoured the United States at that point of time. But such 

a balance could not be preserved however, as internal and 

regional events in various parts of the Third World led to 

upheavals which changed the international balance of power. 

Consequently it swang in favour of Soviet Union. United States 
I 

reacted to t·his unfavouaable turn of events in the shape of 

a determination to stand upto the Soviet challenge by 

rebuilding its military power and checking Soviet Unions• 

growing influence in the various parts of the world. 
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Pursuit of Peace within the Framework of Power -Paradigm 

Peace through balance of power 

In 
~ 1) t U i) ~vi t- ;; 1) c.vL S 0 L t.. H J ; 

1
1 
where a large number of nations with varying 

amount of power exist and in which each nation tries to maximise 

power, there is a tendency for the entire system to be in a 

balance in view of maintaining peace. Various nations group 

in such a way that no single nation or group ofnations is 

strong enough to dominate others because its power is balanced 

by that of an opposing group. While seeking balance of power, 

states usually seek preponderance of power and not balance<~ 

32 of power because it gives them greatest as.surance of both 

peace and safety. States are interested in a balance of power 

that goes in their favour so that it can neutralise other. 

states leaving the home state free to be deciding force and 

d id ' . 33 ec 1ng vo1ce Balance of power is ref erred as "the 

maintenance of such a just equilibrium between family of nations 

as should prevent any of than becoming suffi~iently strong 

34 
to impose its will upon the rest. Thus it becomes clear 

that balance of power in the fbrrn of prepardenance of power 

32. Gelber ,L., Peace by Power, New York, 1942), Passim. 

Hassal A., The Balance ()~ _!?_o~~r, !~-S~_~8~,0ew York, 1914), 

p. 361. 

33. Spikanan N.J. , America's Strategy in world Politics , 

New York, 1942, pp. 21-22. 

34. Cited in Lenox A. Mills and CharlesH. i1claughlin , World 

Politics in Transition : (New York, 1956), pp. 107-108. 
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'becomes vital in international politics for states to maintain 

peace and safety. 

Balance of power is identified with a policy based on the 

assumption that: Uabalanced power is dangerous and in a 

multi-state system, the only policy which can prevent the 

undesirable behaviour of other states is that of confronting 

power with countervailing power. Kenneth Thompson and Hans J. 

Morgenthau give expression to the same usage of balance of 

power. Theyvi ew it as an attaupt on the part of one nat ion to 

counteract the power of another nation by increasing its strength 

to a point where 1 t is at least equal, if,. not superior, to 

the other nation's strength11
• 
35 

Highlighting the relevancy of the balance of power o.s a 

policy of nation Lenox A. hills and ·..:.narles H. Mclaughlin 

SU'.,J9est that a country ignoring the balan:::e of pm1er is to 

remain poorly earned, without allies and with no attempt to 

36 balance the power of the aggressor state". Quincy Viright 

upholds that balance of power helps the protection of vital 

interest of nations by threatening other states with 

committing aggression or by enabling the victim to achieve 

37 
victory in case an aggression occurs. 

35. Thompson K.W. and Morgenthau H.J. ed. Principles and 
-- ---

~roblems of International Politics,(New York, 1968),p.103. 

36. op.cit., World Politics in Transition, 

p.109. 

37. Wright 1...., A Study of War (Chicago, 1972), Vol II, pp. 743-59. 
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The notion of balance of power as an ideal distribution 

of power assumes that peace can be maintained not by p.Jtting the 

power of all nations under the check of all nations but by making 

ove.rwhelming power available to those who are ready to oppose 

potential aggressors and punish actual aggressor. Balance of 

power gets highlighted as universally beneficial principle 

thriving on the pessimistic view of human nature extolled by 

Machiavelli, ·Hobbes and Lord Acton which upholds that all 

nations should be restrained by counter power and should be 

guarded against temptation as well as prevented from abusing the? 
Mortan Kaplan asserts that it is in the interest of every 

nation to prevent other nations from becoming more powerful 

than it self. 38- Balance of pm.rer produces peace in the sense 

tf power is ec;u ally distributed among various nat ions on their 

groups , no one side can achieve great pre-ponderance to 

ensure success in any aggression. Balance of power is said to 

prevent any aggression and it is often defended on the ground 

that it has the capacity to achieve peace. Those who believe 

that balance of power preserves peace advance their case mainly 

in tenns of a histox:ical argument, '"InisClaude upholds that 

"balance of power system has worked successfully in the past 

39 
as a mechani sn for preserving peace". 

38. 
It 

Kaplan, M.A. , Balance of Power - ~i:polar\tY and o~her 
to uecsu au '> vc; e 

. t;.czde}; }? u Int :!Jlet }OI1aJ. ;rs;: an),. 
11 A"" v ~.: ( ~-"' r t 2 L' J. 1- ',j_ 

5c..l.t.-\'-'- 'LVi.t...t I ~·1 (__~z.l't. i"l~;?) j). L~c 
Claude I.L., Power and Inte~a!!0.[1~1 Relations, 39. 
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John Herz and Ernest Hass" uphold that the 18th century 

whereas Guglielmo Ferro" and Henry Kissinger" highlight 

19th century as the period of the greatest success of the balance 

of power. 

There lies wide scale difference among scholars regarding 

pursuit of peace through perfect balance of power. Scholars 

like A.F.K. Organski observe_~ that periods of balance are 

periods of warfare and periods of preponderance of power are 

perioos of peace in history. This observation of Organski finds 

its basis in the logical belief that in a situation of 

preponderance of power on one side, the weaker party resigns 

itself to the preponderance. Thus imbalances of power and not 

balance of pmver is held as the preserver of peace by 

him. Highlighting tf.e iiRbalance of power as device for 

rnai nt en-.iDc e of peace John Herz advocates a decisive imbalance 

and not just marginal, for if the imbalance is marginal, both 

sides may be tenpted to precipitate a showdown"
40 

40. Herz,J.H., International Politics in the Atomic Age, p.. 

'I . -r-L 1 -...._. 

I 
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Pursuit of Peace through collective security 

Collect! ve security seeks to provide for nati oaal 

security aad in so doing it proceeds with the assumption 

that international peace can be possible oaly when 

aational security is guaranteed. The distinctness of 

collective security as an approach lies in its assertion 
I 

that the security of a nation is no longer the exclusive 

concern of international society as a whole. Under this 

systsn all nations take care collectively, of the 

security of each of then as if security of all of then, 

were in danger. If one nation threatens the security 

of a second nation, all other nations willtake measures 

on behalf of the threatened. 

The emergence of collective security represents an 

att anr,:.t to deal with problans of war and peace by er::larging 

the scope of balance of power. Collective security thrives 

on the logic that temporary coalitions foxmed under the 

balance of power syst an for winning a particular war could be 
J J 

institutionalised on a permanent basis to deal with any 

state which might commit aggression. This permanent coalition 
) 

DISS 
327.47 
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would represent an overwhelming force and its existence would 

presumably be sufficient to deter any prospective aggression. 

The essence of collective security thrives on a set of assumption 

that wars are likely to occur and they ought to be prevented 

by the dete.oeDt effect of overwhelming _power upon states 

which would like to avoid the risk of defeat • Thus the 

theory of collective security accepts the fact of war as a 

reality and the relevance of power as an effective means for 

reducing the incidence of war. • In course of pursuance of peace, 

collective security in the views of Inis Claude is a device of 

41 the control or the manag anent of power. Collective security 

is conceived of as an alternative which could be useful 

because world government is not feasible. In the views of 

Willard Hoggan;collective security is a method of organizing 

the widest possible co-operati(jn in efforts to maintain 

internaticnal peace and security. 42 Morgenthau believes that 

collective security can maintain peace if it can be made to 

work ·w-ith overwhelming strength against potential aggressor, 

a single concept of securi t'_c' and the willingness of the 

43 
participants to sub-ordinc.te their interests to the common gocd. 

41. op.cit. , !Jo,,..er and International Relations, pp. 6-7. 

42. Hoggan,W.N., International Conflict and C~llective Security 

(University of Kentucky Press, 1955),p.l85. 

43. op.cit., Politics among Nations , p.414, 
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Historical Experience of Pursuit of Peace within the Framework 

of Power Paradigm 

upto First World War 

As 1 t is evident, during the Napoleonic era, the two most 

powerful nations in the world, £.e. England and France, were 

on the opposite sides where their power remained equal for 

a number of y~ars. After the defeat of Napolean, England, 

Prussia, Russia and Austria together balanced the Power of 

France. England emerged after the Napleanic wars as the 

greatest single power on the earth. In the second half of 

the 19th century, · , the unification of Germany 

altered the distribution of power in Europe. and Germany 

attained a position of parity with France. Towards the end 

of the 19th century, the coalition of France and Russia was 

balanced approximately by that of Germany, Italy and Austria. 

In the 19th century, after the Napoleanic wars, it is held 

that there was complete peace within the fram~ork of power 

paradigm which prevailed due to balance of powe:. But in fact 

peace prevailed due to a vast preponderance of power in the 

hands of England and France. A local 

balance of power between France and Germany errupted into the 

Franco-Prussian War. while the '-'erman miscalculation that kk 

her power balanced that of her probable enani es led to the 

out-break of the First World war. It is ~eld that the peace 

during 1815-1914 existed not as a result of the balance of 

power but bee au se of the British power. 
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The purpose of the balance pf power during that period was 

not the preservation of peace but to organize alliances through 

which could be prevented the growth~·· of power in other 

alliances. The balance of power during the 1815-1914 period 

can be described only as a system of the distribution of 

power in which each state and its alliances sought the preponder-

ance of power. 

Inter War Period 

During this period whatever kind of peace existed was 

due to a preponderance of power on the side of the allies. 

When ~ermany again rose to the position where the power of the 

axis nations approximated that of the ~ropean Allies, the 

Second World War broke out • After the first World War , the 
w 

idea of collective security which was adopted as the basis of 

the league of Nations was, in fact, the idea of converting the 

everchanging preponderance of power into a permament preponderance 

of power of law abiding nations. ~s the policies of the great 

powers revealed during the inter war period :_::.articularly during 

the 19l0s , the league members viewed the collective security 

system not as a substitute for balance of power but as a 

device of making balance (or preponderance) of power a more 

perfect system and more scientific principle of international 

politics. 

The project for a collective enforcement of peace through 

collective security was given momentum by President Woodrow 

Wilson~ But by the time he took a clear stand in favour of 
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collective security, the idea had become an established 

passion in international life". 44 so much so that the concept 

of collect! ve security was generally accepted at paris nego

tiations which led to the signing of the Treaty of Versailles 

and the establishment of the League of Nations. The various 

drafts which fonned the basis of the covenant of the League 

clearly shared that :here was an awareness of the need 

for an international mechanism by which peace could be ensured 

by the combined use of force" 45 • When collective security was 

first incorporated in the Treaty of Versailles in 1919, the 

aggression of the Central power was foremost in the minds of 

people in West. Later vhen collective security provisions 

of the League was invoked, it was directed against Italy, 

Germany and Japan" £or countering aggression and maintenance 

of pea.ce • Thus, the defeat of axis power in the hand of 

allied power \vas made possible. 

44. Bartlett, R.J., The League to Enforce Peace. 

45. Miller, D.H., The Drafting of the Covenant (New York,1928). 
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Changing International Situation , Technological Development 

and Growing Irrationality af PUrsuit of Peace within the 
h~..ilf-

Framework of Paradigm 

In the Post 1945 period, the picturesque of whole 

international politics appeared in a new harizon in the wake of 

technological developnent • which is marked by the advent of 

atomic or nuclear weapons. Nuclear weapons that has appeared 

as "new fact" of international life in the language of Karrl 

Jaspers, has become tranendously relevant to a correct analysis 

of nature of international politics as it has changed the 

character of military power of nations. Technology has been an 

important factor in strengthening the military power of a 

nation and thus changing the character of war itself as a result 

of which war has become a phenomenon of total destruction. As 

a logical cor:o.llary this change in character of •var has made 

the choice of the resort to war much more difficult, if not 

iml-X)ssible. Nilitary superiority with sophisticated nuclear 

wear;ons has become an objective in internaticnal fOlitics. 

The sequence of innovations in the military planning is so 

rapid that
1
as Roger Hillsman holds

1
"efforts at adaption 

are hardly began before they must be scrapped,
4

gnd it has 

become almost impossible for the experts of military planning 

to analyse the facts of the present to suit tb the political 

.... ~ 

46. Hillsman R., "Strategic Doctrines of Nuclear War" in 

William w ... Kaufman, ed., Nilitary Policy and National 

SE:cu ri t;t, ( Pri nc et on, 1956,\ p.42. 
J 
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purposes of their country". 47 

As such the development of new weapons seeks to have 

affected the nature of international politics in a normal 

fashion. As a matter of fact, 'n the wake of nuclear age, 

there has appeared utter ~nselessness against the new 

weapons. There may be retaliatory counter strikes after 

the initial attack but ultimately all would be soon destroyed. 

As Bertrand Bordie has ;>ointed out, "the essent ial(j 

chan(] e introduced by nuclear bomb is not that it wi 11 make 

war more violent" but that "it will concentrate the violence 

in •tenns of time"48 • Further new weapons development is 

bound to lead 1 in the long run,to a point where military 

superiority which seems to be an objective in international 

politics today, will lose its meaning because if total 
I I 

destruction has to come ultimately, military superiority will 

be of no value as such. The whole concept o~ victo~J r.as 

now become meaningless because it involvesthe total destruction 

of the enemy's territory and possessions as also one's 

o\m similar destruction. In other words, nuclear war involves 

the danger of mutual suicide." 49 Experts like Harold " 

47. Finletter, T.K. , Power and Polity: US Foreign ~olicy 

gnd Military ~ower in the Hydrogen Age (New York, 1954), 

p.256. 

48. Bordie, B., The Absolute Weapon, (New York, 1946), p.71. 

49. Laswell, H.D. ~ower and Personality(New York, 1948), -- -··--· ------¥· --··---

p.180. 
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Laswell and Jecob Viner•50 and several others upheld.;· 

that the use of nuclear weapons for defence will actually 

leave nothing to defend'}.. This defencelessness against 

nuclear weapons has brought about an extr~ely radical 

change in the nature of international politics and in that 

of power since the Post 1945 period. Even the most highly 

organised and most strongly armed country can now be destroyed. 

Hence the whole picture is complicated by what John Herz 

calls the indefiniteness of the nuclear ageN. 51 As a matter 

of fact the whole concept of security has now became 

obsolescent in an environment of such indefiniteness 

of the nature of a possible future war. 

SO. Viner, J., "The Implication of the Atomic Bomb for 

International Relatic•ns in Proceeding of the American 

Philosophical ~ociety 90:54(Jan 1946). , 

51. op.cit., lnternational ~olitics in Atomic ~EiN2Kx 

~ pp. 25-36. 
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Irrationality of .Pursuit of Peace through Collective Security 

To the discredit of collective security as a promoter 

of peace within the framework of power paradigm certain postulates 

emerge fran the interpretation of the theory and practice of 

collective security. One such postulate is that collective 

security war will always be a war in defence of status-quo 

at a particular time. Thus the principle of collective 

security is in the Wor/ds of Walter Lipnann, the custodian 

52 of status-quo•• • But a canmitment to a defence of the status-

quo runs counter to the requirements of the dynamics of 

international politics. In defending the status-quo, 

collective security aims at avoiding a war of less se~ious 

nature in the present at the risk of a war of more serious 

nature in future, thus frustrating its own objective of 

peace. While emphasising the need for peace through 

suppression of aggression by the combined strengh, 

collective security igno~ the fc.ct that the status-quo which 

it seeks to defend may itself be c-easor.ably unjust to 

those who seek to alter it. In other words, it igno.res the 

problem of peaceful change. Thus its watchword is not 

peace with just ice but peace before justice. Even i'f it 

is accepted that the status quo may be just, collective 

security succeeds theoretically only in enlarging the area 

of conflict•tor it demands of all nations to participate 

52. Anwar Hussein Syed, in ~'ialter Lipnan' s Philosophy of --- ~ -----··- ~-- . 

International Politics, (Philadelphia,{l963), p .. 103. 
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in the war of collective security. Accordingly, all wars 

logically must be universal wars and localized wars must 

cease toexist. Collective security by its very logic 

must work for the transfoDmation of all local wars into 

World Wars. Thus under collective security any war anywhere 

in the world tends to be potentially a world war. Instead 

of preventing war collect! ve security makes war universal. 

It does so not cnly by drawing the srnallend middle sized 
them 

nations into great power conflicts and burdening With 

53 
heavy costs in men and materl al .. , but also by asking great 

masses of people to stand ready to exterminate another great 

masses of innocent poeple. 

Obviously, then the transformation of local conflicts 

into ~~orld i:onflicts does not serve peace '..vhich is the 

objective of collective security. As i"lorgenthau puts 

in , if this cannot be one world ot peace, it cannot help 

being one world of war~ Since pe"'ce is supposed to be 

indivisible it follows that war is in6ivisible too. 54 
I 

As collective security aims at working against 

any aggresser anywhere, it commits a nation to be always 

ready to wage a hypothetical war in the indefinite future 

53. Royal Institute of International Affairs ; International 

Sanctions (London, 1930), p. 210. 

54. op.cit. Politics Among Nations, p.393. 
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against an unknown enemy under ~ unforeseeable circumstances. 

This general character of collective security system makes 

the system <;1U it e dangerous. 

With the advent of nuclear weapons of total 

destruction, the risks involved in the possible transformation 

of local war into a World War under collective security 

have assumed greater dimension. In this regard , collective 

security has become obsolete with the possibility of nuclear 

war. It was conceived of in the context of a kind of war 

which is now old fashioned. In the days of mass armies and 

conventional weapons , one could think of a successful 

collective action. It was possible during those days in the 

sense that any aggressor might be defea'fecl by the prospect 

of a collective action. nBut military technology has 

undergone such a radical transformation since 1945 that an 

effective military enterprise cannot be hurriedly contri~ed 

by an adhoc grouping of states. The threat of nuclear 

war poses new ~)roblans which makes collective security 

largely irrelevant. The victim of an aggression today 

may be cornpletelybdestroyed before a collective security action 

is given a start. 
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Irrationality of Pursuit of Peace through Ualance of Power 

The relevancy of pursuit of peace within the framework 

of power paradigm through balance of power has received 

tremendous challenge in the advent of nuclear age. This has 

become so because the relevancy has consi erably declined in 

as much as it is extremely difficult now for a nation to 

observe any strict adherence to an alliance under balance of 

power system in an exclusive sense. It is becoming more and 

more apparent that each nation having areas of both amity and 

enmity with every other nation is creating wround for the 

emergence of an almost universal system of bilateral alliances. 

Recognizing the significance of this development, David Singer 

and Melvin Small have argued that "there is need for a 

h hre- . t· t oroug A_exannna 10n of the theory of balance of power 

in the nuclear age". 55 ln course of this re-examination 

schoaars have differed in their opinion about the relevancy 

of pursuit of peace within the frame work of power paradigm 

through balance of power. ~holars like Ernest-Hass argue 

that there is no alternative course open to nations than that 

of balance of power that a statesman can preserve his country' s 

interest only by trying to balance the power of his ' 

1' 

55. J. David ~inger and Melvin Small, Alliance , Aggregation 

and the unset of Wars" in J. David ~inger ed. Insights 

and indicators in World Politics: International Year 
------------ ~- ---~----- -- ··------ ---

I 

Book of Political Behaviour Research, Vol VI, .New 

Y~rk,·- i966~~-
-.-------- ---------- -- \ 
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rivals". 56 To the sharp contrast scholars like John Burton 

refuse to accept the validity, of the concept of balance of 

power in the nuclear age and decry it as fallacious•. 57 

Two major arguments follow in favour of the contention 
V -S 

that the balance of power has grown irrelevant. The first 

agreement is that since balance of power requires the presence 

of three or more roughly equal power_> and since the emergence 

of a bipolar world in the nuclear age goes against this 

requirement the theory of balance of power is irrelevant. 

The second argument
1

a corollary of the first is that the 

threat of war is of a limited utility in nuclear age because 

of the nuclear stalemate • 58 It is contended on the basis 

of these arguments that the system of bipolarity itself is a 

guarantee of peace and superpowers would not use the weapons 

of total destruction where those weapons would be an 

effective deterrent against other countries. However, it 

is difficult to accept this line of arg~ment that bipolar 

system has shown any conclusive evidence of being able to 

maintain internaticnal peace without any adherence to the 

principle of power balancing. 

56. Hass ~., The Balance of Power 

57. 

sa. 

a Propaganda''· W.:'fLt p.L~,.~L.:.? 

BtJrton J., International Relations - A General _Th~o~y~ 
(t:l.•\t'fv,.;.-;.J;_ 

1 
/'j(,l;,') 

Waltz, K.N., International Structure , National Force -

The Balance of i'iorld Powers, Journal of International 

Affairs, New York;21(1967), pp. 215-31. 
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1-h e. 
In'\advent of nuclear age, the acquisition of 

unlimited power by the superpowers has affected the 

traditional balance of power theory in a vital sense. The 

kind of alliance system required for the maintenance of balance 

of power which Kenneth Waltz calls "The Old Style of Balance 

of PowerM59 does not exist at present. The possession of 

unlimited and effective nuclear weapon by super powers 

has given them a position of decisive superiority in power 

vis-a-vis their respective allies. The new style of balance 

of power system has thus created a situation in which 

winning allies and constant realignment as a f~ure of balance 

of power has lost its validity in nuclear age. Kenneth Waltz 

believes that this changed nature of alliance system during 

J ', i 
post 1945 period is a guarantee for peace and stabilityM. 60 

i'\ccording to him , the bipolar system sin.~e the end of the 

second World war has shown unmistakable signs of maintaining 

st ability in the sense that there has been no di rc.."'Ct 

confrontation between the two superpowers and their parity of 

pmo~er has been a factor, guaranteeing a balance between them. 

It is further upheld that this maint er1ance of peace is possible 

so long as the nuclear balance between the superpowers is 

ensured. This nuclear balance
1
in the view of Waltz,is 

ensured because both of them are interested in their own 
) 

survival. He further argues that the inequality of power 

as a general international phenomenon and parity of power 

between the superpowers are the pre-requisites of peace in 

the nuclear age. Kenneth Waltz believes that the emergence 

59. Ibid. 

60. Ibid. 
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of a multipolar world with the acquisition of nuclear weapons 

61 by more and more countries would create a threat to the peace". 

Distinguished scholars like Karl Deutsch David Singer and John 

Stazssinger have also subscribed to the same vi ew" 62• 

scholars like Richard Rosecrance"63 refuses to accept 
I 

the view that bipolar systEm in a nuclear age guarantees peace 
l~).z.. _( v~~ r p 't-H.. v;. 

because ~ both~have a vested interest in the avoidance of 

a direct nuclear conflict. He rejects the idea that 

bi-polarity has completely eliminated the possibility of 

unlimited competition among superpowers ultimately leading 
I 

to nuclear escalation. In his argument , the present phase 

of detente presumes that the completion between the two 

superpowers is not absolute and it is possible for them to 

pursue their objectives. Simultaneously within the framework 
I 

of a corrunon interest of the avoidance of escalation 

Rosecrance contends that develot--ment of detente is desirable 

in the interest of peace but it w:t.ll bring considerable corrosion 

61. Ibid. 

62. Deutsch ,K.W., and Singer J.D., Multipolar Power 

~ystan and International Stability", world Politics , 

Vol 16(1964), pp. 39Q-406. Stoessinger J., The 

Might of Nations:World Politics in our Times(New 

63. York, 1969), 3rd edn. pp. 178-82 •. 

"' 63. Rosecrance , R.N., Bipolarity/Multi-polarity 
II 

·~~_........_ .. ......__..-... _______ .-........_~ 

and the ~uture. 
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in the idea of bi-polarity; because bipolarity envi&agea 
that the two superpowers reprasa:xtiav two differeat poles are 
in a state of unl.t.ited calflict villi119 to 90 to any kiDd of 
war including a nuclear war. On the otherbarld, Rosec:rance 
believes that although a certain level of rapproachlneot betwetiD 
the superpowers is necessary in the interest of peace a total 
rapproacllnmt between than is dangerous because that would 
lead to some ltind of a clivisicn of the whole world between 
them as their respective spheres of daaiDation. Iostead 
there shoul<l be a ayatc of what he calla tl))i-aultipolar1 ty iD 
which a bipolar aystan and a aaulti•polar syat• exist 
simultaneously. The chief characteristic of this aystan is 
that the superpower• are governed by aD inteose desire to 
co-operate uaong thaRselves iD x-estraini"" conflict in various 
parts of the world and yet to canpete in tryin<J to prevent 
each others preponderant influence in those areas. The system 
of bi...ultipolarity operates on the basis of the fact that. 
there are elements of both conflict aDd harmony in both the 
bipolar and the multipolar system. ID the bi-polar system. the 
two superpowers try to co-operate in pravcting the escalation 
of conflict in other areas of the world on the one hand and 
ccmpet e vi th each other in winning the support of the '1'b1 rd 
World countries on the other. Similarly. the Third world 
countries co-operate •ong themselves in order to preveot an 
escalation betweeo the two super powers. 1'bus power balancing 
takes place in :both the cases With the differences that 
whereas in the former it is the res&lt of the factor of military 
power, in the latter it is the result of the political 
meneouvfrability of the unccaaitted nations. 

Thus, pursuit of peace within the framef)wiJrk of )X)Wer. 
which glorifies the slogan 11 Power for Peace• 1 serves as an ' 
uncertainand short term device. In course of PJrSUiiYJ peace 
through power, over anphasi s on power makes the task of peace
making difficult. At a certain phase of history it leaves the 
whole society in a •no war, no peace• state. Hence dependence 
on pursuit of peace through power paradigm is not reliable 
in the interest of peaceful international relations. 
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Pursuit of Peace through Alternative Approach$ 

Idealist Approach 

Idealist theory in international politics
1
based on 

the general idea of evolutionary progress in society finds 

its historical origin in the ideas of philospher condorcet 

who envisaged a World Order characterl ~ed by the absence of 

war
1
inequality and tyranny and constant progress in human 

welfare~brought about by reason, education and science.
64 

The theoretical position of idealism in international relations 

that emanates from the liberal outlook of the 18th century 

f-rench philOspher.CODdOrCet 1 presentS the picture Of future 

international society based on the notion of reformed international 

system free from power politics, immorality and violence. 

OffEriu:J \-Jays out of the problan of suri vi val in a world of 

archaic power politics 1 idealists anphasise on the moral 

principles of a nation. In their view moral nations should 

try to follow moral principles in their international behaviour, 

abstain from all fonns of traditional pmol'er politics and adopt 

principles of non-partisanship through which evil influence 

of power politics may be progressively minimized. 

64. Marie Jean Antoine cari tat condorcet 1 Marqui sde , 

tr, Jane Bara Clough, Sketch fo__;:__~_:tf_j__g_g_:ri.£-?..1.. ---- -·~----
Picture of the PrQgress of the Human Mind 
--------- -~----- --- - - --·--··- ----------
(London ,1955). 
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Idealism conceives of constituting a World Government for 

abolishing Power rolitics 

The intellectual fouhdation of international idealism 

can be traced the 19th century Benthamite rationalism 

which was based upon the idea of supremacy of reason. The real 

problem being diagonised as right r~asoning sprang up with 

the argument that a correct understanding of international 

society could be acquired and international society be 

improved once the voice of reason is realized. The 

reverberation of this argument was heard in the exhortation 

of those who propounded i2_:_doctrine of · · harmony of 

interests • Thus ];JOlitical idealism proceeded with the 

ass.llnption that the compatibility of interests is possible 

and achievable thr·:.;ugh reciprocity and mutuality among nations. 
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KANTIAN APPROACH 

The 18th century German Idealist Kant's vision of 

an ideal World Order thrives on his philosophical blending 

towards internationalism contained in the establishment 

of a federal league of states for the pacific settlanent of 

international disputes with avoidance of Global Warfare. His 

work on perpetual peace outlines the philosphic rules for an 

internutional association as an indispesnable presupposition 

for a lasting peace. The outstanding idealist philosopher 

goes to the lengtli of suggesting disarmament and abolition of 

standing armies keeping utter denunciation of global Walfare 

in the frontline of his philosphical outlook. Kant>·' s ideallst 

visionary of a League of ~tates bound by the cannons of 

morality in the absence of a systeu of le;al sanctions 

presup.£.-;oses the very essence of his conviction that perpetual 

peace is not possible until a League of States is s-:.t up as a 

postulate of purs n::ason. In his enphatic suggestion, he 

firmly upholds that treaty of peace must be signed by all 

states with clear and strong conditions to guarantee its 

continuance • Kant considers state~ as moral entities which 

t moral olbligation to seek peace in 

with one another.
65 

relationship 

65. M/c Ainsh,G.L., World Encyclo~dia_of ~e_?ce_ed., 

Lians Pauling , Vol I, (Pergamon Press,) p. 517. 
/ 
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TOLSTOYIAN APPPROACH 

A Militant vision of christian non-resistance got 

reflected in the peace ideas of Leo Tolstoy whose sources of 

pacifism were two fold, viz., liberal acceptance of the 

perfectionist teachings of new Testament and his angry 

rejection of contemporary western societies of which war and 

the state appeared to him essential aspects. His ideas 

of non-reistance to evil was designed as a powerful spiritual 

weapon for undermining the foundations of the modern Moloch 

e.,bected by the essential militaristic states. The state, 

in his view must be dismantled entirely and replaced by a 

voluntarist society before non-violence could be fully 

e£ Lecti ve. Tolstoyian approach believes in total non-

resistance other than passive resistance to violence and 

outrage. According to him "the urge for power is the 

suprane evil" 66 • Tolstoy sees non-violen~e as a moral 

impe~ative compared with which practical considerations 

count for nothing. 

66. Porter B.E., World Encyclopadia of Peace ed., 

Lians Pauling (Pergamon, Press,) Vol II, p. 465. 
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GANDHibN APPROACH 

A high priest of idealism in international politics 

Gandhi extended his invaluable doctrine of non-viclence, not 

as a passive submission to evil, but as an active and 

positive instrument for the peaceful solution of international 

differences. The crux of his philosophical basis in 

international relations lies in the fact that in resisting evil 

and aggression all have to maintain the temper of peace and 

hold out the hands of friendship to those who, through 
~ 

fear or for other reasons may be opposed to~others. Gandhi 

applied moral values to political action and dwelt on the point 

that so long as we do cot recognise the supremacy of the moral 

law in O;Jr national and international relations, '.-.·e shall have 

no enduring peace. So long as we do not adhere to right 

means , the end will not be right and fresh evil will 

flow from it. A society based on injustice must necessarily 

have the seeds cf conflict and decay within it sc long as it 

does not get rio of that evil. Gandhi established the fact 

that human spirit is of more powerful than the mightiest 

of armaments which he ext ended to international relations. 

Stressing on the need for an international morality, 

Gandhi insisted on the reciprocity and mutuality of 

national interest. He upheld that nations should try to find 

out wasys and means to adjust their interest • The com~atibility 

of national interest in his view, is the best guarantee of 
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survival • Thus he dwelt on the point that interest of one 

nation can be adjusted with the larger interest of mankind. 

Gandhi proposed the concept of civilian based defence 

which presents the best hope to prevent nuclear catastrophe 

for it is the only form of defense that neither threatens 

the attacking party, thus provoking them to attack nor calls 

for the militarisation of the society. Gandhian approach 

firmly upholds that non-violence is 1 .;t only the best way 

but the only way to rid ourselves of the (£ourage in all its 

forms. 67 Gandhi firmly believes that all wars are totally 
i?~ 

wrong irrespective of the fact that\,moti ve of one party is 

right and the other is wrong". 68 Gandhi further admits that 

peace , I want among all mankind, bu~ I donot want peace at 

any cost and certainly not by placating the aggressorw 
69 

67. Eswaran E., world Encyclopadia of Peace ed., 

.Lians .Pauling 'rergamo~1 Pres~), Vol I, p. 335 • 
!-' 

68. Quoted in ciudhadeva Bhatta Charya, Evolution oJ~h~ 

rhilosophy of Nahatma Gan?Et(Calcutta, 1969), pp. 443-44, o 

69. Bombay Chronicle, Aug.9,1942. 
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INSTITUTIO~AL APPROACH 

(Approach of Peace ciocieties
1
Movements and Organizations) 

Approach of Peace Society 

Peace society , the oldest of which date.> back to 

the end of Napoleanic wars, formed part of a vast movement of 

reform whose ai1owed object was "the promotion of permanent and 

universal peace". The London Peace Society opposed all 

war;; in its totality. The American .t'eace Society worked to 

eliminate war from the corrununi ty of c i vi 11 sed nations. A 

radical wing developed within the peace movement in the United 

States under the leadership of William Lloyd Garrison who 

founded the new England non-resistance ~ociety on the basis 

of a kincJ of Tolstoyani sm before Tolstoy, repudiating 

al.l the \.;e.r. 1-'1. handful of rnernbt:l s of this sGcie-ty even 

experimented witlt non-violent techLiquet:- o:::: resistance • 

hoderate Anglo .hlltErican l-'eace .Society strove to achieve the 

establisr:ment o~- rrachinery for ~:·reventing international war. 

11 Th e pea c e scherr. e s of the 19 t h c en t u ry 1 a 11 c en t red 

on five fundamentals: arbitration,arbitration treaties and 

clauses in tr~aties, an International Authority or Tribunal 

or Congress 1 the codification of International Law and 

(simultaneous and proportior,a.l}'disarmamentl
70 

• The 

institutional apiJrodch of t,!e 19th century, peGcce movement 

had much to its c r~di t both in countering the age long 

glorificatior:. of wc:..r and in pressing the aat~rial c:nd mon:;l cc=;se 

70. Beales, A.C.F., The Histor~ of Peace(London; 1931), PP~ 8-14. 
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as;ainst the continuance of international war in a supposedly 
} 

ci vi li sed community of nations. The movements proposal for 

introducing international organisation and a measure of World 

Government in place of the international ~narchy that 

hitherto had prevailed wars to be corr.mended. They served as 

a model in many ways for 20th century efforts in this area. 

ln Post War World,most pacifists alongwi th large sections of 

the Wider r-eace Lv1ovement were to become acutely 

aware of the need for social change in effecting the 

elimination o£ war. and violence from the .-lorld. The 

exploration of this fresh dimension grew into one of the 

major tasks facing than. 

Quakers or the society of fri end.s widely knovm to 

be the pontiff of peace sought to trc.nsfo.rr;-, the world. 

After early millenarian o:f perfectionist hopes had been 

' \.l< 

abandoned# they strove \reform society than to effect a 

total change. Disregarding the apolitical and quietist trend 

wi-~ich gained predominance for a time ourin·:J the 18th century -

Quaker ~acifism becc.me an outreaching creec and sought to 

:.:.ind expression in international relations. Guite early in the 

history of Quakers, English quakers like ~illiam Penn 

or John oellers, propounding schemes for establishing 

peace between the nations without, at the same time, 

requiring their statesmen and citizens to become converts to 

the unconditional pacifism of friends. In 19th century, 

British ~uakers were among the ec.rli est prornot ers of new' 

peace movement (as well as of a nun:ber of other contEmporary 

reforrn endeavours.) 
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AP?RCACH OF PEnCE MGV~~ill~T 

% (NON ALIGNED MOVEI·!ENT l ,, t" r ~ ( tj L. tl) 

Non-aligned movement ever known to be a prominent 

peace movement in the hi story of mankind is the movement of 

such nations whose policy aims at keepiDg away from a 

continuing internatioanal situation i.e. cold war or bloc.:-~ 

politics thus fighting for the cause of peace • Hilitary 

alliance being an important feature of cold war, non-alignment 

insists on keeping away from those alliances. The emergence 

of new states and adoption of non-alignment by thern has 

added a third dimension to the anti-alliance policy, which 

hulas that competition for enlistment of allies is a cause 

of tent on and ultimately of war. The new aspect of 

anti-alliance policy holds that in the aLsence of alliances 

0ll naticns woulc be isolated and thus more easily 

amenable to international law. l::iion -alignment strEsbes on the 

major development in contemporary intern4tional relations for 

wi:ich it becomes quite relevant for the cau oe of peace while 

keeiJing away frc.lfn military alliance. Thi::; mdjo::- develorment 

in contemporary internatior1al reL=.tions is the totally 

destructive character of modern weapons and the consequent 

change in the character of war. Non-alignment proceeds with 

the assumption that the solidarity of states having faith in 
(,>·\"-

non-alignment is like a most effective .which can help the 
\_ 

nations in the present age of nuclear deterrence. 

The chief objective of non-alignment has not so 

much in its recognition of peace as a condition of 
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progress as in its assertion this condition and progre~s 

resulting from it can be meaningful only if and so long as 

an all out nuclear war does not occur. Jawaharlal Nehru 

one of the founding father's of non-aligned movement 

understood the objective of n~n-alignment and proceeded with 

the assumption that it is means not merely in the service of 

national interest but in the service of international peace. 

By pointing out the hidden potentialities of non-aligr~ent 

as an instrument of peace, Nehru raised it to a world Force. 

While realising the basic truth about non-alignment 

its relationship with disarmament and international 

organisation becomes obvious as it is throu<::)h thEm that non

alignment contributes to the cause of peace. Non-alignment 

supports all activities that aim at ·the relaxation of 

internaticnal tensicn and it encourages all institutions 

which work for peaceful resoluticn of coLflicts • Hence 

support for disannament and faith in the United Nations 

in p-.Jrs:J.:mce of ,Jeuce are c;::Jit"e important obje-ctive of 

non-alignment .. 

In an unprecedented situation of war non-aligned 

nations are left with no cnoice but to join it ~n the 

side which they consider as just • But to avoid asituation 

of war and especially Third World War , all the plans including 

those for banning nuclear weapons which helps this prevention. 

are logically a concern of non-alignment in vi~~ of 

existence of mankind. 
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Non-alignment is the natural accompaniment of all 

those countries which support peace and disarmament. In the 

case of aligned countries, this accompaniment can at least 

take the form of a proper appreciation of the role which 

non-aligned countries can play or are capable of playing 

in peace making. 'Jn sett lernent of disputes, the 

contribution of non-alignment is its assertion that in 

peaceful settlement of disputes , nations should not take 

sides in a particular issue because then only they can be 

heard by the disputants. Non-alignment tends to narrow the 

zone of conflict widened by the military-strategic interests 

71 of su per:pow ers. .L"on-alignment of nat ions isolates the two 

sup~owers and tbu s isolated, the su perpoviers, finding that a 

<iirect confron::ation would inevitably bring about their mutual 

annihilation would try to find v~ays and means to avoid 

72 
such catastrophe. 

71. Sinha R., World ~ncyclopadia of ~eace, ed., Lians 
--·-- -----·- --·--

Pauling , (Pergamon Press,) Vol II, p. 60 •. 

72. Ibid. 
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tfl J(Oti('4H lt.J/tR..N /Ill 0 N A L 

APPR0ACH-f0 PEACf. (\CRGA....''U ZATION S 
• 
f 

(UNITED NATIOt•S APPROACH) 

d· 
After the conclusion'\ second World War , United Nations 

emerged as an organization to establish harmony among nations. 

The very preamble of UN charter extolls peace to be the 

highest ideal of mankind whene nations of world community 

take._. pled~for its attainment. 

The ehart er reads: 

11 we the people of the United ~-Nations determined to 
) 

safe succeeding generations from the scourge of war which 
' 

twice in our life time has brought untold sorrow to mankind
1 

and to reaffirm faith in fundamental humanrights in the 

dignity and worth of human person, in the equal rights of 

nations large and small and to establish conditions under 
J 

which justice and respect for the obligations arising from 

treaties and other sources of International Law can be 

maintained
1
and to promote social progress and better standards 

of life in larger freedom and for these ends, to practise 

tolerance and live tog ether in peace with one another as good 

neighboursand to unite our strength bo maintain international ,.. 

peace and security and to ensure~ by the acceptance of 
J 

principles and the institutions of methods , that 

armed forces shall not be used, save in the common interest~ 

and to employ international machinery for the promotion of 

the economic and social advancement of all people
1

have 

resolved to combine our efforts to accomplish these aimsY 
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The purposes of Jnited Nations in terms of attainment of peace 

are enumerated in article 1, clause (1) and (2) which reads -

Clausell):To maintain international peace and security and 

to that end to take effective collective measures for the 
I 

prevention and removal of tbrga~~o the peace and for the 

suppression of acts of aggression or other breaches of the 

peace and to bring about by peaceful means and in confirmity 

with the principles of justice and international law, 

adjustment or settlanent of international disputes or 

situations which might lead to a breach of the peace. 

Clause (2):To develop friendly relations among nations 

based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self 

determination of the Peoples and to take necessary measures to 

strengthen universal peace. 

In pursuit of peace, the Charter of the Jnited Nations 

also !:;rovides for the organisation and its members to act 

in accordance with the following principles: 

Article 2 of the Charter reads > 
:, t l} ) ' r\ L.L <'V\. z I'V\ L z '. > 
shall settle their international dispute by peaceful means 

in such a manner that inte.mational peace and security and 

justice are not endangered. 
CL(i.r) i~LL ""--!..""{.,..:..,-:;,. ;,L__·,LL 

refrain in the their international relations from the 

threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or 

political independence of any state or in any other manner 

inconsistent with the purposes 0f the United Nations. 
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Cl (5) All the members shall give the United Nations every 

assistance in any action it takes in accordance with i~~ 

present Charter, and shall refrain from giving assistance to 

any state against which UN is taking preventive or enforcement 

action. 

Cl(6} The organisation shall ens;Jre that states which 

United ~ations act in accor0ance with these principles 

so far as may be necessary for the maintenance of internc.t ional 

peace. 

For the upkeepnent of peace as the ultimate end, UN 

Charter provides for pacific settlement of di srJUtes in 

article 33 Cl (1) which reads -

The parties to any dispute, the continuance of which 

is liKely to endanger the maintenance of international peace 

and security , shall first of all, seek. a solution by 

ne,::;otiation, enq: .. liry mediation, conciliation, arbitration, 

. . . . 1 
_;~C.l.ClCi 

or other peaceful means of their own choice. 

Thus. alttrnative af.proaches have provided reliable 

set of ways and means for attainment Of pedce in international 

relations. Alternative approaches , in a true sense, represent 

long run policies that would aim at objectives to be realised 

in the future. 
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I - ?, GLRoACHEV'S APPROACH 

In this age of dreadly nuclear weapons and its rapid 

udvacement , when the whole scenario of international politics 

characterised by struggle for power in the form of nuclear 

~rms race has questioned the survival of whole mankind, the 

al-cernative approach of 0 orbachev appears as a suitable answer 

which embraces both a realistic assessment of the international 

reality and iaealistic strategy for ~eaceful international 

order. 

Keeping the exigency and expediency of the reality 

in view, from a genuine realistic angle
1
Gorbachev obse~ves 

that force or ~hreat of force neither can nor should be 

the instrument ·of _;;olicy ~f any nation. He perceives that 

"if policies are built on erroneous premises,then things would 

reach an extreme point of confrontation fr;::ught '-''ith the 

most t~agic consequence for the whole world and sit~ation in 

the world 1nay assume such a character that it will no longer 

de_ end upon either the inteL:.iger:ce or the will of political 

leaders" 73 Gorbc,chev ern.c-h<c;sise:::; on the .:·Oint thdt n..:.tlOLS 

must loL-k at the worla from a position of realistic politics 

which explains the situation in the present day world to 
I 

be dangerous to allow them to miss even the slightest 
I 

chance for improvement and durable peace. In this context, 

7 3. Gorbachev 
r~1 . ~ . ) 

- ferestroika: N ~w 

J"r O""r (,"Ul)t.ry 

L.,ryJory ' /l}S7) 

Wedd. (fofJ~J.rf)w} Go~ll.')!>, 
I 
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lie suggests that all nati ens :especially st:rong est of them/ .. ··--. (_ 

have to practise ~elf-restraint and renounce~use of force • No 

one should handle internaticnal situation in such a way that 

would heighten confrontation • Thus, a0mitting the presence 

of conflict in international relations :with the factual 

insight of realist visionary , Gorbachev comes out with 
(>'/ r l ~. ... ~-> 

proposals for peaceful resolution of ti1ose ~in an 

idealistic way • Discarding the notion of balance of power 
I 

Gorbachev stresses on balance of interest from view point of 
-;. 

security of various nations. His approach outriqhtly rejects 

the notion of striving for security at another's cost and 

with the sacrifice of moral values. Gorbachev insists that. 

basing international relaticrs on moral and ethical norms 

that are common to all humankind and harmcnisir:.g inter-state 
/ 

relations bas become a vital requirement in the r:Jresent context. 

His approach is based on the O.octrine that comvatibility of 

interests between nations on the question of security is 

possible and achievable through reciprocity and mutuality among 

nations • Since compatibility of interest on the issue of 

security is the best guarantee of survival , the problem 

gets automatically solved ones this mutuality and reciprocity 

is attained. In this context
1
Gorbachev suggests that .. 11 nations 

must learn to leave in a world that would take into account 

the security interest of all nations1174 • 

74. Ibid. 



Presenting his alternative security model.Gorbachev emphasises 
/ 

on universal security based on the principle of balance of 

interest • The very axiom that security is indivisible occupies 

a pivotal position in his new concept of security. According 

to this theory , the security of a nation must be coupled with 

the security for all members of the community, underlying which 

adversaries must become partners and start looking jointly 
,, 

for a way to achieve universal security. It is the way of 

mutually advantageous and reciprocal compromise,on the basis of h?~''· 

the suprane common interest prevents:. any conflict where there 
I 

should be no striving for security at the expense of others". 75 

With a staunch idealist visionary Gorbachev observes 

that 11 the world is entering an era in which existence wi 11 be 

based on the common interests of the whole mankind and the 

realisation of this fact demands that the accommodation of 

interest of various nations must be the determining priority 

i . . 1 1' . .. 76 n 1nternat1ona po 1t1cs • Gorbachev upholds that .. in the 
' 

community of states in international politics, every nation has 
) 

got its own interest and policies in every sphere are entitled 
; 

to find a reasonable reflE.>e:tion in international relc:tions fer 

which there is essential needfor balance of interests among 

t . "77 na 1 ens • He suggests that "irrespective of diversity of 

political and social systems nations should respect and 

accommodate each other.spolicies and interests made in 

different times. 78 #Differing policies and interests have got 

75. Ibid., p.l42. 

76. Gorbachev M.s. , Address to 43rd ~ession of UN General 

Assembly, 

(No·ust~ 
Ibid 
lblq 

Documents and K_~$al u _t:-~C')5 

M 0 > ( c; ~--;' ) I 'I 8 ~ 
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their priorities in international relations1 but that does 

not- mean that those are doomed to confrontation" 79 • 

Gorbachev further suggests that •statesmen should rise above 
I 

narrow national interest to save any sort of confrontation 

between national interest. He finnly upholds that while 

pursuing own interest, the concept of developnent at another':. 

expense becomes quite inconceivable. 80 Gorbachev dwells 

on the point that todays' world is complicated, diverse 

and contradictory and at the same time becoming objectively 

interdependent and integral. This feature of the human 

community 1 in his view cannot be disregarded in foreign 

policy if it is construed reai1stica.D1• 
81 

Otherwise , 

there will be no normal international relations, otherwise, 

they will be doomed to a feveris-h state and ultimately to a 

catastrophic confrontation•. 82 

Gorbachev1 with ample realistic visionary emphasises 
J 

that the pace of the development of military technology 

has been quite fast thus leaving peoples, states, and 

politicians less and less time for recognising the real 

danger and reducing mankind~ possibilities for halting 

the slide towards nuclear abyss. He warns that there can 

be no delay; otherwise such sophisticated arms system will 

79. Ibid. 1 p.224. 

80. op.cit., Address to 43rd Session of UN General Assembly, 
D oc,umv,r'lt~ ~·fi<~ ~_tdrt!.t.i.&•J~ 

pp. 7-14. 
81. The eurrent Digest of the Soviet Press Sept 17, 1986, 

Vol. XXXV!II, no. 33. 

82. Ibid. 
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appear that it will be altogether impossible to reach 

agreement on controlling them. He observes that major 

practical steps capable of checking militarism and changing 

83 the development of events for the better are necessary • 
.. 

He warns that the "balance of fear is causing to be a 

deterrent factor. In his analysis not only for the reason 
; 

that fear in general does not councel reason and can be 

an impetus to acticns with unpredictiable consequences. This 

fear is a direct participant in the arms race: By increasing 

distrust and suspicion, it forms a vicious circle of 

aggravated tension • In his view , it is now clear that the 

old notions about war as a means of achieving political 

goals have out lined their time. In the nuclear era, these 

outmoded dognas nourish a policy that may bring a universal 

conflagration. In his analysis of the problem of surivial 

in an era of nuclear power, Gorbachev witha pragmatist 

visionary observes that " the emergence of nuclear weapons 

has been a tragic way of stressing the fundamental nature 

of changes taking place since the midst of the century. In 

this context, sur.vival of nations cannot be guaranteed 

by building up even the most powerful security system for 

that would encourage nuclear arms race ultimately making 

the whole world a nuclear hostage. 
,, 
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To avert a situation of nuclear arms race that goes in the 

name of security , Gorbachev presents an alternative where 

the emphasis lies on the "need for a new historic reality 

which supports a new model of security on the basis of 

reasonable sufficiency for defence. According to this model 

equal security is guaranteed not by highest possible but by 

lowest possible level of strategic parity, from which nuclear 

and other weapons of mass destruction will be totally eliminated 

for genuine security". 84 Again Gorbachev observes that 

in the present situation • a new dialactic of strength and 

security follows from the impossibility of a military 

.as r· solution• as nuclear weapons, the material symbol and 

bearer of the ultimate military poHer, have laidbare the 

absolute limits and human kind is faced with the problem of 

survival , of self-protection in all its magnitude.••86 

As for a suitable alternative, Gorbachev suggests 

. that the task of security should be left to a political 

ethics, initiatives and decision making.eonstructive and 

· concrtte interaction between states and people on the scale 

of the entire world, should be chai)he.:lised. 11 Process of 
eli.:; 

negotiation on nuclear armament.~;~ can be achieved only 
·\ 

through intensive and open political dialogue aimed at the 

''87 essence of problems and not at confrontation. 

84. 

85. 

86. 

87. 

27th CPSU Congress Documents and Resolutions, (} r.:-) f ~ >_ S _ 

~vt.td~:!.-1'.), IVIc~cc•~) J'i'i5b 
Perestroika, p.l41. op.cit., 

op.cit., Address to the 43rd Session of the UN _ 
General Assanbly. t) ~ l ~ •\1\ L ,, t _s '"'1 t P'- <. sc L j..,_ t u:) ~ -Ibid. 
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Gorbachev insists on the necessity to step over things 

that divide nations, keeping interest of whole mankind in 

view. In his suggestion, any sort of difference should 
6;:., 

not transferred to interstate relations and foreign policy 
\ 

should not be sub-ordinate to them for , interest o$ survival 
I 

and prevention of war stands supreme as there would be no 

loser and no winner in a global nuclear war. In this 

conteSt, Gorbachev further suggests that in order to 

prevent any disaster, political leaders should rise above 

narrow nc::t i onal_. interest. 

Gorbachev emphasises on the role of international 

organisation and the necessity of international law for the 

channelisation of sound interstate relations,comprehensive 

international security and stable Word Order. In his view, 

in the present situation when there are very many changes 

in the World daturated with the diverse interests of 

numerous states and finding a balance of interest is a 
I 

priority, the role of international organisation occupies a 

pivotal position. This organisation is the most ap.t-·ropriat e 

forum for seeking a balance of interest between states 

88 
that is essential for the stability of the world. As he 

suggests , in this specific historical situation, states should 

reconsider the·~ratt i tude towards United Nat ions, without which 

World Politics is inconceivable. In his view, the revival 

I 
of United Nations role is linked with the improvement in 

88. op.cit., Perestroika, p.140. 
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the international climate where it anbodi es the interests 

of different states. "It is the only organisation which 

can challenlise their efforts bilateral, multi-lateral, 

'i 89 
regional and comprehensive in one and the same direction. 

He stresses that the problem of development being truly 

universal, what is needed is a united effort, the consideration 
I 

of the interests of all groups of countries through the 

mediation of United Nations. 

Gorbachev insists that the concept of comprehensive 

international securi tJ,' should be based on the principles of 

the UN eharter and on the assumption tL.at internc.tional law 

is binding on all states. While championing dernilitarisation 

of international relations , he stresses on the fact that 

political and legal methods are to be accorded top priority 

whereas basic ideals stand for a world canmunity of states 

with political systems and foreign policies based on law. 

With the help of an accord within the framework of UN, on a 

uniform understanding of the principle:· and norms of international 

law, solution to various problems can be sought. "In the 

nuclear era, the effectiveness of international law must be 

based on norms reflecting a balance of interest of states, 

'I 0 
rather tha·n on coercion". 

89. op.cit., Address to 43rd UN General Assembly , 

.:v"~ ILz~cl\JL~l')> 
90. Ibid. 

_________ .. ___ .. __ --- -
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Gorbachev considers it important that - the global 

problans affecting all humanity cannot pe resolved 

by one state or a group of states. This calls for co-

operation on World Wide Scale, for clese and constructive 

joint action by the major! ty of countries which must be 

based on completely equal rights and a respect for sovereignity 

of each state. It must be based on conscientious compliance 

with accepted commitments and with the standards of 

international law. The imperative conditions for success 

in resolving the pressing issues of international life, 

in his view , is to reduce the time of search for political 

accords and to secure the swiftest possible constructive 

91 
action. Thus. Gorbachev' s apprcach has given an idealist 
orientation to reali sn and realist or1EI'ltat1on to idealism 
by combining both. factual insight of realiE and ethics and 

ideals of ideali am. 

ll 
91. Gorbachev N.s. , The Contanporary World - Its main 

tendencies and contradictions.~! 27th CPSU Congress 
--;---- ---~-- -- ------------

Docmments and Resolution • 

i'j~(,. 
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CHAPI'ER - 2 

IDEOLOGY , NATIONAL INTEREST AND PURSUIT OF POWER 
aND FEACE IN SQVI t.'T APPROACH TO INTERNATIONAL POLITICS 

AND GORBACHEV 1 S NEM THINI<ING 

Ideological Basis of soviet Approach to International Politics 

Marxist Approach to Internatignal Politics 

Marx and Engels,for the first time,placed the study of 

international relations on a scientific basis. They did not 

see international politics as a battlefield of elemental forces 

on which a particular mosaic of relations amongstates and 

group of states or among countries and peoples take shape. 

For them, the international relations are not an arena of 

combat between individuals backed by the might of states, 

but are primarily a battlefield of class struggle. The 

entire system of international relations,the dynamics of its 

developments
2
were interpreted by them from the stand point of 

the class stru~:::gle between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie • 

All of the more or less significant trends in international 

politics are organically tied in with the problem and factors 

of a class and social nature. Thus the principal feature of 

the methodology applied by Marx and Engels in their research 

into international relations is the fact that they treated the 

sphere of international relations not as somekind of self-

contained system having purely external connections with the 

social system and class nature of a state, but as an organic 

component of a complex social nature developing in accordance 

with the same laws as social relations in their entirety do. 
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The content and essence of international politics in the light 

of the Marxist doctrine. are insepara. bly linked with the class 

struggle both on the international scene and within the 

framework of individual states. 

The contribution of Marx and Engels to philosoPby , 

political economy and history provide a comprehensive basis 

for understanding all principal,. aspects of international 

relations that relate to fundamental theoretical problems of 

international politics. Marxism revealed the decisive role 

of materialistic dialectics as a meehod for studying 

international relations in all its complexity , controversy, 

multiformity and the causative correlation of the events 

involved. Again, it unveiled that international relations 

should be regarded as a specific, but inseparable part of 

the entire system of the social rele;ti ons , a part that develops 

under the influence of same laws by which social relations 

as a whole develop. 

H.AR AND PE,.c.CE 

Capitalism , Imperialism and War 

Marx and Engels laid the theoretical foundation of the 
) 

proletariats revolutionary course in international affairs 

after analysing~~roblems of capitalism, imperialism and 
"-

aggressive war in international rel;-Jtions. They observed that 

the fund&T.ental economic interest of the classes lie at the 

basis of their international policies. 'The very nature of 
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of capitalist development which seeks to obtain maximum profit 

compels the capitalism to expand their economic activities 

1 
and defend their interests in intenational sphere 11 

• Industrial 

production , the principal lever of political power of 

capitalist) enables them to dictate over other states. Imperial! st 
I 

and neo-colonialist policies based on appression and 

exploitation of dependent countries are partial continuation 

of the capitalist system itself. Under capitalist system, the 

foreign policy being planned by exploiting classes in the interest 

of capital , the aspirations of bourgeios lead to expansionism , 

seizure of forEign land, exploitation and oppression of other 

people and states and struggle between major capitalist 

predators, for a redivision of the world, ultimately resulting 

in aggressive wars. Thus war results from antagonistic socio-

economic structure based on exploitation of man by man, 

inherent in capitalist development • Scientific and technological 

~::;regress and the rapid growth of productive forces under 

capitalism help continually to improve, the weapons used by 

r..:.gu lar armies. As a result every new war started by capitalist -. 

inflict ever greater damage on social progress. 

Struggle for peace and proletarian task 

To eliminate the possibility of t war , Marx and 

Engels dett:-nnined the proletariat~:'s task in the struggle for 

peace and against militarism and aggressive actions. They 

suggested the need for the working people of all countries to 

join together as the principal means for waging the struggle 

1. Marx,K,and Enc;;els,FA,.c~_l.:_~_ected~'lorks, Vol6, pp. 80,90,91. 
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for peace. They observed that a strong and effective means,for 

struggle for peace and against wars of aggression 1would be 

proletarian internationalism. Marx predicted that the alliance 

of the working class of all countries would ultimately kill 

the war. • 2 lie declararl•.J that 11the Union of the Working Classes 

of different countries must ultimately make international wars 

impossible. 3 

Socialist Society and Peace 

Marx pointed out that the possibility of safeguarding 

and consolidating peace;greatly depended on the relations 

between the bourgeois and the proletariat:.::.-. While anphasi sing 

on disapparonce of wars in communist society , Marx and 

Engels upheld that ~ the hostility of one nation to another 

will come to an end as the antagonism between classes within 

4 the nationsvanishes". Engels observed that a communist 

soci ety
1 
in which the interest of all its members would coincide 

1 

would have no reason for starting an aggressive war • A 

defensive war would be waged by countries of the New Social 

System only against aggression. The founding fathers of 

scientific communism predicted that with the establishment 

of socialist states, the safeguarding of peace would be a 

major principle of their international policy. 

2. The Great Council of the First International" 187D-71, 
tiinut e, p. 3 28. 

3. The General Council of the First International 1866-68 

minute, p.152. 

4. Marx,K., Engels,F., Collected Works, Vol 6, p.503. 
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LIBERATION STRUGGLE AND FROLET~AN INTERNATIONALISM 

While laying down, the foundation of proletariat~.s 

international taSk against capitalist and imperialist oppression 

and exploitation, Marx and Engels upheld that the working class 
I J 

that expresses the fundamental interest of all the people, 

emancipating itself from social oppression and exploitation, 

can become free only by liberating all the Working people of 

the World. Internationalism is the prime basis of the 

proletarian revolutionary stru~gle to succeed. On the principle 

of proletarian internationalism,Engels writes that 11 because the 

conditions of workers of all countries is the same, because 

their interests are the same, their enemies are the same, 

they must fight together having the brotherhood of workers of 

all nations•. 5 Marx and Engels emphasised the need for the 

working classes of all the countries to adhere to the same 

revolutionary course on the international platform. They 

believed that the principal trend in the proletariat's 

internationalist policy should help complete the transformation 

of capitalist system and attain the democratization of 

international relations, for democracy in international sphere 

is an impudent falsehood under expansionisn. 

Marx and Engels created important pre-requisites for 

the proletariat to develop and pursue its own independent ~c~i . .:J 

that would be supported by broad strata of the working people 

5. Marx K., Engels F. Collected Works , Vol 6, p.390. 
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on which the entire system of international relations would be 

6 restructured. They predicted that with the victory of new 

social system and the supercession of a bourgeois policy 

by a socialist policy of the proletariat: , a new type of 

international relations would emerge on the basis of new 

relationship between nations and people where there would be 

no exploitation of man by man as "its international role Will 

be peace". 7 

The basic aspect of the theoretical frrunework of Marx 

and Engels on international relations is the treatment of 

problems of international relations in general and international 

policy of the working class in particular. The doctrine of 

Marx and Engels laid the foundation of international policy 

of the working class, the prototype of the foreign policy of 

the new socialist formation. In examining international 

relations, Marx and Engelsfocussed their attention on 

formulating an integral and scientifically substantiated 

foreign policy programme for the working class which would 

take full account of the concrete international situation and 

correctly define the major aims and tasks of the struggle 

at each phase. Marx and Engels emphasised on the necessity 

and possibility of fonnulating and conducting a single policy 

of the working class on the international scene, the objective 

basis for which lies in the fact that the class interest of 

the proletariat in the sphere of world politics are identical 

and indivisible regardless of the nationality or state it 

belongs to. 
6. Marx;K.f.-Engels; F., Selected \'!Orks, Vol.2, p.18. 

7. The GJ;'e~t-Council of the First International (1870-71,Minute) 

p.328. 
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Marx and ~gels taught the working class to correctly define 

its role in the struggle and classes of diverse socio-political 

forces and groups in the sphere of international politics,and 

to support progressive revolutionary movements, treating them 

toL 
as its ally in tbe histo.o, confrontation with the bourgeoisie. 

The international policy of the working class can be successful 

only when it combines a clear revolutionary orientation with 

a realistic analysis of the objective conditicns and With a 

sober appraisal of the alignment of class forces both within 

individual states and on a world wide scale. 

Marx and Engels attached paramount importance to the 

consistency and principled nature of the foreign policy of 

the working classes warning that dc:viations from its principles 

could lend to a departure from class positicms. Marx and 

Engels saw the strength and vitality of the international 

policy of the working class in the fact that it is fully in 

line with the fundamental interests of the broad masses. 

~~OOTHING OYER SOCIALIST CON1BADICTIONS 

On their scientific analysis of World Socialism , 

Marx and Engels observed that the recognition of possibility of 
l-1/ 

contradictions'\the developnent of World Socialist System and 

interstate socialist relations would be an integral part of 

it. such contradicticns and differences cannot be antagonistic 
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and they can be jointly resolved in the interEst of each 

socialist country • Thus they were out and out against 

idealization and smoothing uver contradiction in World Socialist 

Systan. 

P§ACEFUL CO-EXISTENCE ·,nTH CAPITALIST SYST&l 

In the light of a new syst an of international relc.ti ons, 

Harx and Engels for saw tho.t the states belonging to the 

diametrically opposite socialist and capitalist systan would 

co-exist in future despite their sharply divided contradictions 

in socio-economic sphere. This co-cxi st enc e is char act eri sed 

by historical optimisn and confidence in the might of the 

world socialist comr[lunity and its increasing ability to influence 

the international. politics in the interest of peace and 

progress. 
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Lenin's Development of Soviet Approach to International Politics 

Lenin, being the founder of the world's first sociliast 

state established the basic principles of socialism's 

international policy and coined the methods for 

their implementation. rHis theoretical framework became the 

main direct! c,n of the policy act i viti es of the comrnun:ist 

party and soviet State. The theoretical propositions and 

specific recommendations on the candinal issues such as 
J 

the principles of relations between socialist countries and 

capitalist countries,nature of relationships Within 

socialist countries, socialist policies towards the revolutionary 

movements of the working class in capitalist countries and 

towards the national liberation movement of the people's 

of other countries constitute the firm scientific 

founaation of ~oviet approach to intern3tional relations. 

Lenin comprehensively enriched the ideas of Ivlarx and 

Engels on international relations and laid the foundation 

of the Soviet Socialist Policy by putting than into practice 

on the basis of scientific analysis of ob_ective reality in 

the new historical epoch of imperialism and socialist 

revolution. His theories on imperialism, capitalist 

transformation, socialist revolution, proletarian class 

struggleJproletarian internationalism and peaceful co-

existence were instrumental in providing a clear understanding 

to the broad spectrum of international relations and thus 

a scientific foundations to the soviet socialist approach 

to international politics. 
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WAR AND PEACE 

Capitalism.Imperialism and War 

In his development of a socialist approach to international 

relations,Lenin set forth socialism 1 s primary internationaL 

rask~of fighting against aggressive imperial! s't venture in 

vi~w of not only defending and consolidating socialism,but 

also putting an end to imperialist warfare and establishing 

peace through out world. When formulating the scientific 

foundations of socialist approach, Lenin based himself on 

a profound theoretical analysis of his age and took a 

complete account of its cat_,rdinal qualitative feature, above 

all the nature of imperialism. His work on ~perialisrn 

was the theoretical basis fot the scientific analysis of 

the major processes of international development in the 

age of transition from capitalism to socialism. Attributing 

the cause of global crisis to the nature existing capitalist 

system and its developnent to imperialist expansionism, 

Lenin relates it to the origin of war* 

Tracing out the cause of war in international sphere, 
II I !J;?_, 

Lenin put it in theory that war is~product of evolutionary 

development of world capitalism and of its billions of 

threads and connections". 8 He proved that the wars which are 

concomitant with all socio-economic structures based on 

exploita~ion and oppression waged in the era of capitalism 
I 

inevitably become concomitant with imperialism. 
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Objective economic foundation of the aggressive wars would 

continue to exist till imperialism itself exists. Hence, 

it will be impossible to slip out of imperialist war and 

achieve a democratic, non-coercive peace,without overthrowing 

the power of the capital and institution of capitalism, 

whose highest form is imperialism. 

Struggle for peace and proletarian task 

Lenin suggested that in this situation socialist and 

all other pro':]ressi ve forces have to implacably oppose such 

imperialist wars with all the means, they have at their 

disposal. He claimed that the wars of oppressed countries 

against their oppressor would be just and defensive and 

socialists would wish the oppressed dependent and unequal 

states victory over the oppressor. 9 He advocated that 

socialists have to aeterrnine their stand on the question 

of war under imperialism and plan the political course 

of the party to counter the aggressive policies of 

imfJeria.Lisr~: ~~1~2inst: socialist state~ prevent ne""w mi li!:"ary 

ventur8s by ccpitalisn and exclude war from the life of mankind. 

Socialist Society and Peace 

Lenin observes that war stems from the economic 

and political interests of the exploiting classes in 

capitalist society. As there will be no such classes and 

no such political and economic interests of a particular 
Cc,t, '· e. \, t ;>, d. \rJ 0 ., i:.: :; 

9. Lenin, V.I, Vol. 21, PP• 300-301. 
'\ -
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class in a socialist society, war is alien to its very nature. 

~ocialist society neither needs to plunder nor seize foreign 

lands;nor is it interested in exploiting other people, 

for its viability is essentially dependent on the results of 

labour unlike the .. capitalist society's financial capital 

. . ii1 0 wh1ch lS a decisive force in all international relations. 

Lenin • s strategy in the struggle for peace and clear 

programme of action prescribed for socialist state against 

imperialist war is quite realistic. 

~BERATION STRUGGLE AND PROLETARIAN 

INT ERNATI GNALI SM 

Lenin's theory of proletaian internationalism, 

a strategy for channelising socialist revolutionary process 

against imperialism~ colonialism and aggression on the 

global arena, becomes an indispensable a~pect of Soviet 

approach to international politics. The very essence of 

proletarian internationalism demands that "the interests 

of proletarian struggle in one country should be subordinated 

to that on world wide scale and a nation which is a achieving 

victory over the bourgeois should be able and willing to 

make the greatest national sacrifice for the overthrow of 

11 
internattonal capital, the chief weapon of imperialism" 

10. Lenin, V.I.~ :ollected works, Vol 22, p.259. 

11. Lenin, V.I., CollE'cted Works~ Vol 31, p.148. ---
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Lenin claimed that "world imperi ali srn must be fought and 
il 1 

socialist revolutions in other countries must be helped. 2 

As Lenin observed,the collapse of the imperialist colonial 

systan
1
the emergence of new SOvereign',. states and their 

independent foreign policy are inconceivable without the 

alliance of thE international working class and the 

national l i berc_t i em movenent. To him, "the foreign policy 

of the socialist country stands for alliance with the 

revolutionaries of the advanced countries and with all the 

oppressed nations against imperialists". 13 On this basis , 

Lenin aptly formulated the internationalist task of the 

world~ first socialist state with the declarations for the 

"support ... of proletarian revoluticnary movanent in advanced 

countries and democratic revolutionary 

movement in all other countries with special attention to 

14 colonies and dependencies" • Lenin proceeded from the 

fact that all the national contigent of international 

working class had objectively a corrmon fundamental interest 

and aim which demanded that they closely interact , extend 

support to each other and get united. He further elaborated 

the relationship between national and international factors 

in the working class policy and explained the role of 

12. Lenin, v.I., Collected Works,. Vol 27, pp 64-65. 

13. Lenin , V.I., Collected Works, Vol 25, p.87. 

14. Lenin v. I., Collected Works, Vol 27, pp. 157-58. 
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proletarian internationalism in creating relations of a new 

type with the people who freed themselves from the capitalist 

yoke. Lenin depicted how international and national 

interest must stand in relation to each other in the working 

class liberation struggle. 
·~-

~He observed that. the legitimate 
I 

needs and progressive aspirations of the wcrking masses 

1115 
of each nationality will be met through international unity. 

There will be the creation of~single world economy by the 

proletariat of all nations as an integral whole
1
when the 

socialist world becomes internationalised".
16 

SMOOTHING OYER SOCIALIST CONTRADICTION 

Lenin went against any idealisation or smcothing over of 

contradictions •· He upheld that the recognition of 

possibility and inevitability of contradictions, in the 

development of the world socialist system and in the 

interstate socialist relations, is an integral part of a 

scientific analysis of world socialism. Such contradictions 

and differences are not antagonistic and they can be jointly 

resolved in the interest of each socialist country. Lenin 

pointed out that "all nations will arrive at socialism, but 

all will do so not exactly in the same way. Each will 

15. Lenin, V.I., The Position and Task of Socialist 

International, Collected Works, Vol. 21, pp. 38-39. 

16. Lenin V.I., Preliminary Draft Thesis on Colonial 

and National Question, Sollected Works, vol 31, p.147. 
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contribute something of its own to some form of democracy 
I 

to some varying degree of socialist transforrnation". 17 

Lenin outrightly rejected the idea of exporting revolution 

branding it as un-Marxist and noted that'~ommunisrn cannot be 
J 

11 18 imposed on others by force. 

PEACEFUL CO-EXISTENCE WITH CAPITALIST SYSTEM 

Lenin's donctrine of peaceful co-existence, the main 

strategic direction of •soviet Socialist policy towards the 

capitalist system, constitutes a vital aspect of Soviet approach 

to international politics. In his doctrine, Lenin advocated 

the necessity of peaceful co-existence between the two 

diametrically opposite socialist and capitalist systens, 

since he felt that both the systems would have to co-exist 

for a fairly long period of time which is a histortcally 

dete.rmined objective. He upheld that peaceful co-existence 

being the essential pre-requisite for peaceful settlenent 

of all international issues would not only be vital, for the 

co-existencE of both the systems but also serve the 

intertst of whol~ mankind by eliminating the fear of 

politics by other means • Again, in view of protecting 

and promoting the specific interest of socialist system, 

the principle of peaceful co-existence that aims at safegu~ding 

17. Lenin, V.I., Collected Works, Vol. 23, pp. 69-70. 

\1 
II 

18.. Lenin V.I., Eight Congress of RCP(B) , Collected 

Works, Vol. 29, p.175. 
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and consolidating peace , would ensurE the most congenial 

external conditions for building up socialism and enabling 

socialist foreign policy to furnish international task. 

To materialise the principle of peaceful co-existence 

Lenin chalked out a strategy on economic platform. dwelling on 

the Marxist tenet on the decisive role of economic interests 

in the object! ve of capi.tali st class, Lenin set the task of 

using this factor to develop economic ties with ca~italist 

countries on the basis of peaceful co-existence. He pointed 

out that there were objective conditions for developing 

economic relations with capitalist countries and~$as 
confi nned that •• ;joci ali st Common Wealth can establish 

economic ties with capitalist countries".
19 

In charting out 

the policy of the party and state for furthering economic 

co-operation with the west Lenin emphasised on the need to 

take advantage of the incontestable interest of major capitalist 

power in establishing economic relations with Soviet Union. 

The policy of economic co-operation , thus bec2me an 

effective instrument for implementing tLe principle of 

peaceful . : co-existence, placing it on a mat erial foundation. 

Despite all sorts of reconciling characteristiC$, 

the principle of peaceful co-existence, to Lenin, did not 

19. Lenin, v.I., Collected Works, Vol 42, p.177. 
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necessarily mean compromise in every aspect. It was not an 

attempt to change the social nature of the capitalist 

and socialist countries. Lenin, while propounding 

this doctrine clearly understood that peaceful co-existence 

between these two diametrically opposed systems did not imply 

the abandonment of the class struggle. Leninism does not 

suggest that peaceful co-existence is somekind of social 

status quo. Indeed, ~ it cannot reject the legitimacy of 

the world liberation movement, the struggle against imperialism 

and colonialism • Peaceful co-existence, keeps away from 

ideological rapproachment with capitalism since, socialist 

foreign policy is both a class and international policy. 
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Ideology, National Interest and Pursuit of l::'ower and Peace 

in Practice 

~'lith the Gr2at h'ctober revolution of 1917, started a 

new historical epoach in the international politics as the 

whole world got divided into two diametrically opposing sociall 

systems. The sharp contradiction between capitalism and 

socialism became the fundamental feature of the age when an 

acute struggle started between the two opposing systems in 

all areas of social life- economic, political and ideologicalf 

When the capitalist bloc" openly supported thecounter 

revolutarionary forces and economically boycotted soviet 

Union, as a counterblast,in 1919, the latter had to organise 

* the Third Communist International or Cornintern in order 

to spread communist revolution in the neighbouring countries. 

But in the meantime, however the economic condition of the 

Soviet Union began to deteriorate and to rehabilitate that, 

Lenin came forward with his "New Economic Policy" whose 

main objective was co-operation with C3pitalist bloc. 

* communist International or Third International 
1
proclaimed 

by Lenin at a Moscow meeting
1
aimed at fighting (by all 

available means, including armed struggle), for the overthrow 

of the international bourgeoisie and for the creation of an 

international soviet Republic. It considers the dictatorship 

of proletariat . the only possible way to liberate mankind 
I 

from the horrors of capitalism and Soviet power, in this 
• J 

regard is considered as the historically given form of 
) 

dictatorship of proletariat :. The task of the communist 

international is to liberate the working people of the entire 

world. It calls on the proletariat of the entire world to 
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In the struggle for peace and for the creation of 

favourable international conditions for building socialism 

and communism, Soviet Union had to detennine the basic 

link in the chain of its ~~licy objectives at the every stage 

of changed international situation so that it could deal with 

the complex set of problems facing the country. During the 

Russian Civil 'liar and the armed foreign intervention, the 

link that helped defend and save the young Soviet Republic 
1 

was the Soviet peace proposal to the bourgeois states. With 

Lenin's famous Peace Decree tha~ heightened inter-imperialist 

controversies , which the Soviet government took advantage 

of to ensure that the peoples revolutionary 

gains were not lost. In the early 1920's, once the Civil 

War and the intervention were over, the decisive link in the 

chain of .Soviet f-'olicy -objectives v;as the establishment of 

normal mutually advantageous economic and trade relations 

\vi th capitalist countries which helped the country rebuild 

take the same path as adopted by Soviet Union in course of its 

conquest of the great proletarian revolution. The Communist 

International recognises that in order to hasten victory 
J 

the working Men's Association, which is fighting to annihilate 

capitalism and create communism , must have a strongly centralised 

organisation. The Comnunist International must be a single 

communist party of the entire world. The co~nunist parties 

working in various countries are but its separate sections. The 

organizational machinery of the communist International must 

guarantee the workers of each country the opportunity of getting 

the utmost help from the organized proletariat of : other 
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the war devasted economy, establish and develop political 

diplomatic
1
cultural and other relations with capitalist 

countries and create conditions for peaceful co-existence 

between the two opposing systems. In World War II, the main 

link in Soviet policy was the struggle to create united 

world anti-fascist front, to organize a collective rebuff 

to fascist acJ<;r,,ssion and to mobilise all people who desired 

freedom for a struggle that would result in the quickest 

possible and total defeat and extermination of fascism. 

Keeping the <:.>bove objective in vie"', Soviet Union under 

Stalin collaborated with capitalist bloc though initially 

it had joined hand with fascist power to defend its national 

interest i.e. security. . But soon after, the over of 1-'lorld 

War II the honeymoon with western bloc was over and marred by 
) 

mutual hatred and distrust • Stalin looked upon the west 

especially the us with great susptci on and in his speech of 

Feb, 1946, ref erred to the 11 inevi tabi li ty of conflict with 

countries at any given moment. 

In practice, foreign communists lost control over their 

own parties to Communist International and their policies ~o 

strea~lined, followed both Russian revolutionary strategies 

and dictates of Russia's conventional diplomatic dealings. 
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the capitalist power11
• He urged the Soviet people not 

to be deluded that the end of the war meant that the · " 

nation could relaxJand emphasised that rather intensified 

efforts were needed. SOviet Union entered into the game of 

power politics with tJS where each of than tried to curtail 

the influence of the adversary and stop its presumed effort 

to conquer the world. 

stalini st World view was based upon a serl es of 
if 

mutually reinforcing propositions that Soviet Union was 

confronted by implacable enemies with whom no real co-operation 

was possible because they were resolutely dedicated to the 
I 

destruction of the World~First 

They were also made to follow the vagaries of Soviet internal 

politics. After Lenin's death, st:;alin's controversy with 
\\ 1) 

Trotsky dominated eomintern affairs. However, Stalin 

a '' pennitted the eomintern to serve only Russian interest. 

If II 

The eommintern~s dissolution announced in May 1943 

was probably designed to mollify Stalin's allies while war 

(second World War) separated Russia from many European 

revolutionary and resistance movements. 
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-socialist StateN.
20 

The distribution of power between East 

and West was described not as one of parity of balance but 

as one characterised by capitalist encirclanent. The Soviet 

Union was considered to be ringed by hostile states bent 

upon utilising every means at their disposal to undermine 

and weaken it. The need for vigilance was constantly emphasised 

based upon the contention that the primary goal of the Soviet 

regime - ensuring continued survival of socialism in the 

Soviet Union had not been secured and indeed was very much 

in j eopard1. This view was expressed by the ideological 

fonnulation that the final victory of socialism by which.was 

meant the achievEment of sufficient security to rule out any 

possibility of the restoration of capitalism in the soviet 

Union - had not been won and could not be attained as long 

as the capitalist governments of West Europe and North Ameri ::a 

continued to exist. 

20. Berin , F.S., The Communist Doctrine of Inevitability 

of War", ~erican Political Science Review(June 1962), 

Vol 57, pp. 334-54. 

Goodman, E.R., The cioyiet Design for World State 

{New York Columbia University Press, 1960). 
u Q 

Paul M., Prelude to Detente International Studies 

Quarterly, (Dec .1975), Vol 19, pp. 501-28. 

Tucker, R.C., The ~oviet Political Mind,(New York, 

w.w. Noroton, 1963J pp. 20-35. 
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Soviet insecurity was further hightened by a deep 

sense of fatalism in that it was explicitly argued that there 
I 

was relatively little that the Soviet Union could do to 

alter the international environment in which it existed • It 

was dogmatically asserted that world wars remained an 

inescapable feature of international politics under capitalism. 

During Stalin's period international relations was depicted 

by Soviet Spokesmen as a Zero-Sum ..,. game. In their conception, 

there were only two players, the socialist camp and the 

capitalist camp locked in direct conflict. The gains of 

one side were inevitably loss for the other. The presently 

oft-pronounced phrase - "the relaxation of international 

tension'' was viewed in Stalin's days as dangerous illusion. 

Far from advocating the goal of a lessening of international 

tension, Stalin's main concern was to preserve a high level 

of tension so that vigilance toward the class enemy would 

not be relaxed. For Stalin a state of detente was vastly 

more threatening than a state of acute tension, for tension had 

the acute advantage of making clear just who was the enemy. 
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The Second World War placed Soviet Union in a quite 

advantageous position as a result of which Soviet sphere of 

influence started extending Soviet Union under Stalin 

established influence ow the countries situated on the border 

in so far as internal administration and foreign policies 

were concerned. 

What aided the Soviet Union in its quest for a pax-

Sovi etica in the Post World War Period was the fact that 

due to the war , it had militarily occupied Eastern Ellrope .. 

It was on easy step for Soviet Union to create a set of 

satallite states in the region so as to secure itself. 

Stalin having control over the region successfully installed 
I 

pro-communist governments and saw that communism prevailed in 

Poland , Hungary, Rumania , Czechoslovakia , Bulgaria, Albania 

and East Germany. ThUs by promoting , Cowmuni st governments 

in Eastern Europe , Soviet Union assumed the leadership 

of communist bloc • Alongwith building up a . satellite 

state System in Eastern Europe , Stalin went on to extend 

his support to communist parties seeking to come to power 

in West Europe and also in Asia like outer Nongolia, 
J 
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Manchuria and North Korea. Thus through out the late forties, 

it looked as if a communist monolith existed and that the 

Soviet Union, if it could bring about a series of successful 

revolution, would establish a Russian dominated globa~ 

society. It was very clear that Stalin's slogan of communism 

in one country that was pronounced by him in early 1920s 
1 

when he first carne to po'.rer opposing Trotskyite view of 

export of revclJtion, got burried very soon under the 

mixed pressure of imposition of ideology and pursuit of 

power 
1 
influence and national interest. 

With the galloping spread of Soviet influence in 

Europe, United States took a numbe-r of measures aimed at 

curtailing growing influence of comu.unisn in Europe as a 

result of which Soviet Union under Stalin decided to revive 

the communist intenlational : by forging together all the 

anti-imperialist forces. In ~ptember, 1947, it set up the 

Communist Information Bureau, COMINFCru1, ** to co-ordinate 

the work of the communist parties . of varicus countries. 

'·** 
II 

The original purpose of the Cominform appears to have 
It 

been to help the Soviet Union to tighten the control that it 

was establishing over the countries of the Eastern Europe 

be it in accordance with Stalinist practice in Russia or due to 

the increasing momentum of the Cold War. It published a journal 

the main purpose of which was tc transmit directives to its 

manbers • 
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te 
This organisation was to take necessary stepS,-fCPJlarise 

communist ideology through propagation. In order to withstand 

the capitalist threat and promote greater economic co-operation 

among communist countries Soviet Union initiated Council for 

-Mutual Economic Assistance{COMECON) taking Czechoslovakia, 

Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland and Romania in its orbit. In 1949, 

when NATO military bloc was for-med by western powers, ~oviet 
I 

Union tried to counter the western moves by forr.ting the 

Warsaw pact military alliance with Albania, Bulgeria, Romania , 

Hungary, Czechoslovkaia , Poland and East Germany where it not 

cnly took measure5 to confront the western power bloc , 

and defend its national interest and that of allies in te~s 

of security 
1 
but also emerged as the undisputed }header of 

the communist bloc. 

II )J 

Soon after the establi shrnent of the Cominfonn the soviet 
I 

Union entered into political conflict with Yugoslavia, Tito 

having refused to bend the requirements of the Soviet policy • 

A formal breach occurred with the expulsion of Yugoslavia from 
ii I/ 

the Cominform in June (1948). 

II /J 

Cominform was subsequently dissolved in April 1956 by 

Khrushchev on the grounds that the organization had exhausted 

its function. 
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With the disappearance of Stalin from SOviet as well 

as World Political Scenario in March 1953, the frozen ice 

of deep confrontation with capitalist bloc and a dogmatic 

policy towards socialist bloc started melting gradually 

' which ultimately culminated in Khrushchevs , : :de$t;al.illisation .. 

21 In the fateful year of 1956, 20th CPSU under new leadership 

of Hikita Khrushchev heralded a new epoch in international 

relations witnessing a historic departure from Stalinist 

approach. Keeping the very exigency of the time in view 

it came out with the inference that war was not inevitable 

and could be prevented thus rejecting Stalin • s statement 
1 

that advocated inevitability of conflict with capitalist bloc 

It was held that though a future conflict could not just be 

postponed and a peaceful respite prolon'0 ed, nevertheless 

any internal crisis could be settled by peaceful means and 

not by war. The party proclaimed its conviction in the 

possibility and necessity of eliminating the threat of war 

as~uch and banishing it from the life of mankind upholding 

that war is by no means an indispensable pre-requisite for 

social revolution. The party refined the principle of 

peaceful co-existence with the renovation of Lenin's ideas 

by Khrushchev in 1959. Peaceful co-existence ,·as a 

recognition of the Soviet Union's growing confidence in 

21. Summarised from Twentieth CPSlJ Congress Documents 

and Reso!u,tions(Progress ~blishers, Moscow-)1956. 
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its ability to defend itself, an acknowledgement of the dangers 

to both sides of a nuclear war and a coounitment to the idea 

that communism could defeat capitalism peacefully by producing 

a superior social and economic systan. With this pragmatic 

assessment of international situation , in the era of 

potential nuclear warfare, emerged the liberalised Soviet 

approach to international politics in the form of a policy 

of peaceful co-existence with capitalist system. 

22 In the 21st and 22nd CPS~Congress , the issue of 

war and peace occupied a pivotal position where it was 

declared that prevention of a thermonuclear war and establishment 

of everlasting peace on earth is a historical mission of 

communism guided by Marxist -Leni st theory of just war and 

unjust war, the party progrruQme declared that the party and 

~oviet people as a whole would oppose all kinds of aggressive 

wars including wars with capitalist countries, loccl wars 

and wars against national liberation movement. But at the 

sarne time, the programr,,e stated firmly and ur,ec;uivocally 

that Soviet Communists regard it a duty to support the 

strug<; le of oppresso:::d people and just wars of liberation 

against imperialism , the class en any of Soviet Union ,.CPSU 

22. .:3ummarised from the Twenty First CPSU Oongress and 

Twenty second CPSU Congress, Documents and Resolutions 

( .t-=-rogress ~bli shers, Moscow 1 
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declared that the de£ enc e of the .Socialist homeland and 

ensuring the security of the socialist world system was its 

internationalist duty. Soviet optimism was reflected :!in 

Khrushch~.ev's declaration that capitalist encirclement 

no longer existed and the<t the final victory of soci0lism 

had b•::cn achieved in the Soviet Union. This repudiation of 

Stalinist dagma was mo~e than symbolic. It meant that 

the surVival of the Soviet regime was no longer viewed as 

hanging in the balance. Khr~shchev proclaimed that it was 

fully possible, even while capitalism still existed in the 

west, to create an international system in which World war 

would cease to be possible • It was enphasi sed that in the 

nuclear age, the Soviet Union and the United .::itates, as the 

World 1 s only two superpowers had a special joint 

responsibility to work together to avoid ao nuclear holocaust 

and to regulate conflict anywhere in the world. 

The evolution and changes in communist theOry and 

practice in the sphere of international politics go through 

three major phases: 23 the period of "ideological dreaming" 

23. Duchacek ,I.D. , Nations and Men, International 

Politics Today, (New York, 1966), pp. 242-ff. 
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which lasted upto the October revolution in Russia. The 
.. l) 
1'adjustments of the communist doctrine to the hard realities 

of international life in a system of Sovereign nation states 

and the phase of "further adjustment~• to the realities of 

nuclear age". The first phase was characterised by the belief 

in an eventual emergence of one world wide communist 

commonwealth which would be free from capitalistic evils and 

would function on the basis of proletarian internationalism. 

Any possibility of peace was ruled out while capitalism 

existed in any form. Prior to the success of the communist 

seizure of power in Russia in 1917, the Russian communists 

under Lenin's leadership were guided in an absolute sense 

by a programme of revolutionary thoroughness of 

action for transforming the whole world into communist society. 

There could be no possibility of the communist world having 

any diploma~ or foreign policy with the non-communist world 

sti 11 remaining to be made communist. This theory of ccrnmuni sm 

came into conflict with the realities of international life 

almost soon after the successful conclusion of the Russian 

revolution. For, it soon became clearer to the Russian 

leaders that the cause of international communism could not 

be dearer to them than the practical need of consolidating 

the internal stability of the Russian state. Hence compromises 

had to be made and the general ideological visions had to 

be either modified or abandoned. In the conflict between 

theory and reality, it was the theory and not reality which 

was sacrificed. 
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The result of all this was that the party of 

revolution had to learn the art of policies and diplomacy 
I\ 1/ 

and with this, the communist theory moved from its day dr£::?ami ng 

~ h 
phase into a phase of adjustment with reality. This reality 

was that Russia~. had no option but to engage itself in the 

process of power balancing in a world which was actually or 

potentially hostile. When the communi st!l theory considered 

capitalism as irremediable evil, the Russian leaders tended 

to adopt the usual policy of regarding some capitalist 

countries as lesser evil than others. This policy found a 

particular strengthening at the hands of Stalin. BUt the 

seeds of such a policy were sown during the earlier period 

itself. According to the pure theory of communalism, the aim 

was not only Russian Revolution, but a world wide and above 

all, an all Europian revolution. It was considered as a 

duty of Russian communists to promote revolution in EJrope. 

They also knew that the survival of Russia itself depended 

upon the triumph of communist revolution in some major countries 

of Europe, because otherwise Russia would always remain 

v~ lnerable to an attack from the capitalist governmentt_;of 

Europe. As such
1 
the Russian leaders were faced with the 

problem of conducting such a foreign policy as could help 

in the achievement of the traditional national interest 

of Russia on the one hand and the promotion of the communist 

ideology on the other. The problem was solved by equating 

the protection of the Russian national interest with the 

promotion of the cause of world revoluti en. So great was 
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the consideration of power and pragmatism
1
which had hardly 

anything to do with ideology as such. 

Thus Russian for~gn policy was inspired by the same motives 

as are applicable to all states, whether communists or non

communists namely the preservatio~nd maximisation of national 

interest. The First World War disproved Lenin's prophecy 

that inter capitalist wars were in~vitable and that they 

would ultimately lead to a transformation of the world into 

a communist system. While Russia bEcame corrununist, the 

rest of the world remained capitalist after the First World 

War. Hence 1 t became necessary to readjust the theory of 

inevitability of war with the new reality of the existence 

of a non-communist hostile world. This readjustment was 

made by Stalin on the basis of the well-known thesis of the 

desirability of a temporary peaceful co-existence until such 

time as the inevitable war between capitalism and communism 

could occur under more appropriate conditions in the future .. 

Stalin's argument was that the consolidation of communism 

within Russia first was the necessary condition of the 

establishment of international communism. Khrushchev also 

presented a variation of the same argument when he said that 

peaceful co-existence would lead to a peaceful burnial 

of capitalism • Khrushchev and other Soviet leaders 

advanced the thesis that the destruct! veness of modern 

weapons must have a sobering effect not only on the 

capitalists but also on the communists. 
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The obj_~tives of soviet policy were fonnulated by the 

23rd Congress of the CPSU. 24 They, broadly consist in 

ensuring, together with other socialist countries, favourable 

internationals conditions for the construction of socialism 

and communism
1

in consolidating the unity and cohesion of 

socialist countries,-their friendship and brotherhood,in 

supporting the national liberation movement and engaging in 

all round co-operation with the young developing states; 

in consistently standing up for the principle of peaceful 

co-existence between states with different social systens, 

giving a resolute rebuff to the aggressive forces of 

imperialism and safeguarding mankind from another world war. 

These goals proceed both from the existence of a world socialist 

community and the need for and inevitability of the close 

interactions of the u~sR and other socialist countries in 

the international arena and from the fact that alongside 

the socialist systan there exists a world capitalist system. 

In the year 1971, the 24th CPsu
2
aameforth with a 

concrete programme of struggle for peace and international 

co-operaticns. Its objective was a turn in international 

24. Summarised from 23rd CPSU Congress, Documents and 

Resolutions, (Progress Publishers , Moscow.) 

25. summarised from 24th CPSU Congress, Documents and 

Resolutions, (_:rogrcss Publishers, Moscow~ 1971. 
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h 
relations# relying on the growing strenght,unity and activity 

of world socialism and on its growing unity with progressive 

and peace forces alongwith a turn from cold war to peaceful 

co-existence between countries with different social systems., 

a turn to detente and normal mutual co-operation in various 

fields of human endeavour. In accordance with the peace 

programme adopted in the 24th CPSU, the method of peaceful 

settlement occupied a pivotal position, thus emphasising 

renuciation of force' and threat of force in settling disputes 

in international relations. 

The peace programme was given logical continuation 
26 

in the 25th CPSU Congress(1976) with the programme for further 

struggle for peace and international co-operation with due 

emphasis on the freedom and independence of people from 

imperialist domination. 

As a totality of norms of interstate relations, 

Lenin's principle of peaceful co-existence between states 

with different scci al systems were lE!<J i slat i vely proclaimed 

in Article 29 of the 1977 constitution of the USSR which 

reads: 

The USSR's relations with other states are based on 

observance of sovereign equality# mutual renunciation of the 

use of threat of force, inviolability of frontiers, territorial 

26. Summarised from 25th CPSU Congress, Documents and 

Resefvations,(Progress ~blishers,Moscow~ 1976. 
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integrity of states. peaceful settlement of disputes. non-

intervention in internal affairs# respect for equal rights 

of the people and their right to determine their own destiny, 

cooperation among states and fulfilment in good faith of 

obligations a~ising from the generally recognised principles 

and rules of international~aw and from the international 

treaties signed by the USSR. 

The Soviet policy of detente and co-operation with 

all countries was made explictly clear in the resolutions of 

27 
the 26th CPSU congress in 1981 where the congress proposed 

several important foreign policy initiatives to preserve 

and strengthen peace. It advanced . broad programmes of 

measures for strengthening confidence among all states 

and pres~d a series of proposals relating to international 

co-operation. Soviet Union proposed to allcountries 

that to counter balance the aggressive policy of reaction 

they should work to make the 1980's a decade of renewed 

success of detente • a decade in which fQlitical detente 

would be supplemented by military detente. It upheld th<:it 

objective possibility and socio-political forces did exist 

which could ensure peaceful co-existence between states 

with different social systems and prevent a world nu~lear 

conflict. The 26th CPSU congress emphasised on the bilateral 

27. Surrunari sed from the 26th CPSU Congress, Documents -
and Res&!·v;..tions, (:regress f>ublisbers, Moscow~ 1981. 
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task between soviet Union and United states based on strict 

observance of the principle of equality and equal security. 

As the party programme displayed extensive policy initiatives 

' 1~ expressed Soviet States readiness to examine several other 

proposals as well and to co-operate with all democratic 

forces in the search for acceptable forms and ways of joint 

action in the fight for peace. 
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Approach towards Capitalist Bloc in the Post Stalin Years 

As a matter of fact 1 during the days of ~rushchev's 

leadership the principle of peaceful co-existence, doctrinally 
I 

advocated by Lenin and virtually burried by Stalin was 

renovated and refined with accounts taken of the changes 

brought about by the Second World War and with the advent of 

~: nuclear age. Efforts were made by Soviet leadership to 

arrive at understanding on some outstanding issues. But 

most of the Soviet proposals having failed to receive 

equal response from the side of counterpart, Soviet 

initiatives could not succeed to cut much ice. Hence, with 

the doctrine of peaceful co-existence in the backside , 

Soviet Union tried to increase its military str.ength and 

expand the sphere of influence to contain its adversary. 

Distrust and suspicion climbed up such~-height that it 

culminated in infamous Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962. The 

whole process of peaceful co-existence thriving in a budding 

stage, was marked by Soviet leadership~ intense desire to 

pursue national interest. However, this aspect of Soviet 

approach could be averted due to pragmatic visionary of its 

leadership which was subsequently hailed as significant 
I 

contribution of Soviet Union towards promotion of World Peace • 

'rhus, the soviet doctrine of peaceful co-existence remained 

at the tip of the ice berg during the days of Khrushchev• s 

leadership. 
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With the appearance of Brezhnev in the Scenario. of 

Soviet politics,the doctrine of peaceful co-existence, 

in a true sense, was implanted, grew up and flowered. In 

the years of detente, Soviet Union tried to reflect the 

doctrine with a concrete content on the basis of equitable 

dialogue and co-operation • With consistent efforts 

towards disarmament and substantial ach~ement , those 

years witnessed the upheaval of a new era in the whole 
oJ tf.J ~ 

history~two opposing social systernsJwhich influenced the 

entire global geo-politics. The principle of peaceful co-

existence was expedited to such an extent that it culminated 

in Helsinki-peace-process embracing Soviet Union's all 

western counterparts • In this conference Soviet Union highly 

recognised that internati c.nal atmosphere had begun 

to change for the better with gradually melting of the 

ice of past cold war years. Soviet Union's profuse cordiality 

created the most favourable climate for the renewal of 

economic, scientific, technological and cultural co-

operation apart from political one between the two opposing 

social systems. Thus, detente became the rnani fest policy issue 

of the Soviet approach,thriving on the cherished doctrine 

of peacefulnco-existence, ~ill &Oviet intervention in 

Afghanistan in 1979 with which the era of new cold war 
) 

started. 
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Approach Towards Socialist Bloc in Post-Stalin-Years 

After Stalin's disappearance from Soviet Political 

Scenario, a process of eliminating deformations and purging 

the mutual relations of the Socialist countries of unhealthy 

phenomena commenced. The need to observe strictly the 

principles of full equality , goodwill, respect for national 

Sovereignty and consideration for specific national features 

was acknowledged. The recognition thatdifferent roads of 
' 

socialist development were rightful was also of great 
) 

significance. 

Unfortunately, the process of rejecting evil initiated 

after the 20th CPSiJ Congress Wa:s~~ of a contraoictory nature. 

It was influenced by a desire to overcome past inertia, 

by rigid stereo-types, by a dagmatic incomprehension of 

change and the new requirements of social development. But 
we .. ;, 

the process interrupted by a mixed motivation of the Soviet ..... 

ideological dogma, national interest and pursuit of influence 

The slogan that there can be many roads of socialist development 

was robbed off its essence when Khrushchev and Brezhnev 

carried out socialist intervention in ijungary and Poland in 

1956, in t!zechs(.lov$k1a in 1968 and again in Poland in 19aO 

~nd 1980, the most conspicuous and tragical being intervention 
J 

in Hungary and Czechs:-'.:lovakia • Military force was massively 

used in Hungary by SOviet Union alone and in Czech:s,·_:lovakia 

by the Warsaw pact countries with the leadership of Soviet 

Union when it felt that its vital interests were being 

threatened. The interest of Soviet Union was nothing 
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other than establi shinq social! am on the line of Soviet 

policy and hence installing pro-~oviet Leadership. soviet 

Union militarily intervened in Czechoslovakia when Soviet 

leadership thought that the increasing liberalization being 

carried out by Czech regime in domestic affairs would have 

a destablising effect on the rest of the Eastern Europe. In 

*** this regard, the famous Brezhnev Doctrine stated that the 

Soviet Union had every right to intervene in the affairs of 

a socialist country when it became apparent that socialism 

within the state was endangered. This doctrine introduced 

the idea of a limited sovereignity for the socialist countries. 

*** (a) The socialist states are only conditionally sovereign: 

they may lay claim to the rights of a soverign state 

in so far as they do not contravene the interest of 

the socialist community and the world wide 

revolutionary movement whlch take 9riority over 

national interest. 

(b) The socialist states have only limitec powers of 

self-determination. Breaking free from the "Socialist 

State Community" is therefore not possible.as such 
' I 

a . step would be det :.~.tim ental both to themselves 

and to the interest of other socialist countries and 

would justify the use of military force. 
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Approach towards Third World 

From the very be;J inning of the Bolshevik movanent in 

Russia , its leaders have avowed an appreciation of the 

importance of the East to the World revolutionary cause. In 

the years following immediately the October revolution, Lenin 

and his colleagues concentrated their attention in foreign 

policy on problems relating to the industrially advanced 

countries Of Europe. Yet, they r:ernained sensitive to the 

role that the "toling masses of the east" could play in 

assisting the Russian proletariat to achieve its victory 

over the world imperialist systan. Nevertheless it ranained 

Stalin's successors to make the first substantial and 

continuing Soviet investments in the countries of Third World • 

(c). Since the formation of a Socialist Oommon Wealth, the 

dictatorship of proletariat has adopted an international 

character. This implies a global claim to government 

on the part of the communist parties. The sovereignty 

of a socialist state has a class character which cannot 

be violated by acts of intervention of another socialist 

country. Sovereignty exists by law of the working 

people to establish a socialist or communist social 

order under the leadership of a communist party. 

(d) If a communist party, while developing socialism 

deviates of threatens to deviate from the Soviet 

model, thenthe brother countries are obliged , in 
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The initial thrust of the Soviet entry into the 

countries of the east came in ._seeming response to the policies 

both of Moscow's American rival and the new Soviet ally in 

Beijing. By the mid 1950s, Soviet leaders were reawakening ,, 
the Leninist perception of the Third World as the vital strategy 

reserve" of imperial! sm - an arena in which Soviet Union 

could wage the bipolar struggle with solid prospects of success, 

be, 
but at a lower level of risk than would posed by a direct 

'\. 

challenge in the "main arena" of confrontation. The early 

attention given by Moscow to the Middle-East and South Asia 

reflected the relative weight these lands carried in Soviet 

~ecurity Calculation. Having identified their priorities, 

Soviet leaders soon set about to revise the ideological 

basis of their new policy. 

(d)contd.,.accordance with the principles of proletarian 

intennationalism to intervene by means of military force. 

Consequently, through ideological divergencies in the 

".::,ovi et Common wealth 11 
- ( accorC.i ng to .:3ov i et Forei~:n 

) 

Minister , Andrei Gromyko in October 1968;at the UN) 

the conception of the CPSU can be put into effect with 

the help of the armed forces of the Warsaw pact should 

the diverging political line of a country bring the 

danger of a split in and theiriner disintegration of 

the Socialist Common Wealth and the country in question 

is not itself able or willing to oppose differences. 
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Like Lenin, Khrushchev sensed that as long as the 

burnt of the independence movement was aimed against the 

"imperialist" west it would serve the security interests of 

the Corrununist East. It was Khrushchev's confident expectation 

that aid from the Socialist bloc would allow the third world 

countries to break away from the imperialist economic grip 

and launch their plans for industrialised and truly national 

economies on the model of Soviet Union's development. A class-

conscious proletaria~would inevitably emerge in these 

countries , readf.-.< .. · to respond,~ to the political programme 

of its communist vanguard and once the "national bourgeois .. 

had revealed the compromising side of its dual nature -to 

assume political power, even by peaceful means. 

(e) The principles of peaceful co-existence, equality , 

l 
respect for territorial integrity and the states 

independence in home affairs are, as far as relations 

between socialist countries are concerned (and in 

particular with regard to the Soviet Union ) only 

partially effective. . 

(f) The dfense of World Socialism as a common achievement of 

the working people of all countries is the common cause 

of all communists and all progressive people on earth 
.I 

First and foremost the working people of the socialist 

countries. 

(g) Any corrununist party is responsible for its actions, even 

before all socialist countries and before the Communist 

World Movement. 
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The ~oviet approach to the third world was developing 

in truly realistic fashion exemplified by Moscow's willingness 

to modify the Marxist -Leninist doctrine to fit a variety 

of circumstances and by its use of a wide range of 

instruments for establt(shing its presence and exeending 

its influence. soviet Unions relations with Third 

World soon extended beyond ideological appeal and spread 

into economic, political, cultural and military sphere. 

The ~oviet contacts with Third World countries exemplified 

the techrliques of "informal penetration". 28 

In the year 1969, the well known Asian $ecurity 

29 
Doctrine was coined by the Soviet leader:'; Brezhnev which was 

l I 

based on four major principles, viz. (1) renunc~:ation of 

the use of force in relations among state~ptespect of 
(3) 

Sovereignty and invioability of frontiers , non-interference 
{4) 

in internal affairs , extensive development of economic 

and other co-operation on the basis of full equality and 

mutual advantage... One of thenew Soviet objectives of 

the donctrine was to make the continent of Asia as free 

from intra--continental tensions and disputes as possible, 

so that those tensions and disputes are not exploited 

by China or the United States as a pretext for their 

28. scott , A.M. , The Revolution in state Cra~t : 

Informal Penetrationi New York,Random House, 1965). 

29. Clark, I., "Collective Security in Asia 11
, The Round 

Table (London), October 1973, no. 25-2, pp. 477-78. 
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intervention in Asian Affairs. The doctrine of uAsian 

security .. served the Soviet Union as a convenient instrument 

which could be used both in its limited conflict with the 

United ~tates and in its unlimited conflict with China. 

As an Asian power itself ~oviet Union has:l.ong been
1 

deeply involved in that continent. After the rift with China # 

and China•s emergence as an influential power as well as 

leader of the communist movement in Asian continent, 

viewing it as the major rival and simultaneously seeing 

Japan largely as a surrogate for the United States, 

Soviet Union tried to build stable relationship with India 

and Viet-nam as partners in their efforts to contain 

Chinese and American power and to strengthen Soviet Union's 

own security alongwith influence. 
} 

SOviet • . Unions involvement 

in the Asian continent though appeared to be peripheral 

throughout the years, it penetrated into the core towards 

late 1970s. In the initial years, Soviet Union's tacit 

support to North Korea aginst us backed South-Korea in the 

Korean wars, military support to North..-Vietnam against 

America in the Vietnamese war and indirect influence over 

Kampuchea through Vietnam did not imply Soviet Union•s 

nconflict w~s mainly a clash for leadership of the Communist 
mova:nent 1 wh1ch was given the colour of a doctrinal stru""gle 
over the correct interpretation of Narxi sm-Lenini srn aft;r the 
policy of de-Stalinisation was launched by Soviet Union in 
1956. Coupled with a number of issues, the direct border 

conflict aggravated the tension • Later on three major issues 
viz - Soviet troops concentration in the Mongolian border 
Vietnam intervention in Kampuchea and direct soviet milit~ 
intervention in Afghani stan heightened the tension. ry 
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interventionist poltcy so much as it happened in case of 

direct military intervention in Afghanistan in 1979. Afghanistan 

being a strategic area on the periphery of the USSR~ 
J 

challenged by a military uprising against pro-Soviet regime, 

led Soviet Union to act in teDms of national interest to 

defend • Being a Marxist-Leninist regime linked to the 

Soviet Union by a SOlemn ~ecurity Treaty, its overthrow not 

only appeared as a challenge to Soviet interest but also 

a challenge to Soviet credibility. Soviet Union used 

military force in Afghanistan to maintain an existing 

regional balance not to upset it. 

Since mid 1950s , Soviet Union has been active in 

the West-Asian region both diplomatically and militarily 

as it has sought to pursue its national interest and 

increase its influence in the region viz-~-viz United 

~tates. It sought to promote Arab Unity in an anti

imperialist and anti-Israel bloc • It extended financial 

assistance to Egypt in the completion of Aswan Darn after 

United .Jtates and other western powers declined to help. 

In 1956, when combined military attack was launched on 

Egypt by Britain, France and Isreael Soviet Union was at 

the verge of using military power against these countries. 

In course of championing the Arab cause against Isreal 1 

soviet Union got involved in a battle of proxy with United 

.::>tates to counterbalance later's influence ano establish 

its own. It went to the extent of supplying military 
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assistance to Arab countries in the war of 1967. Soviet 

union increased its influence in the region by retracing 
~ r.~.?cl 

her position in Iraq , Libya, Syria with supply of military 

aid. With Iran's joining in the west sponsored Baghdad pact, 

~oviet union moved closer to Iraq. In 1958, Soviet Union 

extended support to Iraqi revolution and neutralised Baghdad 

pact/CWTO alliance system. In the liberation struggle of 

PLO against ±sroel, Soviet Union supported the former by 

givin0 military aid. Thus it is clearly evidential that in 

the course of exercising influence in the West Asian region 

and trying to curtail that of its adversary,soviet Union provided 

military and economic support not being involved in any 

direct military confron~tion. 

Closer to Soviet Union but still separated 
} I 

from its vital border regicn Africa has been a target of 
J 

intense Soviet attention. Since Niki ta Khru shchev• s regime 
/ 

3oviet Union has harboured hopes that a combination of 

ideological appeal and emulation of the uoviet development 

model would attract new nations in Africa to Marxist-Lenixist 

camp. Soviet objectives remain relatively modest, especially 

in comparison with Khrushchev's goal, Moscow hopes by presence 

to gain a voice in African• ~affairs and in particular 

to obtain leverage over the liberation movements in south 

Africa.By enhancing its own influence in the frontline 

states,the us~R hopes to reduce western influence • Soviet 

Union has establtshed its influence over Ethiopia and 

Angola although it has lost control over Ghane, Mali, 
Guinea and somali. 
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So far as Latin kmerican is concerned, Soviet 

objectives are less oriented towards winning new adherents 

to the ~ocialist bloc than towards denying a upperhand to 

its counterpart in exercising influence in that region. Despite 

the fact that much attention has been focussed on central 

America in recent years, Soviet Union has neither economic 

nor military interests there,that can be vital to its well 

being In Central America , ~oviet Union finds its interest 
j..J Cv•)C 

to interfer in so far as it does not United States to 
"\ 

interfere in the region that is directed towards bringing 

down Sandinista government in Nicaragua. As a result of 

this Soviet Union was engaged in a proxy civil war with 

United States by supporting the commun~st govennment 

with military and economic assistance. In El Salvador Soviet 

Union has kept the pot stirred with indirect assistance to 

the Leftist Guerrillas relying on the regime~ short-sighted 

repressiveness to provide main stimulus to the revolutionary 

cause. soviet Union takes immense interest in Cuba, its 

Socialist supporter in the region, through which it 

gets the vital strategic interest served so far as rivalry 

with United States is concerned. 
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Thus, Soviet Union since the Second World War has been 

playing a significant role on the chess board of international 

politics as a global power. The pursuit of power and peace has 

been motivated by its national interest as well as ideology. While 

ideology prompted it to move in the direction of peace, the 

dogma of its ideology coupled with national interest prompted 

to pursue pov1er and thus help emerge as a global power. 

In course of time, soviet Union adopted an approach that 

carried the imprint of dogmatism and a subjective approach that was 

unable to attune itself in time to the sweep of the changes that 

had encompassed the world and that did not always enphasize 

requisite means of ensiJring country's national interest - that this 

approach frequently bypassed real possibilities , was devoid of 

dynamism and was accompanied by mistakes and miscalculations. 

GORBACHEV'S NEW THINKING :-

The pursuit of power having cast aspersions on the genuine 

national interest of Soviet Union, and cost it dearly got replaced 

by the new thinking of Gorbachev which embraced a policy of peace 

instead of a policy of pov!er, keeping the exigency and 

expediency of the time The very need of the country and sweeping 

changes encompassing the world prompted the Soviet leader to 

renounce the approach of all stereotypes and dogmas accumulated 

over the years. Renovating the ideology of a Socialist state 

that was distorted for misinterpretations and identifying 

genuine national interest , Gorbachev preferred to choose a path 

of peace rather than that of power for not only to expedite 

his country's national interest but the interest of all nations. 
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IDEOLOGY, RATIONAL INTEREST AND PURSUIT OF PEACB IN 

GORBACHEV' S APHWACH TO INTERNATIONAL POl.ITICS 

The factor ef ideology as well as national interest 

get reasonable refelction in Gorbachev• s approach to 

international politics. Ideology and national interest 

envisaged in his approach. invoke a policy of peace and 

prosperity towards the whole world i.e. capitalist • socialist 

and third world bloc in all its aspects vis • social, , 

political, economic as well as military. Ideology, being 

given a renewed dimension, and national interest conceived 

properly give a diffe.c,,"nt orientation to Gorbachev• s approach 
,I 

that aims at expediting peace and prosper! ty. 

Under Gorbacr,ev' 3 leu.dership , iceolcgy of a socialist 

state having taken a moderate form, 1:.:; rr.ore guided by the 

pressing nededs of Soviet Union domestic oom~lsion as well 

as existing international situation, and hence accommodates 

Soviet national interest alongwith the interest of the 

states of international community. 



APPROACH TOWARDS CAPITALIST BLOC 

Soviet policy with the guiding principles of Gorbachev•s 

approach firmly and consistently inherits the leninist doctrine 
) 

of peaceful co-existence of the states with different social systems. 

The approach under the new thinking is more than ever, determined 

by domestic policy, by national interest with regard to 
I 

concentration on constructive work to improve the country. 

Soviet Union needs lasting peace, predictability and a 

constru«tive orientation in international relations. 

Restructuring is an invitation by socialism to peaceful 

competition with any other social system where soviet Union vows 

to prove in action that such competition benefits ~niversal 

peace and progress. When such competition is to take place 

and develop in ciV,ilised form, there is need for new thinking 

and need to overcome thoughts, stereo types and dogmas inherited 

from a past • 

The policy of peaceful co-existence as understood by the 

present soviet leadership pre-supposes: renunciation of war 

and the use or threat to use force as a means of settling 

disputed issues, and the settlement of such issues through 

negotiations; non-interference in internal affairs and respect 

for the legitimate interests of each other, the rights of 

people to independently decide their destinies; strict respect 

for sovereignty and territorial integrity of states and the 

inviolability of their borders; co-operation on the basis of 

complete equality and mutual benefit; fulfilment in good faith 

of commitments arising from generally recognised principles 
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and norms of international law and from international treaties 

1 
concluded. It pledges to bring about a universal affairmation 

I 

in international relations of the principle of peaceful co
' 

existence, as a generally recognised norm of inter state 

relations to be observed by everyone. The extension of 

ideologicaldifferances between the two systans to the sphere 

of these relations is held inadmissible. 

soviet Union • s strong desire for the developnent of the 

process of international detente,regarding it as an essential 

and natural stage on the road to the establishment of a 

comprehensive and reliable security system,gets reflected 

in Gorbachev•s new thinking. It stands for the creation and 

use of in~ernational mechanism and institutions which would make 

it possible to find optimal co-relations of national interests 
.,.. 

between two opposing systans. 

Gorbachev's approach envisages Soviet State's consideration 

of peaceful co-existence as a political course which intends 

to go on following unswervingly, ensuring the continuity of 

its foreign policy strategy. As its international policy_. 

sterns from the realities of world , it views the solution to 

the problem of international security in terms of consistent 

methodical and preserving effort. 

1. The tasks of CPSU on the International scene in the 

drive for Peace and social Progress. XXVII CPSU Congress 

Documents and Reservations (Allied Publishers, New Delhi, 

1986), pp. 310-11. 

l . f>. Jll 
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The ~oviet leader firmly believes thatttcontinuity in foreign 

policy has nothing in common with a simple repetition of what 
\ 

has been done, especially in tackling the problems that have 

piled up. What is desired, is firmness in upholding principles 

and stands, tactical flexibility, readiness for mutually 

acceptable compromises and an orientation on dialogue and 

mutual understanding rather than on confrontation. In the 

present situation objective conditions have taken shape in 

which confrontation between socialism and capitalism can 

proceed only and exclusively in forms of peaceful competition 
I '3 

and pe~ceful contest. 

A normal and stable relations between soviet union and 

United states of America on the basis of non-interference 

in internal affairs, respect for each others legitimate 

interest
1
recognition and practical implementation of the 

principle of equality and equal security and the building of 

the greatest possible mutual trust, is largely upheld by the 

former under the leadership of Gorbachev. It is emphasised 

that social systems and ideologies should not lead to 

strained relations,whereas objective pre-requisites for the 

development of fruitful and mutually beneficial Soviet-us 

co-operation should replace all antagonisms. f:Olicies 

of both powers should be oriented to mutual understanding 

rather than hostility which is fraught with the threat of 

3. Gorbachev M.S. , Basic aims and directions of party's 

foreign policy strategy in ibid, p.as. 
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catastrophic consequences for the Soviet and American people 

as well as for other nations". 4 Gorbachev upholds that there 

is no alternative to co-existence. The point lies somewhere 

above the linking for each other and goes beyond politics. 

Soviet-American relations are to develop along many lines, 

including political, economic, scientifie , cultural and 

human contacts. To work on the whole set of problems , both 

must meet each other half-way on the basis of common sense 

and an objective analysis of events and a willingness to 

compromise. No one can impose anything on anyone else. It is 

necessary to abandon the idea that the soviet Union has more of 

a state in improving soviet-American relations than does the 

United States. In Gorbachev•s view the relations between 

US and USSR are part of the broader and multi dimensional 

spectrum of relations between different social :sYStems 

or between East and West. "It is one of the key tenets of 

new thinking not to make differences and conflicts a pretext 

or justification for confrontation especially when the process 

of renewal , demaratisation and openess in the socialist 

world are creating trends that favour contacts between 

countries of the East and the West and are making possible a 

fundamentally new phase in their relations. 5 

4. 

i i •. XXVII CPSU 

Congress Documents and Resolutions, pp. 311-12. 

5. Current Dig est of the Soviet Press 

Vol XL No. 2(Feb.l0,1988), p.l6. 
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Soviet leadership believes that all states have the same 

right to co-opeLat€ with one another~in the pursuit of national 

interest. The historically evolved ties between Western Europe 

and the us and soviet Union's relationship with the European 

Socialist countries are a political reality • This reality must 

be reckoned with if a realistic policy is to be constructed. 

A different approach might disturb the existing equilibrium 

in Europe. 

Gorbachev stresses on the point that regional conflicts 

must not be turned into a policy of confrontation between 

the two systans especially between USSR and us. Soviet 

Jnion is against the disruption and breaking of historic ties 

between various regions of the world and hence prepared to 

build relations on a realistic basis1 taking national interest 

into account. It also seeks a balance of interest • Gorbachev 

makes it clear that Soviet Union is not at all in favour of 

disregarding the legitimate interest of United States , but 

does not agree when the world or certain regions thereof are 

looked on as someone•s ancestral patrimony. 

Gorbachev stresses that in the cont~xt of the relations 

between the two powers( USA and USSR) security can only be 

mutual and if international relations is taken as a whole it 

can be universal. ..The highest wisdom is not in caring 

exclusively for oneself 1 especially to the detriment of the 

other&ide. It is vital that all should feel equally secure, 

for the fears and anxieties of the nuclear a~e generate 

unpredictability in politics and concrete actions. 
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The appearance of new systems of weapons of mass destruction 

steadily shortens time and narrows down the possibilities 

for adopting political decisions on questions of war and 

peace in crisis situations. " 6 Gorbachev attaches considerable 

significance to the state and character of the relations between 

Soviet Union and USA. In his view , there is the objective 

need to live in peace with each other, to co-operate on the 

basis of equality and mutual benefit. Again in his view , 

every one has to look for
1
find, and use even the smallest 

opportunity in .. order to reverse the trend towards an escalation 

of the threat of war. ~eace has to be fought for and this 

has to be a preserving and purposeful fight. 

• The orientation of Soviet military doctrine under 

Gorbachev is unequivocally defensive • It wants to act in 

such a way as to give nobody grounds fo: fear about their 

security. At the same time to an equal extent Soviet Union 

and its allies want to be rid of the feeling that they are 

threatened. USSR undertakes the obligation not to be the 

first to use nuclear weapons. After all it lays no claim to 

more security, but it will not settle for less at any cost. 

6. 

t, XXVII CPSU Congress and Documents 

and Resolutions, op.cit., p. 82-83. 

The soviet military doctrine under the new thinkiDJ 
of Gorbachev. stxongly indicates a definite paradigmatic 
shift in the security doctrine - a shift poised on a 
de.fiens1ve orimted capability. This defence orientation 
thane of his adl1tary c:Joctrine is ceatred on the concept 
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Gorbachev at rong ly declares that Soviet Union is a 

ataunch wpporter ~ disbanding of military groupings. 

ProclaimiQ9 that ossa is a member of the warsaw Treaty, he 

makes it clear that •this is a defensive treaty md operates 

strictly wi tliin the geograPlJ.cal framework set by the treaty. 

He expresses SOViet tlaiOD 1 • resolute opposition to the us 

attaapt to extend HA'l'O jurisdiction to the whole world. 1 

7. the CUrrent Digest of the SOyiet PJ;eas, Vol .. XXXVII. ao.30, 

(AUg. 27, 1986,) pp. 7-e •. 

of reasonable sufficieoc:y which was fer the first time 
anunciated by him in 1985. In 1986, at the 27th CPSU he 
reiterated the concept in teXJDs of restricting military potential 
within the bounds of reasonable suffici£11cy. In 1987, GorbachfiY 
offered the goal of a war free Europe in the pursuit of which 
the Warsaw Pact Political Consultative Committee declared 
that the military direction of the Warsaw Pact member-states 
is strictly a defensive one. This declaration came out as a 
new public cOIIIDli. tment made to suit the i•pl•entaticn of 
Perestroika. In assessing the prospects for the developaent 
of East-Nest relations with a view to the changes taking place 
1n both parts of the &.lropean continent, Gorbachev singled out 
the importance of a further lowering of the level of military 
confrontation and of respects for the existing borders in 
Burope. 
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In Gorbachev' s viw , realian makea the powera proceed froaa 

the assumption that the existing alliaDce.s- NATO and WTO;Will 

be preserved for the foraeeable future • As political 

alliaDCes , they can make a contribution to strengtheiag 

European sec:uri t=y by becoming a bridge based on lofty joint 

responsibility • 

Gorbachev clarifies that "as long as imperialist NATO 

military bloc exists.t soviet Union considers it necessary 

to contribute in every way possible to improvill(] 

The evidence of soviet military doctrine being translated into 
practice with the effort of Gorbachev, is clearly manifest 
and strong. In the area of nuclear disarmament this 1 s patently 
visible. The series of concessioos that the Soviet Union made 
in clearing the decks for the INF aqreanent stand as concrete 
proof. In the primary staie• Gorbachev did nothing sort of 
accepting the •aero Option of Reagan, wbich in itself 
a."Uounts to a bold stroke of policy chaD9e. Secondly, he 
consen'tled not to insist on the incluaion of the British and 
French IN.F capability in the Euro-missile negotiations. It was 
true that in the beginning these concessions were linked 
to tha over edifice of nuclear disannament in general and this 
was his stand at Reykjavik. Ho~ever, soon he was prepared to 
delink these two and settle for an INF agreEment as a starter. 
Again, on the issue of verification, it was Gorbachev who went 
beyond his predecessor• s inhibitions and accepted for the 
first time, compr"=hensi ve verification including on-site inspection. 
Finally, the longstanding Soviet pre-condition of the Americans 
giving up their SDI, has also been relaxed by the Soviet Union 
when it signed the INP treaty without insistinq on American 
suspension of SDI. As regards strategic weapons, it was 
largely, if not solely, due to the recent Soviet initiatives 
that the super powers consensus on the time bound two stage 
elimination of strategic weapon could emerge. 
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the work of the Warsaw Treaty Organization as an instrument 

of collective security against the aggressive ambition of 

imperialism and of joint struggle for a lasting peace and 

broader international co-operation. 8 Gorbachev proclaims that 

as long as a real threat of imperialist aggression exists, 

the socialists countries alongwith soviet Union are compelled 

to concern themselves with their security. He projects it 

as the aim served by the ~"~arsaw Treaty, in the frame'dork of 

which,the troops in arms are in the service of peace, some of 

them on the territory of a number of allied states. He makes 

it clear that "the Social! st countries wi 11 not allow any one 

to regard them as "lebensraum" for others appetites and 

revanchist longing"9 • At the same time, he mentions that 

the troo~:;s in other countries are not on permanent anchor, 

but the anchors must be lifted simultaneously and by everyone. 

In view of the objective to provide Soviet people with 

the possibility of working under conditions of la~ting peace 

and to channelise country's economic and social development) 

So vi et Union 
' 

--in Gorbachev' s view needs 
.I 

to terminate material preparation for nuclear war. And 

at the same time, to open for mankind a historic period of 
J 

8. op.cit. ,XXVII CPSU Congress Documents and Resoiutions, 

p.304. 

9. 'I:he Cyrrent Digest of the ;joviet Press, Vol~XXXVIII, 

no. 26, pp.7-8. 
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pr~Jress and prosperity amidst perpetual peace and tranquility 

and provide an opportunity to concentrate entirely on 

construct! ve efforts, a coherent programme for the total 

abolition of weapons of mass destruction has been put forth 

under the prospects of new thinking. In Gorbachev's view, 

the whole idea underscores the open and honest Leninist 

character of socialist foreign policy strategy. Dwelling on 
of 

Leninist doctrine peaceful co-existence , socialism rejects 
-\ 

war as a means of settling political and econorrdc contradictions 

and ideological disputes among the states. The philosophy 

behind this ideal is a world without weapons and violence, a 

world without weapons and violence, a world in which people 

choose their own path of developnent which is an expression 
) 

of the humanism of corrununist ideology, of its moral 

10 values. 

With an assessment of the real situation, Gorbachev 
. 

has uncierstood very well the:t the si tuc.tion in the world IS 

too dangerous to ignore even the slight est chance of rE>C:t i fying 

the state of affairs of moving toward a more stable and la:.-;ting 

peace. The new Soviet leader deaned it ne-cessary to try, 

by force of argument, by force of example and by force of common 

sense, to restrain the dangerous course of events. 

10. op.cit., XXVII CPSU Congress, Documents anci Resolutions , 

pp. 81-82. 
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The very complexity of the international situation convinced 

the Soviet leader that a direct conversation with the US President 

was djre ly necessary • Gorbachev observed that the time has 

came, when under the threat of a universal nuclear danger all 
I 

must learn the great art of living together. Having sensed 

the desire of the peoples of all countries in favour of peace, 

their desire not only to preserve peace but also to improve 
} 

the situation and to achieve real changes for the better in 

the struggle to end the arrns race , the new .Soviet leader 

acknowledged enormous obligations and responsibility that 

were to be discharged. With this promise in mind, the Soviet 

leader proceeded to various summit conferences to confer with 

his American counterpart. 

The Geneva Sumrni t - ( 1985) 

In the Geneva summit, Gorbachev presented to the us 

president, his understanding and appraisal of the situation 

in the world and insisted him that both Soviet Union and 

United states must take the current changes in the world into 

consideration in their respective approaches where "the choice 

must be between surivival and destruction and not a question 

11 
of the confrontation between the two opposing social syst ans. 

11. us-usSR Geneva summit , .Uocuments and Materials , 

Novosti Press Agency Publishing House, Moscow, 1985. 
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Gorbachev dv1elt on the point that .:::ioviet Union and United 

States have something in cornrnon that could be a point of 

.departure for improving soviet American relations; the 

understanding that 11 a nuclear war is impermissible that it 

must not be fought and cannot be won ... 12 He resolutely 

favoured the reaching of agreements that could ensure equal 

security for both countri es.Gorbachev considered it to be "the 

basis on which consistent strengthening of mutual trust and 

general improveritent in the political atmosphere b~me possible , 

a situation in which one could ho~e for the development of a 

political dialogue and for the fruitful and humanitarian 

problans and problems of contacts and reciprocal inforr1ation. 13 

CVJ He told his American counterpart that .:::iovi et Union would 
N 
~ neither seek nor strive for military superiority over the 
I 
~ At the same time, Gorbc:chev tol6 that Soviet Union would, 

', 
in no event , allow the US to obtain military superiority 

over it. He insisted that both sides must get accustomed to 

strategic parity as the natural conditicr. of Soviet Americc:n 

relaticms and both sides should make effort to lower the lr:.,vel 

of this parity and hence carry out real measures to reduce 

nuclear arms on a mutual basis. 

Further, Gorbachev pronounced that neither cf the powers 

should do any thing that might open the door for the arms 

12. Ibid. 

13. Ibid. 
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race in the new sphere, specifically in outer space. He 

stressed in the Summit Conference that if the door into outer 

space were to be opened for weapons, the scope of military 

confrontation would grow immeasurably and the arms race would 

acquire irreversible character. In this context, he warned 

that the possibility of agreement on any restraint on military 

rivalry and arms race would grow problematic under such a 

situation. In the Geneva summit , Gorbachev made his position 

clear that he was prepared to carry out a radical reduction 

in nuclear arms, provided the door was firmly closed for 

starting an arms race in space. Or. this condition he expressed 

his readiness to go through the first stage on the basis of 

the principle of a 50 percent reduction in nuclear arms and 

then drawing other nuclear powers into the process to move 

further on the road of radical reduction. 

Gorbachev having discus6ed key security issues with the , 
US leader and emphasising on the special responsibility of us 

and USSR for maintaining peace, could get the latter agreed 

on the point that nuclear war could not be won and must never 

be fought. Recognising that any conflict between US and U3SR 

could have catastrophic consequences)he emphasised the 

importance of preventing any war between them, whether nuclear 

or conventional. 

The ~ovi et leader put forth the proposal to accelerate 

the work at the negotiations on nuclear and space arms to 

prevent an a.rrns race in space ana to ternlinate it on earth to 
I 

if]e, 

limit ancJ. reduce nuclecr arms and enhance'\strate--::~ic stability. 
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The Soviet leader called for early progress in particular 

areas where there is a-common grouAd including the principle 
1 I 

of 50 percent reductions of us and USSR appropriately applied 
1 

as well as the ideu of an interim agreement on medium range 

missiles in Europe. He stressed that during the negotiations 

of these agreements, effective measures for verification of 

compliance with obligations assumed will be agreed upon. 
J 

f: Gorbachev reaffirmed .:::.oviet Union 1 s canmi tment to the Tr~aty 

on the .~on-proliferation of Nuclear ~'/eapons and his country's 

interest in strengthening 
1 
tog ether with other countries, the 

non-proliferation regime ana in further enhancing 

its effectiveness-· The Soviet leader reaffinned his corrunitment 

to pursue negotiations in good fatth on matters of nuclear arms 

limitation and disarmament. He joined with his counterpart to 

continue to promote the strengthening of the International 

Atomic Bnergy J\gency and to support the activities of the agency 

in implementing~ Safeguards as well as in promoting the peaceful 

use of nuclear energy. Gorbachev attached immense importance 

to mutual reductiun of armed forces and an1aments in centra-l 

europe and expressed strong willingness to 1:lork fo~ the -:;::>ositi·-1e 

results of the Vienna ne;Jotiations in this context. Emphasing 

on the Stockholm Conference on Oonfidence and Security 

Building Measures and Disarmament in Europe he stated his 
I 

intention to facilitate, together with other 

participating states
1
an early and successful completion of 

the works of the conference. To this end, along with · his 

AT.erican Counterpart, he rea£finned the need for a document 

which would include mutuetlly acceptable Confidence and Se-~urity 
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!luil.din<J He,.1~:;ur~s •. :md give concrete ex ce:jsiun <:.:md eft~.!ct to 

the fJrincivlc of non-use of force. 

Rcyk j avik.' 

In the Heykj avik Summit of 1986, the .Soviet leader 

presented a whole package of major proposals with a view to 

bring about a breakthrough in all directions of the struggle 

for limiting nuclear weapons and eliminate the threat of 

nuclear war and hence make it possible to start moving toward:: 

a nucloar free world. He pursued a clear cut and fi rrn line 

to agree in the long run on the complete elimination, of nuclec: 

weapons with equal security .for the United States and soviet 

Union at all stages of progress toward that goal. "Three 
' 14 

distinct proposals" were put forth ,bY the Soviet leader 

amongst which the first one concerned the strategic offensive 

weapons which
1
in his view, should stipulate a fifty percent 

reduction of these arms in course of the forth-coming five 

years, with a view to fully eli~inating these deadliest of 

weapons already by the end of the cent"ury.® 

14. USA , USSR Reykjavik summit , Documents and Matetia!.s 

Novostic Press Agency Publishing House, Moscow, 198_6. 

Dictated by the need to overcome the nc~ative confrontationai 

tendencies that have been bui L:t up in recent years and 

to clear the way ~ way to curtailing the nuclear 

arms race on earth and preventing it in space, an 

overall lessening of the danger of war and the establishment 

Contd .•. 
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In order to make it easier to reach an accord, Gorbachev 

agreed to a major concession by revoking the previous demand 

made at Geneva that the .stratS3iC equation include hrnerican 

medium range missiles reaching cioviet territory and American 

forward-based systems. The Soviet leader acted on the belief 

that the world is waiting for really major steps, substantial 

reductions than some cosmetic steps intended merely to calm 

public opinion for a whole. The second proposal concerned 

medium range missiles in which the Soviet leader insisted on 

the'complete elimination of Soviet and American weapons in 

Europe. In this area, Gorbachev again made a significant 

compromise by ignoring British and French nuclear forces spearheaded 

against Soviet Union. He proceeded from the necessity to 

pave the way to detente in Europe to free the &Jropean 

nations of the fear of a nuclear catastrophe and then to move 

further - towards elimination of all the nuclear weapons. 

of trust as an integral component of relations among nations, 

a concrete programme , covering a precisely defined period 

of time for the complete elimination of nuclear weapons 
1 

throughout the world was putforth by the Soviet leader in 
I 

Jan~1986 and also the Sjffie was presented to the 3rd Special 

Disarmament Conference of United Nations. 
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In addition , Gorbachev accepted the American proposal 

to sharply limit the number of medium~range missiles deployed 

in the Asian part of Soviet Union. The third proposal which 

Gorbachev putforth as an integral part of his package was the 

ex~sting ABM Treaty and the nuclear Test Ban Treaty. While 

presenting , this third proposal Gorbachev•s approach was that , 

since both the powers were entering into a totally new situation 

that would witness the beginning of substantial reductions 

in nuclear weapons and their complete elimination in the 

foreseeable future, it was necessary to protect one from any 

unexpected developnent s. Gorbachev considered it immensely 

necessary to exclude everything that could undermine equality 

in the process of di saa::mament to preclude any chance of 

developing weapons of a new type which would ensure military 

superiority. He pro~ to his American counterpart that a 

mutual pledge be taken by both US and USSR to refrain from 

pulling out of the treaty ror at least ten years during which 

time strategic weapons would be abolished. 

Gorbachev proposes that by acting in successive stages a 
} 

process of ridding the earth of nuclear weapons be carried 

out and completed within the 15 years by the end of the 

century. 

· First stages-

In the next 5 to 8 years, the USSR and US would reduce 

by 50 percent their nuclear arms capable of reaching 
I 

other's terri tory. such a reduction in Gorbachev' s view 

is possible only if USSR and us mutually renounce the C.e ryt~ , • · 
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He again pointed out that all obligations under the ABM Treaty 

should be strictly fulfilled within these ten years, that only 

ABM research and testing in laboratory conditions should be 

allowed. 

At last, the Soviet leader was left with no pption 

but disagreeing with his American counterpart on reaching 

an accord, when the latter insisted to the bitter end that 

America should have the right to conduct research and testing 

on every aspect of SDI both in and outside the laboratory 

' including the outerspace for which nothing substantial 
I 

could be achieved in the Reykjavik Summit. 

development
1
testing and deployment of space strike arms. 

In the first stage, a decision would be reached and implemented 

on the complete elimination of the medium range missiles of 

the USSR and the US in the European Zone, as a first step on the 

path to riddding the European continent of nuclear weapon. 

At the sametime, the us must make a commitment not to deliver 

its missiles to other countries and Britain and France must 

make a commitment not to build up their nuclear arms • 

Second Stage: 

In this stage, which should begin no later than 1990 

and last for 5 to 7 years, the other nuclear powers would 

begin to join in nuclear disarmament • At first, they 

would make a comini tmrnt to free.,;e all their nuclear arms and 

C(H")C.~ ''. 
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Washington summit (1987} 

Gorbachev signed the historic INF treaty with American 

President on the 11 elimination of Intermediate-Range and Short

Range Missiles"
1
gs he agreed to grant a major concession to 

United States by delinking INF treaty from SDI programme that 

had been the stumbling block in the Reykjavik Summit. 

The soviet leader together with his American counterpart 

reaffirmed the continued commitment to the non-proliferation 

of nuclear weapons and in particular to strengthening the 

Treaty on Non-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons • He expressed 

sincere support for international co-operation in nuclear 

safety and for efforts to promote the peaceful uses of nuclear 

energy under further strengthened IAEA safeguards. 

15. USA- USSR Washington Summit, Documents and Matettals 

Novostic Press Agency Publishing House, Moscow, 1987. 

also not to have any such arrns on the territorJ of other 

countries. During this period, the US and USSR would continue 

reductions that they agreed upon in the first stage and also 

carry out further measures to eliminate their medium range 

nuclear arms and freeze their tactical nuclear weapons. 

After this , as the USSR and us complete the 50 percent reduction 

in their arms in the second stage,another radical step will 

be taken - all the nuclear power~ wi 11 eliminate their tactice.l 

nuclear weapons • In the same st:age, the Soviet American 
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He anphasised that bilateral consultations on non-proliferation 

should continue. Gorbachev highlighted the task of reducing 

the level of military confrontation in EUrope in the area of 

armed forces and conventional annaments. He stressed on 

the implementation of the provisions of the Stockholm Conference 

on eonfidence and security Building Measures and Disarmament 

in Europe for strengthening mutual understanding and 

enhancing stabi.li ty. He expressed his determination to bring 

the vienne CSCE follow-up conference to a successful conclusion, 

based on balanced progress in all principal areas of the Helsinki 

Final Act and Madrid Concluding Uocument. 

accord on the prohibition of space strike arms would have to 

become multilaternal with the mandatory participation of the 

leading industrial powe~ 

Third stage: 

This will begin no later than 1995 during which the 

elimination of all remaining nuclear weapons will be completed. 

By the end of 1999, no nuclear weapons will ranain on earth. 

A universal accord will be drawn up to the effect that these 

weapons will never be brought back to life. It :ii.s intended 

that special procedure will be worked out for the destruction 

of nuclear weapons. 
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Moscow Summit (1988) 

The ~oviet leader alongwith his American counterpart 

signed the protocol on the exchange of instruments 

of ratification of the INF Treaty that came into force and 

for the first time ensured elimination of an entire class of 

Soviet and us arms and hence ge-. new standards for arms control. 

He expressed strong determination to 11 achi eve the full 

implementation of all the provisions and understandings of 

the treaty, viewing joint and successful work in this 

respect as an important precedent for future arms control 

16 efforts." 

Gorbachev reaffirmed his conviction that universal adherence 

to Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty is important in so far as 

International Peace and Security is concerned. He emphasised 

on the point that each state not a party to the Treaty would 

join it, or make an equally binding comrni trnent under, 

international law to forgo acquisition of nuclear weapons 

and thus help prevent nuclear weapons proliferation. which 

would enhance the possibility of progress to\-Tard reducing 

nuclear armaments and reduce the threat of nuclear war. The 

Soviet leader confirmed his support to IAEA and assured to 

continue efforts to further strengthen it. He emphasised 

the importance of strengthening stability and security in 

16. us;_. . - ussR , Moscow summit, Documents and Materials 

(Novosti l>ress Agency ..t'ublishing House, Moscow, 1988.) 
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t;·he whole Eruo1-·e also anphasi sed that fu 11 implementation 

'\ 

of the provisions of the document of the ~ockholm Conference 

on Confidence and Security Building Measure and Disarmament 

in Europe can significantly increase openess and mutual 

confidence. He expressed his commitment to further developnent 

of the CSCE process and pledged to bring the vienna CSCE 

meeting to a successful conclusion, through signficant results 

in all the principal areas of the Helsinki Final Act and Madrid 

Concluding Document. 

Halt a summit tl989) 

In the Malta Surnmi t of Dec. 89, Gorbachev assured his 

American Counterpart that the Soviet Union will never start 

a hot war against the United states. The Soviet leader clearly 

affirmed his country's willingness to develop relations in such 

a way that broader opportunities for co-operation are opened up. 

Gorbachev raised the question with his 

counterpart that when there has been progress in all ar~as and 

when both the countries ·::l.ce changing over to a defensive doctrlime 

the Soviet Union has a stake in having a corresponding revamping 

occur in NATO's military doctrine. In aaseasing the pro~apecta 

for tbe developaeot of Baat.Weat relations vtth a view to the 

changes taking place in both parts of the BUropean continent • 

Gorbac:bav singled out the ilaportance of a further lowering of 

the level of military confrontation and of respects for the 
17 

exi stiag borders in Europe. 

t7. Ih• 9.arrmt pia est of the son at Press# Vol XLI • No. 49. 

Jan * 3.199011 p.24. 
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th• &copgpic Dimmsion 1 -

SOviet policy under Gorbachev stands for the 

developnct of axteaiv• lODCJ tem and stable contacts between 

atatea in the sphere of econaay., aci Emce ud tecbDology on the 

basis of canplete equality and mutual benefit .•l'oraign 

econaaic co-operation is of great political importance, to Gorb~ 1>~:~, 

for it helpa to strength «a peace and relations of peaceful co

exist&Dce between states with different social systEDs•18 

Gorbachev makes it amply clear that if the west has a 

stake in see1119 the USSR join the world econcay., there must 

be caapUmentary movanent on 1 t s part too. He ext ends his 

invitation to discuss the question of establishing relation 

with international econcmic organisations. In his assertion., 

when SOviet leadership 1 s approaching a fundammtal decision on 

the matter, there is a need for understanding and reciprocal 

measures from the other side also. He affitms that "soviet 

Union cannot accept all the rules for participation in the 

International Monetary l'uad and the International Bank for 

Reconstruction and Developacmt all at once when objective 

GODditions are involved. The vest must make an effort to adopt 

itself to a partner like USSR. The mai'*biog., however, is to 

Plt aD end to the restrictions and prohibition·• which 

the vest has beeo stubbornly insiating.19 

18. 

19 •• 

op.cit., ~I CPSU Congress Documents and Resolutions 
pp. 312-13 

The CUrrent ~•st of the Sovi at Press, Vol XLI , No. 3, 
C""Pebruary 15., I a§), p.19. 
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The Common &Jropeap Hgne 

In the light of new thinking, the idea of an • all 

Bu.r:opean bane" 1 s advanced by Gorbachev which means rec:ogni ticn 
-

of a certain vholeaess, although what is involved here is the 

states that belong to different social systems and are manbers of 

opposing military political blocs. In SOViet leader' a view, 

Europe•s historic opportunity and its future lie in peaceful 

co-opention among the nations of that continent. •It• 

important to move further, from the initial to a more lasting 

phase of detente ,to mature detente and then to the buildiDg 

of dependable security•. 20 Development of peaceful 

neighbourly relations and co-operation between European states 

in SOviet leader 1 a view are indispensable conditions for the 

I 

stability of positive processes of strengthening security, trust 

and peaceful co-operation in Europe
1
which was launched on its 

initiative and With its active participation, develops and 

deepens and comes to embrace the whole world. 21 

Gorbachev' s concept of "common European Home" suggests 

a degree of integrity, even if its states belong to different 

social systems and opposiag militaz:y-political alliances. Above 

all, it combines •aecessity with opportunity•.22 

20. op.cit., !XVII CPSu Cpooresa. Poopm&pta apd Rf!splut1 ana. 

p.90. 

2a. Ibid. , p.312. 

22. op.cit., Perestroika • pp. 195-98. 
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so far a~meceastty is concerned , Gorbachev outlines «~Uite 

a IWIIber of o.bjecti ve circumstances which ccae to create the 

need for a pan-&Jropeen poUcy. First of all,aecsely populated 

8Jld highly urbanised &.~rope bristles with weapons both nulcear 

and conventional. 'l'he •1ghtieat of military groups equipped with 

upto-th...Unute hardware 1wbich is constantly updated ,confront 

each other. Thousands of nuclear warheads are concentrated here., 

while just several dozens would be suffice to tum European soil 

into a .. Gehennaes. secondly, even a conventional war 
1 
to say 

nothing, of a nuclear one., would be disastrous for Europe today. 

This is not only because conventional weapons are many times more 

destructive than they were during the second World War., but also 

because there are nuclear power plants with quite sophisticated 

technology. The destruction of those facilities in the course 

of conventional hostilities would make the continent uninhabitable. 

Thirdly., Europe is one of the most industrialized regions of the 

world. The developnent has reached such a point where · the 
1 

danger to the environment is close to beir~ critical. This 

problem has crossed far beyond national borders,.and is nO\"~ shared 

by allof Eueope. Fourthly, integrative processes are developing 

in both part a of Europe 1D such a way that 1 t is time to think 

what will caae next. The requirem.mts of eeonCIIlic developnet 

in both parts of Europe. prompt the need for a search for sane 

fonn of mutually advantageous co-opeation. There is dire 

aecessity for better use of aggregate potEntial of Europe for 

the benefit of its people and in relations with the rest of the 

world. Fifthly, the two parts of Europe have a lot of their 
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own problans of an Bast-West dimension. but they also have a 

common interest in solving the extrEmely acute North-South problaa. 

This does not mean that the countries of Eastern Europe share 

the responsibility for the colonial past of West-European powers. 

However. the point is that if the destinies of nations in the 

developing couctries are neglected. the very acute problan of 

how to bridge the gap betwec the developing and industrialised 

states is ignored, this may have disastrous consequence for 

Europe and the rest of the world. West European states like the 

Soviet Union and other SOCialist countries. have brQad ties with 

the third world. and could pool-their efforts to facilitate tta 

developnent. 

In Gorbachev' s opinicn auch are the imperatives of a pan
J 

European policy determined by the interests and requirements of 

Europe as an integrated whole. In proceeding further, Gorbachev 

proposes that the building of the F.yropean Hane requires a 

material foundation - constructive co-operation in many 

different areas. Expressing Soviet Union • s sincere desire. 

Gorbachev' !I touches upon new avenues to search for new fo.z:ms 

of co-operati011 such aa launching of joint vctures. the 

implEmentation of joint projects in third countries. In his view • 

western Europe will not get ahead technologically via the mili• 

tari st star war programme • Nor does the militarisation of space 

open tbe way to technological progress. This is shear cleagogy 

flavoured with technological imperialism. Many opportunities and. 

areas exist for peaceful scientific and technological co-operation. 
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Gorbacbev upholds that all these would increase the Earopeu 

States mutual interdependence, but this would be to the 

advantage of everyone and would make for greater responsibility 

and self-restraint. He further proposes that acting in the 

spirit of co-operation, a great deal could be doAe in the vast 

area of •hwaanitarianJ.am• • Xn his view, a major landmark on 

this road would be an international conference on co-operation 

in the bwaanitarian field. As he predicts.~luch a confera'lee 

the sides could discuss all aspects of problans which are 

of concern to both Bast and West, including the intricate 

issue of human rights and that would give a strongoew impetus 

to the HelaiDki process • Gorbachev' • emphasizes that the 

most important thing 1 a to preserve and deepen the Hels1Dki 

process, to prevent destruction of its principles to enrich it with 

new ideasa.nd to move toward:> Helsinki-II, toward> a ccmmon C:Uropean 

Home•. Existing political and politico-military institution, 
. 

in his view, can and must operate within the framework of 

the Helsinki process and they must seek mutual understandiDg 

and transform thanselves in accordance with the challenges of 

the times, thereby promoting movement toward) a new iiurope. 

Gorbacbev notes that,it would not burt the west to tamper its 

conceit and stop thinkin(J that only socialist World should 

23 change otbenti se , there would be no rapprcx~claeot • 

23. '1'he Current Digest of the Sov1 et Press. Vol XLI. No. 47 

(Decanber 2tt. 1989).. f, 'l7 .. 
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Gorbachev upholds that the psoundlty&Dd importance of 
' 

the changes dictate the need for stepped-up efforts by both East 

and W eat to meet each other half the way. Thi a mutual 

endeavour ~~8 vi• will enrich each side. Thia is al.o DOt 

the time to destroy existing internatiooal political and econOIIlic 

institutions. He aophaaiaes on the point that they ahallbe 

transformed with due regard for internal processes and they 

should define their place in the new ai tuation and interact. It 

is of DO use to shout about victory in the cold war or about the 

collapse of one or another social ~-. Rather, all must 

analyse everything realistically and work within a framework of 

balanced interest. Replacing changes of exporting revolution 

with calls for exportlno capitalian is a dangerous production , 
of old thinking. It is time to face the fact that modern world 

is not two mutually exclusi.- civilization)but eoe civilization -

a callllOn one , in which common human values and freedom of 

choice prevails. 24 

In Gorbachev' s vi fllll., the idea of European un1 ty must be 

collectively rethought, in a process of creative collaboration 

aaaong all nations. The fact that &Jropean states belong to differct 

social ayateas being a reality, recognition of this historical giv• 

and respect for the sovereign right of every people to choose 

a social systan at its own cUacretion constitute the most 
1 ' 

24. The Current Pia'st of the Spyilt Prga , Vol XLI , Ro. ; 46, 

~Dec.13,1989) p.27. 
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important pre-requisite for a normal .&Jropean process. The 

changing of social and political orders in one or another 

•ountry is exclusively the affair of the peoples thanselves. 
~ 

Hence any interfercce in intemal affairs aad any attaapts 

to restrict the sovareiqnty of states - •itber frieda aDd 

allies or anyone else - are inadmissible. Differences 

between people can not be eliminated as they are even beneficial 

provided that the competition between the different types of 

societies is oriented towardscreating better material conditions 

of life for people. 25 

Gorbachev·~ dwells on the point that it is time to 

relegate to the archives ,the postulates of the cold war, when 

Europe was viewed as an arena of confrontation, divided into 

• spheres of influence• and somebody' s •forward defense areas .. , 

and as an object of military opposition - a theatre of 

military o;,erations. But : in today• s interdependent world. 

geo-political notions bam of another epoch are just as useless 

in real politics as the laws of classical mechanics in quantum 

theor./• The realities of today and the prospects of the future '.:-rl2-

obviousJ The USSR and us are a natural part of the European 

international political structure and their participation 

in its evolution is not only justified but also historically 

determined. 26 

25. The Current Digest of the Soviet Press, Vol XLI • No. 38, 

~Oct 18, 1989,) p. 24. 

26. Ibid. 
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In essence, Gorbachev talks about restructuring the existing 

international order in Europe in such a way that common 

European values willcane fi.rmly to the forefront and it will 

become possible to replace tbe traditional balance of forc:es 

with a balance of interests.Within the framework of the new 

thioking the Soviet leadership started out by critically 

rethinking the ideas about the military opposition in Europe, 

the dimensions of the external threat and the significance 

of the force fact;or in strengthening security. The philosophy 

of the concept of a ecmmon Auropean Hane rules out the 

probability of an armed clash and the very possibility of using 

force or the threat of force above all military force - alliance 

against alliance]within alliances or wherever.'fo replace the 

doctrine of deterrence it offers a doctrine of restraint. 27 

Gorbachev makes it clear that the existing barriers cannot 

be overcome in the sa1se that the west will impose its ways on 

the East or the East impose its ways on the west and stresses on 

joint efforts in ~Aitching from confrontd~ion and military 

rivalry onto the tracks of peaceful co-existence • Detente. 

trust 
1 
co-operation inviolability of existing borders. respect 

, -

for one anotherslegitimate interests,in his view
1
are 

landmarks on the path that will enable Europe to consolidate 

peace. While ntaking the question of EuJX>pean co-operation 

27. I.bid. 
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a first priority, Gorbachev proceeds from the premi ae that any 

disruption of the current political and territorial structure 

of Europe would lead only to chaos aDd worsening of the 

situation but while ranaini09 in the present state , Europe can 

and should make its contribution to fotllling a new way of 

political thinking , solving problems of universal human 

significance and improving the general situation • This 

contribution. in his view, would be particularly valuable as 

the result of the ccmbined efforts of states with different 

systaas based on tae Burope 1 vast political experience. 

Gorbachev lays down that political thinking must be 
J..S' 

completely rid of &!rope as a theatre of military operation•. 

It is called upon to be an example of the co-habitat ion of 

sovereign , different but peaceloving states that are aware 

of their interdependence and are building their relations 

on trust. The main road to this, in his view, lies in 

: freeing Europe from the Atlantic to l1rals from the 

explosives burden of arms. 29 Goroachev proposes to ltok for· 

balance at lover levels which is a real! stic and urgent task and 

proclaims ~oviet Union's right to count on a positive and concrete 

response from the west. 

2-S. Ibid. 
29. The Current DJ.qest of the SOviet-Press, Vol.XXXVIIl 

1 
1'1 o. l7 

(Aug. 6, taBi) p.s. 
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Oa the issue of diaarmaact in European contin•t• Gorl:>acbey 

upholds that abolition of us and Soviet intexmediate range 

mi ssilea in the European Zone are the key areas on which an 

underatanc:Ung should be reacheci. In case of readiness. to seek 

a;r••eot. Soviet Union quite unhestitatingly expresses its 

willinoness to accept any auggestion on this account. But 

it will not maintain indifference if Soviet-IJa dia-logue that 

has started and inspired changes for better is used to continue , 
the axms race and material preparations for war. It • s the fir.n 

intction of Soviet Union to justify the hopes of the peoples of 

the two countries and of the whole world, who are expecting 

concrete steps, practical actions and tangible agreanmts on 

how to curl:> the anas race. 30 

Gorbachev considers it feasible to substantially reduce the 

level of armaments in Europe in the course of two or three 

years with the elimination of all asyanetries and imbalances 

He feels it time to begin talks on factual nuclear weapons 

among all the countries concerned, the ultimate goal being 

the complete elimination of these weapons. He views the 

elimination of nuclear weapons. as a stage by stage process. 

In hia view. part of the distance • separating the countries 

cmcerned fran the complete el.imination of nuclear weapons, can 

30. op.cit •• xxyii crsy Cgngress Documents apd Resolutign, 

P• 89i 
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be covered by allEuropeons together, without 1 having'\ to 

abe.ndon their positionsa The USSR can remain true to its nuclear 

free ideals and the vest to the concept of •minimal deterrooce•. 

He suggests that if the experts fran the nuclear powers conduct a 

thorough discussion on the question and were to arrive at sane 

common assessments, the problet1 wculd be-cane easier at the 
. 31 

political level. He makes his stand clear that if NATO 

countries are disposed to start talks with .:;ioviet Union on 

tacticel nuclear weapons. then the latter could, after consulting 

allie~ embark without delay or further unilateral reductions 

in tactical nuclear missiles in Europe •. 

After signing the agreement on medium range missiles 

and letting aside the discussion of operatione~actical 

missile) 
1 

Sovi £:.>1: leader pledges to withdraw from those countries 

the missiles that were deplayed there as a retali:tory measure 

to the deployment ----" of Pershing II and Cruise 

missiles in West Europe. The implenentc.ticn of an accord on 

nuclear aDns in Soviet leader•s view would be carried out 

under strict verificatial. In his view. an urgent question 

directly connected with European Security is the conceDtration 

in that region. of an enormous potential of a.rmed forces and 

31. The Current .Uigest of the §on et Pz:;e$s. Vol XLI, no. 38. 

(oct 18, 1989~ p.24. 
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conventional ar.ms. He stresses that this concentration 

on the continct of tactical nuclear and non nulcear weapons 

confronting each other does not correspond to the notion of a 

state world. The situation must be changed abruptly by taking 

mea-.ar~ for the reduction and elimination of tactical nuclear 

weapons and for the radical reduction of armed forces and 

conventional aDDs to rule out the possibility of a sudden attack. 
tJ,(\,t 

hs Gorbachev suggests"-a major step in this direction would be 

the implEmeatation of the Warsaw treaty countries Budapest programme 

in which it is proposed to resolve questions of the reduction 

of axmea forces and conventional arms in apecJcage with tactical 

missiles and other tactical nuclear systems. In his opinion, 

efforts by all &aropean states, the us and Canada are needed for 

the reduction of armed forces and aons in Europe. It's 

required to take up a number of top priority measures related to 

lowering the level of military confrontation and preventing 

the threat of sudden attack as well as mutual withdrawal of the 

most dangerous types of offensive ar.ms from zones of direct 

contiguity of the two military alliances. This would require 

the exchaJ19e of relevant data on the armed forces and arms of 

the USSR, the us and other states in this region. Soviet 

leader favours the elimination of all elanents of inequality 

that have arisen, but through reduction by tbose who are 

ahead and not through builds up by those who are behind_, t~os 

.\.owering the level of military confrontation in Europe as a step 

by step process and the observance at every stage of equilibrium 

at the level of reasonable sufficiency. 
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Gorbachev puu forth a preci au s proposal to ereat e a 

European centre for lessening the danger of war as a place 

of co-operation betwem NATO and Warsaw Treaty Organisation. 

In his vi•• operating on a pellllanent basi a ,such a eectre could 

be transformed into a useful structure,increasing the reliability 

of European peace • He proposes to earryout the reduction 

in three stages. Firstly. all imbalances and asymmetries 

between NATO and Warsaw Treaty Organisation with respect both 

to a nwnber of troops and basic weaponry, would be 

1 denti f i ad and eliminated~ 'l'hi s approach could be applied both 

to the European continent as a whole and to its individual 

regions. In the second stage, NATO and Warsaw Treaty troops 

would be reduced on each side from the levels exi sti119 

after the elimination of imbalances and asymmetries • The 

reductions WoiJld be carried out by di sba,nding large and small units 

and simultaneously eliminating their author! sed a..rms. In the 

third stage, reductions would be continued in such a way that 

the military formations of both military alliances would finally 

32 become exclusively defensive. 

32. The Currept Digest of the SoViet .Press, Vol XL, no.28. 

( Aug.10, 1988} p.13. __ __;__ 

W In order to translate , his first proposal into practice, 
the Soviet leader decided to reduce its armed forces and 
weaponry unilaterally • 

The strength of the soviet troops • over the next 
two : years from 1988. would be reduced by 500# 000 men. 
and substantial cuts will be made in conventional armaments. 
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ln the context of common Ac.Jropean Hane, unification of 

Germany becanes a necessary pre-requisite in Gorbachev' s 

approach. .ri.egarding the unification of Germany, his approach 

derives logical support fran his categorical anphasis on the 

statement that •div.d.sion of Germany was the result of a specific 

times in hi story and the division would disappear when the 
33 

conditions that brought it into being disappear. But at the 

same time, Gorbachev has certain reservations regarding the 

unificatiGn of Germany ,.. Firstly, he wants all the belligerent 

nations of the Second World War to be invited to the process of 

unification. Secondly, he wants united Germany not to join NATO 

and remain neutral in view of balance of power not being disturbed. 

33. Visit of Gorbachev to the FRG , (June 12-15, 1989), 

D9cumepts and Mats-;ci a} s 1 Novosti Press Agency .fublishing 

House, Moscow, 1989 , p.54. 

By arrangerrurt with r- Warsaw Treaty allies, the Soviet 
Union decided to withdraw some tank divisions from the ~,.,erman 
Democratic Republic, czechslovakia and Hungary by 1991, and to 
disband than. In addition, assault-landing formations and 
units and some others, including assault-crossing support units 
with their umam~ts and caubat equipnent, will bell withc¥Zava 
from the ~viet forces stationed in these countries. The SOviet 
forces stationed in these countries would be reduced by 50,000 men 
and 5000 tanlc:s. The Soviet divisions which still remain on 
the territory of ev its allies will be reogranized. Their 
structure will be changeda a large number of tanks would be 
withdrawn, and they w&llld become strictly defensive. At the 
same time, the Soviet Union shall cut troops and armaments in 
the European part of the USSR. The total reductions of 
SOviet armed forces in the European regions of the tJSSR and on 
the territory of its European allies will amount to 10,000 tanks 
8500 artillery systems <md 800 combat aircraft. 
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Bcongmic Dim!Qsions 

In Gorbachev• s assessment, 1 t • a time to oi ve thought to 

' haw integration process will proceed in both parts of Europe 

when world econanic laws are objective and scientific and technical 

progress prods to search for sane foxms of mutually advantageous 

co-operation. New process in the economy of the countrie.t s 

of the ~ocialist canmonwealth, la his view) would make it possible 

to set up the pace and enrich the economic co-operation of both 

halves of Europe and till it with new content. 

Gorbachev considers the formation of a vast econcmic expense , 

in the light of the econOJnic cont &At of the common &l ropean Home, 

with a high level of interconnection between ita eastem and westem 

parts, to be a realistic prospect though not an imminent one. 

The Soviet Unions transitUJO to a more open econany has 

fundamental importance in this respect which wil.W.ncrease the 
' 

inter-dep&Ddenc:e of the econanies of East and West and consequently 

will have a favourable effect in the whole canplex of general 

European relations. Similar features in the practical 

functioning of econanic mechaniaas
1
strengthenino of ties and 

economic interest,mutual adaptatioD - all of these are 

long t~ factors in the course of co-operation and a pledge of 

the stability of the European and international process as a 

whole. 34 

34. 1'he Currsmt Dige§t o£ Sbe Sgyi et; frsae. Vol XLI. no. 38, 
(oct.l8,1989) p.24 •. 
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Thus; Soviet approach to the Western capital! st bloc under 
1 

Gorbachev in this historic phase of East-West relationship 
J 

as well as crucial juncture of world politics~ has enoDmOusly 

embraced the doctrine of peaceful co-existence, doctrinally as 

well as practically, with the princi,ple of de-ideologi sati on of 

internotional politic~. The approach although rooted in 
I 

Soviet Union • s danestic compulsions for expediting sociali ::rn in 

a congenial international atmos!Xlere not only serves the 

national interest of the foDmer, but also it helps promote the 

interest of the west by defusing the constellated tension and 

aggravated situation. 
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APPROACH TOWARDS SOCIAL! 5r BLOC 

Stressing on the need for new relattonship among socialist 

countries, Gorbachev observes that although the initial phase of 
' 

World ~iali.ls rise and developneot i a over. the fonns of 

ral.ati on s which were established at that time have ranained 

virtually unchanged. In his assesllftent, negative accreti'cns in 

these relations were not examined with a sufficient degree of 

frankness , which means that not every thing obstructing their 

developnent aDd preventing then fran eotering a new, contemporary 

stage was identified. • Meanwhile • each ' socialist coum.try 
I 

, each sociali at society has acCWilUlated considerable potential 

of its own in every field of life.flnder this situaticn. Gozbachev 
) 

observes that ,socialisms prestige and possibilities would be 

directly harmed if aociali st states clpng to the Qld fornrs of 
) 

35 
co-operation~ limi t.t themselves. 

Gorbachev makes it clear that the role of Soviet Union 

in the socialist community, in the conditions of 

restructuring is determined by the objective positions of 
J 

the country. Things that are going well or ill in Soviet 

t.Jnion, although affects everyone, yet the level of interaction 

is the result of mora than just the work Soviet Union is 

doing at home. It 1 s first and foremost, the result of the 

joiDt activities and concerted effortsof the fraternal countries. 

35. op.cit., Perestroik!, p.164. 
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SOcialist countries, according to Gorbachev are bound to proceed , 
from the premise that 1at this crucial stage of world developnent) , 

socialism must show in full measure the dynamisn of its political 

and economic system, humane way of life. Accordingly, socialist 

community relations are to be readapted to the requirements of 

the time. 36 

Gorbachev proposes that the a1tire framework of political 

relations between the social! st countries must be strictly based 

on absolute independence. In his view, the independence of 

eachparty, its sovereign right to decide the issues £aci119 its 

country and its responsibility to its nation are unquestionable 

principles. He is firmly convinced that the social! st community 

will be successful only-it every part and state cares for both its 

own and common interest, if it respects its friends and allies, 

heeds their interests and pays attention to the experience of 

others. In Gorbachev' s view, collaboration between the rulinq 

communist parties is pivital to co-operation betweEI'l the socialist 

countries. He upholds that the strength of socialist countries 

resides in unity and fran unity they draw confidence that will 

cope with the issues set-forth by time.~orbachev emphasises on 

haDnonization of the initiatives of each fraternal country 

with a ccmmon line in international affairs. He fi.rmly believes 

that no fraternal country can resolve its task on the 

international scene if 1 t is 1 solated from the gEIIleral course. 

A co-ordinated foreign policy, in his view, can be efficient 

only provided the contribution of each country to the common 

36. Ibid •• p.165. 
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37 cause is duly taken into account. 

Gorbachev emphasising on co-operation among socialist 
I . 

countries, upholds that these countries have a task of great 

magnitude concexning co-operation in the iatellectual sphere. In 

his opinion. •each of the socialist countries is a social 

laboratory testing the various forms of and methods of the 

socialist constructive efforta. 38 In this context, be upholds 

that exchanging experience in socialist construction and 

suramsng up such experience is becoming significance. Gorbachev 
Oil 

dwells\ lenids idea that the future of socialian will be created 

through a sari es of efforts made by various countries. He 

strongly believes that a good way to judge the earnestness of a 

ruling party of fellow socialist country is to look at how it 

uses its own experience, as well as the experience of its friends 

and of the world • As for the value of this experience. 

Gorbachev dwells on one criterion' ~ocial and political practice -

the results of social developnent and ec:onomic growth and the 

strengthening of socialism in practice. 

Gorbachev makes it clear that all are working for common 

goals, but are operating in differing conditions and 

conseqeuntly policies evolved are different. Everything in his 

vi• must be seen in the context of the spe:::ific situation. 

37. Ibid. pp. 165-66. 

38. Ibid., PP• 168. 
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World Sociali~ can not develop according to a single pattern 

or at a single pace that would contradict Marxi sn and the laws 

of the dialectics. Concern can arise over a given situation 

in a friendly country. But when it occurs, the most important 

thing is to try to understand each other and to consider the 

circumstances in which a given fraternal party 1 s developing 

ita policies. The principles governing relations among socialist 

countries and communist parties in his view are defined as •full 

autonomy and full indepmdence, no !interference of any kind, the 

c<:lmlladely excllange of views regular contacts, trust in one 
J 

another and solidarity.39 

Gorbachev stresses on the point that the entire systan of 

political relations between the socialist countries can and should 

be bullt unswervingly on a foundation of equality and mutual 

responsibility. Accordingly, one has a right to claim a special 

position in the socialist world. The independence of each party, 

its responsibility to its people, the right to resolve the 

question of country's development in a sovereign way- are 

indi sp.Jtable principles. At the same time, success of the 

social! st canmonwealth are impossible without concern on part 

of each party and country not only for ita own interest ,but for ' . 

the general interests, without a respectful attitude towards 

friends and allies and the mandatory consideration of their 

interests. 

39. Tht Current Digeg of the Sgyi crt Pros a, Vol XLI, no. 38, 

(oct 18 , 1989) p.24. 
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Gorbachev observes that one of the most important qualitative 
I 

character! sties of the present stage in the developaeot of co

operation among the socialist countries is the sharply growing 

importance of excahnges of expedcce in socialist construction 

and ita gceralization. A reliable yardstick of the seriousness 

of a ruling communist party is not only its attitude towards its 

own experience but its attitude towards the experience of friends. 

As fqr as the value of the expert ence 1 s concerned, there is one 

criteria' Socio-economic practice, the results of social 

and economic developnent and the actual strengthening of soci ali su. 

Gorbachev, with profound visionary proclaims that destinies 

of peace and social progress are linked mora closely with the 

dynamic character of the socialist world system's economic and 

political development which depends on increasingly vigorous 

interaction and co-operation. In his view, vitality, efficiency 

and initiatives - all these qualities meet the need of the time 

and Soviet Union shall stri vo to have them spread through out 

tae system of relations between fraternal socialist countries. 

Gorhachev':1 expresses that Soviet Union attaches growing 

significance to live and broad communication between citizens of 

socialist countries which is a channel of exchanges of views, 
) 

ideas and the experience of social! st construction. He 
thM. 

em,t:'hasi ses \.considerate and respectful attitude to each others 

experience and its judicious utilisation in practice is the 

cornerstone of potentiality of the socialist world. 40 

40. op.cit., XXVII CF'SU Conarees1 Documents anQ Resolytipns , 

pp .. 91-95 •. 
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Xn Gorbachev' s view , a creative approach to the new 

realitie£ on the basis of the immortal theory of Marx, Engels 

and Ltmin is required when international conditions of work 

for canmunists are changing and it has entered upon a new phase 
} 

of developneot. He observes that communist movanents immease 

diversity and the tasks that it encounters are likewise a reality 

which in some cases leads to disagreanents and divergences. He , 
~aakes it clear that Soviet tJllion is not danatising the fact that 

complete unanimity among communist parties can neither exist 

always nor in everything as there cannot be an identity of views ,, 
on all issues without exception. In his assessnent, since 

communist movauent came into being when the working class entered 

the international scene as an independent and ~erful 

political force, the parties that comprise it should pursue canmon 

end objectives - peace and socialism. •In Soviet leaders view 
J 

Ll 

diversity of canmuni st movenent is not synonymous vi th disunity much 
J 

as unity has nothing in common with unifoDmity , hierarchy, 

interference by some parties in the affairs of others CDr the 

striving of any party to have a monopoly over what is right!1 

Gorbachev apholds that communist movEJnent can and should be 

strong by virtue of its class solidari ty
1 

of equal co-operation 

among all fraternal parties in the struggle for common 

objective where Soviet Union intends to do everything to foster it. , 

Gorbachev expresses Soviet communist party's 

intention to utilise the exchange of experience in socialist 

construction. He categorically mentions that CPSU looks with 

41. Ibid. 
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attention and respect on the search for solutions to complex 

economic and social problems that 1 s taking place in 

socialist countries. He stresses on the fact that •it is 

a matter of switching international co-operation between 

socialist countries to an intensive track, as well, making it 

deeper and more productive and renovating the machinery of 

political and economic co-operation.42 

Gorbachev 1 s approach upholds that Soviet Union is seeking 

long lasting comradely relations and multi-sided co -operations 

with other states of theworld socialist system 1 Keeping the 

view that cohesion of the countries of socialism uR~olds the 

common interest and pranot es the cause of peace and the 

triumph of socialist ideals. To strengthen the cohesion of 

communists of the fraternal countries and to ensure the mutual 

enric.hment of the practice of guiding society, Soviet Union 

will continue to help broaden inter -party links and promote 

e:xchanges of opinions and experieoce both on a bilateral and 

multi-lateral basis.41 

In the s~ere of ideology, ~viet policy under Gorbachev 

outlines Soviet states pledge for pooling the efforts of 

fraternal parties in studying and practising the experience 

for :Wilding socialism on the basis of Marxist-Leninist theory 

42. Ihe Current Pig est of Soviet Pres,, Vol XXXVIII , No. 23, 

(July 19, 1986J pp.6-7. 

43. op.cit., XXVII CPSU Congress Documents and Resolutions, 

pp. 303-307. 
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while deepeniD} its creative aature and upholding its 

revolutionary essence.44 Invigoration of collective thought. a 

constant widening of exchanges of cultural and intellectual 

values and co-operation in science and technology ,serve 

further to strengthen fri tmdsh1p between socialist countriee. 

tader the new leadership, SOviet Union believes that 

propagation of the truth about socialisn. exposure of 

imperialist policy and propaganda, rebuffing of anti-

communism, struggle against dogmatic and revisionist 

views - these tasks are more easily accomplished when 

communists act in a single front. The outcome of canpetition 

between socialisn and capitalism and the future of world 

civilisationJdepend largely on the strength of the community 

on the success of each country in its construct! ve endeavours 

and on the purposefulness and co-ordination of their actions. 

A constxuctive comparison of view points and effective 

solidarity is direly necessary whose accanplisbnent 

involves overcoming of contradictions that could harm 

camnon interests. Areas of special interest that concerns 

soviet leadership are co-ordination of actions in matters 

of principle, commradely interest in each others success, 

strict implementation of commitments, profound understanding 

of both national interests and common international interests. 

44. Ibid. 
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SOviet Union w1 th Gorbachev 1 s staunch Leninist 

approach proceeds from the belief that strong unity and 
I 

class solidarity among socialist countries are important 

when formation and developnent of a new society are taking 

place in a situation of sharp confrontation between 

the two world systems, and when imperialiSIIl is anploying 

a whole range of differentiated measures like political, 

economl.c and ideological, seeking to •eaken the position 

of socialism and disxupt the mutual ties of socialist 

states. SOviet leadership upholds that the socialist 

countries observing equality and displaying mutual respect 
) 

for their inational interests on the principles of socialist 

internationalism, will strictly follow the teachings of 

Marxism -Leninism. 45 

Economic 

In economic sphere, Soviet policy under Gorbachev 

stands for deepening of socialist economic integration 

as the material foundation for drawing the socialist 

countries closer together. 46 Under the new policy, 

integration is designed to contribute to an ever increasing 

extent to progress in the sphere of social production 

for strengthening of the r;Osition of socialian in the 

world. In the field of economic co-operation among 

socialist countries, the current Soviet policy pledges to 

help enhance the role of the council for Mutual Economic 

Assistance and broaden economic, scientific and 

45. op.cit., XXVII CPSU Congress Doswnents gpd Re52_lyti0Jla 
PI>• 303-307. 

46. Ibid. 
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technical co-operation on the basis of bilateral and 

multi-lateral progranrne. 

soviet economic policy-with the new leadership of 

Gorbachev 
1 
undertakes to improve and enrich econanic 

interaction with fraternal socialist countries on the 

basis of the consistent implEmentation of the decisions 

of the CMEA member states• aUimlit economic conference. 

The new leadership vows to ensure -full.e:r utili sat ion 

. of the possibilities afforded by socialist economic 

integration in accomplishing key national economic tasks 

and in consolidating the unity and cohesion of the countries 

of the socialist community and of its positions in the 

world eo-ordination within the CMEA framework ana on a 
~ 

bilateral basis in the sphere of economic, sc1entific 

and technological policies with the fraternal countries 

for the purpose of jointly finding effective solutions 

to major problems occupies a pivital positicn in Soviet 
J 

Union • s economic policy under new leadership. The new 

leadership insists on seEking out new foz:ms and opportunities 

for developing specialisation and co-operation in 

production mutually beneficial trade and other types of 
I 

47 co-operation. 

47. ~p.cit •• Perestroika, PP• 166-67. 
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Expressing hope in accelerating the process of 

integration, the new Soviet leadership suggests that e>tEA 

should increasingly focus on two major issues. 48 First, 

of all, it will co-ordinate economic policies, elaborate 

long tezm programmes for co-operation 1n some 

crucial fields and pranote joint research and project. 

In doing. so, Soviet leadership considers it possible 

and expedient to co-operate with non-Social! st countries 

and their organisaticns like EEC. secondly, CMEA will 

focus on the developneot and co-ordination of no.rmati ve 

standards for the integration mechanism as well as on 

legal and ec::onomic conditions for direct co-operation 

links. Gorbachev wants CMEA to pay greater attention 

to economic incentives, initiatives and to the socialist 

spirit of enterprise. He emphasises that any country's 

lack of desire or interest to participate in any particular 

programme of CMEA should not serve as a restraint on others. 

In his suggestion 
1
any one who wants to participate is 

welcome to do so, if not , one can watch and see how 

others are doing. Further, every country, in his opinion 

is free to decide if it is prepared for such co-operation. 
I 

48. Ibid., pp.l67-6S. 
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Regarding the changes that took place in Eastern &lrope 

over these years, Gorbachev, with due reservation observes 

that these changes have been objectively r,repared by the 

course of historical processes which no one could evade. 

In his view , these are the problems that htwe come to a 

head and they must be solved in new ways. He further 

stresses that the thrust of these processes are linked with 

the people's desire to humanise their societies to make 

them move democratic and to open up to the rest of the 

world. In his assessment of the whole situation~ he 

observes that a process of convergent movenent has taken 

shape bringing the people's and states of east and west 

together in a process4.n which each people retains its 

distinctiveness and its adherence to its values and its 

choices. 49 

Seeing that the entire socialist world is in a flux, 

Gorbachev warns that without a wind of change 1~ wowld 
J 

be unable to adopt to the demands of the time. In his 

view, for all the distinctive national features 

and differences, the changes occuring in many countries 

are above all manifestation of a common aspiration to 
I J 

create a more hum~ and socially just environment for 

people to live in and to tap the enoimous potential of 

the socialist system. At the same time~ he emphasises 

I 

that the process of negating dogmas and distortions 

not entail a nihilistic sweeping aside of that:
1 

which 

socialism has already given peoples, that democracy not be 

replaced by demogogue:cy Cltld that one s.et n'f ideological 
D. the Current Digest of ;he sov1ec Pres-s; 

Vol XLI_ , 11 (), ·2; tf ( J ll.J) .. ~ , J 11 0 ) f · 2.. 3 
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stereogtypes not be replaced by others that ace no less 

false. 50 

In the context of Gorbachev1 s approach to socialist 

bloc • the concept of de-ldeologisation of in•ernational 

relations as the underlying principles. of 
I 

Perestroika got translated into practice • The doctrine , 
of full sovereignty instead of limited sovereignty • 

equal relationship instead of special status. socialist 

pluralism instead of socialist international!~ received 

full-fledged reflection in Gorbachev 1 s approach towards 

East ern Europe. 

over the years. since he appeared in Soviet as well 

as international politics. Gorbachev has laid emphasis 

on these aspects for which he could unhesi tantly 

accept the recent changes in East Europe. The ongoing 

changes in Eastern &!rope backed by the pressure of 

popular movanent were warmly welcomed. by Gorbachev as a 

process of democratisation • The rcpular movements for 

refonn initiated in Eastern Europe was categorised by 

Gorbacbev as those countries•"internal. decision•and "their 
~~ 

own affairs". Similarly. Gorbachev widely accepted 

the pro-democratic movements in ·~parts of Europe 

The very introduction of multi-party system, election on 

so. :£he Current Digest of the SOviet Press. Vol .. XLI 

no. Sl,(Jan.17.1990) p.21. 

51. Ibid 
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the basis of multi-party democracy , establishment of non

conununist t'egimes and change in leadership {for moderate 

leadership) were accepted by Gorbachev • Despite the fact 

that Gorbachev was carrying on restructuring and openness 

at home, yet he had not imposed them-on East .European 

countries ti 11 they themselves decided to undergo 

changes either due to the impact of Gorl>achev's initiatives 
J 

at hane or domestic compulsions that pressurised those 
1 

countries in course of time. However, this approach of 

Gorbachev to the socialist bloc was the practical application 

of the theoretical principles that constituted the crux 

of his new thinking. 

Appro;ch 'l'gward,s other §ociali$ ~Qu,atr1os _ (<;hina) 

Gorbachev's approach towards China , the other Asian 

communist giant started with his emphasis on generally 

recognised principles of international relations as mutual 

respect for sovereignty and territorial integrity, non 

aggression, non-interference in internal affairs, equality, 

mutual benefit and peaceful co-existence. His approach 

further extends to economic and cultural co-operation 
I 

ideological rapprochment with intensive political dtaloque 
(A, l,\, 

and after.l\.diffusion of border tension~ 

... The new Soviet leadership undertook good many measures 
to reduce the border tension 1. e. the military confrontation 
along the soviet-Chinese border. Since 1985, Soviet union 
under Gorbachev' s leadership reduced armed forces in the , 
Soviet •ar East and unilaterally undertook not to increase 

Cornel. , • 
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The Soviet leader further affirms his intention to 

the interaction of two countries in looking for solutions 

to urgent int e~:aationa~ problEms. Recognising the 

independence of soviet union and China in tetms :>f 

decision making, GorbachtW highlights each others priorities. 

Gorbachev clearly mentions that the Soviet union and China 
1 

each have their own approaches to problems and their 

own opinions of events. This, in his View, should not be 

considered to be a stumbling bloc to co-operation. The 

only sensible approach, as he emphasises, is to seek 

J 
acceptable solution with regard for each others views and 

positions. The Soviet leader visualises the possibility 

of a broad area in which such interaction is both 

feasible and appropriate. He emphasises its application 

to the joint cont~ibution to solving present day global 

problems and to strengthening peace and security on the 

Asian continent. 52 

52. USSR-china Beijing sunmit , Documents and Materials 

{Novosti Press Agency Publishing House, Moscow, 1989) 

land based and ai rbased nuclear systems. In accordance 
with Soviet -American agreement in 1987 in Washin9ton SUmmitJ 
intermediate and short-range missiles in Eastern Soviet 
were to be destroyed and Soviet troops deployed there, 
were to be reduced alongwith ground forces airforce 
regiments and warships. In May 1989, the Soviet leadership 
began a new stage in the reduction of forces deployed in 
Mongolia. It undertook to restructure the forces deployed 
along the Soviet Chinese border to bring them fully in 
line With the principle of reasonable defence sufficiency. 
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Gorbachev reaffirms SOviet union • s preparedness at 
I 

any time at any level, to discuss with China in the most 

serious way the questions of additional measures to create 
) 

ae atmosphere of good neighbourliness. He has pointed out 

that, since the priorities of Soviet union and that of 

China are similar , there should be immense justification 

on each other• s part to support and co-operate in carrying 

out plans where this would obviously benefit both sides. 
I I 

Gorbachev has dwelt on the point that better relations 

among the two ccmmunist countries would enable to exchange 

ex peri enc e with each other. The Soviet leader has 

emphasised that great many thinCJS in internatiional relations 

depended on the two biggest socialist countries. 53 

53. The Current Digest of the Soyiet Press, Vol.XXXVIII, 

no. 30,(Aug.27, 19861 pp. 7-3. 

The Soviet leader expressed his preparedness to work for 
the with..drawal , on tenns ,to be agreed with China ,of 
military units and armaments from the border areas 
leaving only the minimum person,.U. required. 

Gorbachev has lived upto the expectation of Chinese 
claim of the three point clanand - withdrawal of soviet 
troops from Afghani stan ,liquidation of troops.- concentration 
in soviet-Chinese border and withdrawal of Vietnamese troops 
from Kampuchea.- that was a major stumbling bloc in 
soviet-Chinese relations over the decades. 
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.~roach towards InternationAl Canmunist Moyement 

soviet-Union under the leadership of Gorbachev firmly 
) 

declares that ccmmuni st party of Soviet Union i s a 

component part of the international communist movement. 

The party with the leadership of Gorbachev regards its 

efforts to perfect socialist society and advance onward 

to communi sn, as a major international! st task, the 

accomplishment of which serves the interests of the world 

socialist systEm, the international working class and 

mankind as a whole. The new Soviet Policy proceeds from 

the conviction that the communists in each country analyse 

and evaluate situations independently , determine their 

strategic course, policies and means of struggle for the 

immediate and ultimate goals for communist ideals. The 

soviet leader thoroughly studies the problems and experience 

of foreign communist parties and regards With understanding 
J I 

their desire to improve their strategy and tactics to seek 

broader class alliance on a platform of anti-monopolistic, 

anti-war activity and to uphold the economdc interests 

and political rights of working people, proceeding from 

the conviction that the struggle for danocracy is a ccmponent 

part of the struggle for socialism. The Soviet leader 

believes that disagreement over individual issues should 

not interfere with international co-operation among 

communist parties and their concerted efforts. In cases of 

divergences of view on individual problans between 

fraternal parties, Soviet Union conBiders it useful to 
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hold commradely discussion to achieve better understanding 

of each others view and reach mutually acceptable 

appraisals. In its relations with the fraternal parties, 

communist party of Soviet Union under Gorbachev' s leadership 
) 

firmly adheres to the principle of proletarian internationalisn 

which organically combines revolutionary solidarity with 

the recognition of the full independence and equal! ty of 

each party. The Soviet leader11 pledges to continue the 

policy of developing ties with socialist and social democratic 

parties for 1 t ~ considers that co-operation with than can 

play a significant role in the effort to prevent nuclear 

war. In SOviet leader's consideration, however great the 

ciivergence between various trends of the working class 

movement might be 
J 

c they present no obstacle to a fruitful 

and systematic exchange of views, parallel or joint actions 

to ranove the threat of war, improve the international 

situation eliminate the vestiges of colonialism and , 
uphold the interests and rights of the working people. 

The Soviet leadership attaches great significance to 

stimulating co-operation among all contigents of the 

international working class movement and expanding 

interaction between other democratic organisations in 

various countries. 

1 
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Thos; Soviet approach to the Socialist bloc , other 

socialist countries and international socialist movement 

under the leadership of Gorbachev' s t. s a 

concrete reflection of the principle of de-ideologisation 

and democratisation that envisages full sovereignty 

instead of limited sovere-ignty , equal relationship 

instead of special status and socialist pluralism instead 

of socialist internationalism. 
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APPROACH TOWARDS THIRD WORLD BLOC_ 

SOviet policy under the leadership of Gorbachev vows 

to pursue a policy of expanding contacts with newly free 

countries and regards with profound sympathy the aspirations 
I 

of the peoples who bad experienced the humiliatiog yoke 

of colonial slavery Under the new leadership SOviet Union 
• J 

extends its relations towards these countries on the basis 

of strict respect for their independence and equality and 

supports the struggle of those countries against the 

neo-colonialist policy of imperialian, against the 

survivals of colonialian and for peace and universal 

securl ty. Soviet leadership attaches great importance to 

solidarity and political and economic co-operation with 

socialist oriented countries, While it vows to extend 

economic , . scientific and technological assistance • 

Closer relations with the revolutionary democratic parties 

of newly free countries , co-operation with the countries 

having a basis of scientific socialisn and contacts with 

all national progressive parties holding anti-imperialistic 

stance are highly acceptable to Soviet leadership. 
I 

Soviet approach to third world under Gorbachev 
, J 

shows the coawnon interest in safeguarding peace , 

strengtheoi~¥J international security, ending the anns race, 

sharpening-contradictions between the interests of the 

peoples and the imperialist policy of imposing diktat and 

expansion and strengthening of independence with the 

help of Soviet Ubioa. SOlidarity with the' countries 
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seeking to share a common desire to develop independently 

and run their affairs without foreign interference 1 is 

based on the regard for sacred right of newly free countries 

to decide their own destinies and to choose their own 

type of social system. JUst struggle waged by the countries 

of Asia. Africa and Latin America against imperialism 

and the oppression of transnational monopolies for the 

· · asaertioD of the sovereign right to be master of one•s 

own resources, for a restructuring of international 

relations on an equal and deDOCratic basis, for the 

establishment of a new international econanic order 
J 

for the deliverance from the burden of debt imposed by 

the imperialists are the ke-1 areas which SOviet leader 
I 

supports. General struggle for peace and ij international 

security is considered to be dependent on solidarity with 

states and people those who are repulsing the attacks of 

aggressive forces of imperialiS!t. SUpport for the 

struwle of the peoples who are still under the yoke of 

racian aDd victims of the system of apartheid is regarded 
I 

as another important aspect. Goals and activities of 

non-aligned movement with respect to its struggle against 

the forces of aggressioa and hegemoniaa and settling of 

disputes and conflicts arising through negotiation are 

highly endors~ by the new Soviet leader, whereas 

involvanent of those states in military and political 

groupings is outrightly opposed. Enhancement of the 

role of the non-aligned movement in world politics through 
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equal participation of newly free countries in international 

affairs their contribution to the solution of the most 
J 

important problEms and interaction of those countries with 

socialist states is considered to be vastly important 
I 

for strengtheaing the independence of people. improving 

international relations and preserving peace. The 

essence of this revolves around the idea that alliances 

of the forces of social progress and natural liberation 

is a guarantee of a better future for mankind. 54 

SOviet policy under Gorbachev upholds that every people 

deserves to live in a society that is free from social and 

national oppressionJin a society of genuine equality and 

dewocracy. It is the sovereign right of an oppressed and 

exploited people to free itself from exploitation and 

injustice. ~evolution)are a natural result of social 

<i:evelopnent of class struggle in every given country. 

Export of revolution, the imposition of revolution on 

anyone from outside, is unacceptable in principle • But, 

at the same time, the export of counter revolution in 

any form, is considered as a gross encroachmen1: on the 

free expression of will by the peoples, on their right 

ss 
independent!~ to choose their way of developneot. 

54. op.cit., XXVII CPSU Congress Documents and Revolutions 

pp. 307-9. 

55. Ibid., p. 310. 
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Gorbachev dweltls on the points that , in the present 

context trend towards strengthening the potential of peace , , 
reason, and goodwill is enduring and irreversible behind 

which there is desire of people, of all nations to live in 
I 

concord and to cooperate • In this context, an immutable 

factor is soviet Union•s solidarity with the forces of 

national liberation and social emancipation and its course 

towards close interaction with socialist oriented countries, 

with revolutionary democratic parties and with non-aligned 

movement. Gorbachev offers that Soviet Union is prepared 

to go on promoting links with non-communist movements and 

organisations ~at are out and out against war. Frcm this 

angle &orbachev views ~· Soviet Union•s relations with the 

social danocratic movement of third world • He considers it 

a fact that ideological differences between canmunists and 

social democrats lire deep rooted and that their achievement 

and experience are dissimilar and Don-equivalent. Yet, in 

his view, an unbiased look at the stand points and views 

of each other is unquestionably useful to both the 

communists and social democrats,-useful in the first 

placer-for furthering the struggle for peace and 

international security. Goibachev•~ stresses on the point 

that it 1 s important to find ways for closer and more , 
productive co..pperation with governments that are 

genuinely concerned about the destinies of peace e 

earth with all peoples in order to build an all-embracing 
J 

system of international securttv. 56 

56. '• Ibid., PP• 9 5-96. 
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In the context of thtrd world countries, Gorbachev 

gives paramount importance on every nation • s right to choose 

its own way of developmen~ to dispose of its fate, ita 

territory and its human and natural resources, eonsidering 

that international relations cannot be normalised without 

all these. Ideological and social differences and 

differences in political systens, in his view, are the result 

of the choice made by the people • A national choice should 

not be used in international relations in such a way as 

to cause trends and events that can trigger conflicts 

57 and military confrontations. 

In his suqgest.ion, he urges western leaders to set 

aside the psychology and notions of colonial past. 

Gorbachev perceives that as long as west 
J 

.:ontinues 

to see the third world as the sphere of influence and 

continues to exert 1 ts $i/ay there, tensions will persi st;1 

and new hotbeds will appear as resistance mounts. 

Gorbachev clearly pronounces that Soviet Union does not 

want to pursue goals inimical to western interest, because 

1 t realises how important are Asia, Africa and Latin America 

for us and \1 est Europe&ll economies. To cut these links 
1 

is the last thing that Soviet leadership wants to do and 

1 t has no desire to provoke ruptures in historically 

formed mutual economic interests. 

57. op.cit., Perestro!k~ , pp. 177-79. 
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Economic Dimension 

Soviet leader upholds that all efforts towards 

construction of a stabler and safer world may prove 

unproductive if international economic problems are not 

resolved on a just basis. World economic problems should 

be solved by the whole world on the basis of internationali-i-

sation. In Gorbachev' s view, GATT is oneof the international 

mechanismsthat can be and should be used to unite 

tae efforts of all countries in the improvement • 

of world economic relations. Hence SOviet Union' 

in his via~ 1 has displayed interest in GATT and in the 

multilateral trade talks that are held in its framework. 

Gorbachev suggests that new mechanism for the functioning 

of the world economy and a new structure of initernational 

division of labour is required_when world economy is 
'· 

becomming a single entity, outside of which no state can 

develop normally , regardless of its social system or 

economic level. The growing gap between the 

industrialised nations and most of the developing 

countries that presents an increasingly serio'us threat on 

a global scale, makes it necessary to look for a funda

mentally new type of industrial progress that would be in 
8 

accordance with the interests of all peoples and states.~~=S 

58. op.ait., Gorbachev's Address to 43rd Session of UN 

Gene.eal Assanbly, Documents and Materials...... pp. 5-6, 

(Novosti, Pre.ss A~~n<-y Pobti~n~n~ H~ose. Moscow lH\g) 
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Peace Proposal towards Tangled Knots of Third ,l!orld 

Gorbachev firmly upholds that Asia,Africa and Latin 

American countries where there are many tangled knots of 

contradictions and unstable political situations, it is 

required to search for the relevant solutions • Evidently • 

it is expedient to begin with coordination and pooling of 

efforts in the interests of a political settlement of 

painful problsns so as , on that basis to take the edge 

off the mili tacy confrontation and hence stabli se the 
5CJ I 

situation in various parts ~ Soviet leader is out-
• 

and out in favour of vi tali sing collective quests for ways 

of defusing conflict situations in all of the planet's 

turbulent points that is imperi-ati vely demanded by the 

interests of general security. 

Asia Pa.s..ific 

In calling for detente, the complete elimination of 

nuclear weapon before the end of this century, the 

creation of a comprehensive system of international security 

and the development of co-operation, the Soviet leadership 

gives full consideration to the interest of the 

countries in the Asia-pacific region. It believes that 

despite differences in the political systf!l'n, ideoli:>q1 es 

and world views the people of Asian and pacific region 

' 

pp. 90..91. 
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are linked by a community of vital interests. In conditions 

of growing interdependence of states , it is much more 

difficult or altog~er impossible to solve problems 

confrontinq states,single or in an isolated groups.t 'to 

this en~ ~what is required is to pool the constructive 

efforts of all states of the region, regardless of their 

social ~ political systems. The elimination of nuclear 

weapons by the end of this century and the prevention of 

the mi li tari sation of the space, as proposed by the 

Soviet leader, would rid all people of the world and hence 

the llsian and pacific region of fear of nuclear threat,-
' 

would fundamentally change the situation, facilitate 

the creation of favourable conditions for the development 

of mutually advantageous co-operation. 60 The Soviet 

leader also proposes - through bilateral and multilateral 

consultations- to work for the resolution of disputed 

questions, better mutual understanding and the strengthening 

of confidence and thereby to create preconditions for the 

holding of an all Assian forum to conduct joint searches 

for constructive solutions. 

The vital objective of Gorbachevspolicy relates to 

arms control and disarmament in the region. A ma.ior step 

60. T~e Current Dig est of the Soviet Press, Vol. XXXVIII 
1 

No. 17,(May 28, 1986) p.6. 
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in the direction of moving towards ensuring security 

in Asia Pacific region,would be tbe elimination of 

nuclear weapens in Aaia and the creation of nuclear 

free zones. He goes steps fo~ard to extend support to 

other countries• proposals to set up nuclear weapon-freeanes 

in SOuth-East Asia and on the Korean Peninsula. Again, in 

Soviet-leader's view ,an international conference on the 

Indian ocean could further the .:;;urpose of nuclear 

disarmament by considering and deciding the question of 

declaring this area of the world a zone of peace. 

Gorbachev identifies the methods and approaches 

to nuclear disarmament in Asia with that in Europe 
' 

where disarmament must be implemented under strict 

international verification including on site inspections 

He invites united States to start talks about nuclear 

disarmaments in the Asia Pacific region and to solve this 

prcblan on a reciprocal basis, strictly observing the 

security interests of all • In his proposal, he urges 

Asia pacific knot to be united where the states 

situated in the region could anbark upon building up a 

regional security system. 

Paying heed to the opinion and concern of Asian 

countries, the Soviet leader has taken amajor step 

forward by agreeing to a qlobal double zer~ with reqard 

to medium and short range missiles. In bi s proposal 
) 
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Gorbachev expresses Soviet Union's readiness not to increase 

the number of nuclear capable devices in the Asian 

part of the countryJif the us agrees not to deply in that 

area additional nuclear weapons that can reach Soviet 

territory. 61 ~n this connection, pertinent proposal was 

advanced by the Soviet leader in Vladivostok in July 1986, 

that concerned •erecting a barrier against the spread and 

build up of nuclear weapons in Asia and the pacific 

region, reducing pacific naval activities, cutting down 

the armed forces and conventional armaments in Asia, 

expediting confidence building measure and the non-use of 

62 force in the region. Inspi te the complexity and motley 

design of the Asian and pacific tableeu and the uneven 

distribution of bright and dark colours, the essentially 

anti-nuclear make-up of the general picture,ia the Gorbachev' s 

view is obvious. 
I 

Gorbachev strongly favours putting up a barrier to 

the .t-;roliferation and build up of nuclear weapons in Asia 

and the paci fie ocean • He pledges USSR's support 

of proclaiming the southecn part of the pacific ocean a 
) 

nuclear-weapon-free-zone and calls on all the nuclear 

powers to guarantee its states unilaterally or multi

laterally. He recognises that the implanentation of DPRK' s 

proposal for the creation of a nuclear wea-pon free zona 

in the Korean Peniasula would be a serious contribution. 

61. op.cit., Perestroika_, PP• 183-85. 

62. Mikhail Gorba chev Vladivostok Speech, (JUly, 1986~ 
Soviet Reviews ~ent_§, {Novsti Press Agency Publishing 

house, Moscow, 1986.) . 
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Gorbachev proposes that talks should begin in 

reducing nuclear weapon fitted naval activity in the 

pacific ocean for the limitation of rivalry in the 

sphere of anti-sunmarine weapons in particular, 6n 

accord to refrain from anti-submarine activity in certain 

zones of the pacific would help to strengthen stability 
J 

which could in his view become a substantial confidence 

building measure. Gorbachev expresses his favour of 

resuming talks on torning the Indian ocean into a zone 

of peace. He expresses Soviet Unions attachment of 

importance to the radical reduction of a:aned forces and 

conventional arms in Asia.to the limits of reasonable 

sufficiency • He displays his concern towards peaceful 

solutions of the problemS starting with some particular 

region - the Far East for example. Gorbachev believes 

that 1 t has long since been time to shift to a practical 
J 

footing the discussion of confidence building measures 
I 

and non-use of force in the region. 63 

So far as thepolicy towards Asia -pacific region is 

ccncerned, Gorbachev wants to see that this huge region has 
I 

everything it needs to improve the situation and due 

account is taken of tlae interests of all the states with 

63. The currept Digest of the §gYi,et f..t;:es.§.,_, Vol XXVIII, 

no. 30,(Aug 27,1986} pp. 7-8 
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balance between than. He affairms his views against 

this region being somebody' s domain and wants everybody 

to have genuine equality , co-operation and security • In 

his sharp assessment Gorbachev compares the situation in 

Asia with that in Europe which makes him think that the 

pacific region, because of mounting militarisation needs , 
some· system of • safeguard' lille those provided by the 

Helsinki process in Europe. A regional solution should be 

sought out without delay. beginning with the co-ordination 

and then the pooling of efforts to produce political settlements 

to sensitive problEms. so as • in parallel and on that 

basis,to take the edge off military confrontation in 

various parts of Asia. Gorbachev makes it clear that the 

speculation that ~oviet activities and interests in this 

region constitutes a threat to the interests of others is 
I 

quite absurd. 

The approach to this enonnous part of the world, where 

so many different countries . ~ are situated, 1 s 

based on the recognition and understanding of the realities 

existing in 1 t. The concepts on ways to ensure 

international security and peaceful co-operation in Asia 

and the pacific ocean rest on the realities and 

stan fran the genuine desire to build up ne\o/ and just 

relations in this re;Jion together. In Gorbachev' s view. 

the specific features of the world outlook of the people 

of that region, their historical and political 

experience and their cultural identity can be helpful in 
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the region • s problEms and may well produce ideas which are 

d . 1 64 un erstandable and acceptable to al • 

As a mark of his wide spread economic prograrmne iD 

Asia pacific region, stands Goibachev's declaration 

of the establishment of highly efficient economic 

complex in the Far East, with a division of labour that 

goes beyond national boundaries, a large scale resource 

base research and production facilities, an optimum economic 

structure and advanced social infrastructure. In furtherance 

of economic p.rograrrGle, the proposal for long ter:m economic 

developnent plan for the Far-East region through the year 

2000 makes another headway. One vital aspect of the 

economic objective is the desire to integrate Soviet union , 
with the economic powerhouse that Asia has become in the 

1980 1 s. The new Soviet leader 1 s now keen to use the 

develo;rnent of the Far East to expand economic interaction 

with East Asian countries. In tbe context of the overall 

reform of the Soviet foreign economic relations, a special 

effort under Goibachev is being made to devise economic 
I 

mechanism to expand trade relations, induce foreign 

investments and technological collaboration and participate 

in the multilateral economic institution of the Asia 

Pacific Region. Soviet Union has joined as an 
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observer to the hitherto pro-western grouping pacific 

economic co-operation conference. 

Aff>roo.,ch t" sptci.Hc rrobLtms 
In his concern as well as approach towards South-

East Asia vorbachev attaches immense importance to the 

region being turned into a corridor of peace. Turning 

to other problans of the region he anphasi ses that 

a great-aeal depends upon the normalisation of Chinese

Vietnamese relations. Recognising this to be the sovereign 

affairs of the governments and leadership of the two 

countries, Gorbachev points out that others can only 

express their interest in seeing the border between these 

social! st countries become a border of peace and good 

neighbourliness, in seeing a comradely dialogue resumed 

and unnecessary suspicion and distrust removed. 

In his view, there are no insurmountable obstacles to 

the establishment of mutually acceptable relations 

between the countries of Indo-China and ,A~ Given good 

will and non- interference from outside
1
they could settle 

their problems and the security for Asia would benefit 

at the same time. 65 

As Gorbachev observes there is possibility not only 
J 

of removing the dangerous tension on Korean Penisula 

but also of beginning to move along the path of solving 

the national problem of the entire Korean people. He 

stresses on the point that there are no sensible reasons , 
65. The CUrr!'Ilt_Digest of the .~v..i et Press, Vol XXXVIII • 

No. 30. Aug 27, 1986, pp. 7-a. 
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for avoding the rigorous dialogue that the DPRK is 

proposing • He affi nns Soviet Union • s unswearving support 

for the efforts 41£ the DPRK aimed at peaceful and democratic 

reunificationof Korea. He strongly favours the withdrawal 

66 of us troops from the region. 

Gorbachev upholds that Kampucheans. problem must be 

settled on the basis of recognition of the existing 

realities i.e. with the participation of all the forces 

that are involved in one way or another in that conflict. 

The parties rnu st work to solve this problem without 

disregarding the interests of any side, and must move 

toward one another. In this, a balance of interest is 

required. If such an approach prevails, in Gorbachev's 

view, a settlement of the conflict can rapidly be brought 

closer. 67 On the basis of national-self determination, 

I<ampucheans in his view can find the formula of agreement ' ) 

and the future political structure of their country. In 

his optimistic vi~on he stresses on the fact that a 
' 

qualitatively new situation would emerge and practical 

66. Visit of Mikhail Gorbachev to China(May 15-18, 1989) 

Documents and Materials, (Novosti Press Agency 

Publishing House, Moscow 1989) PP• 23-24. 

67- The Current Digest of the Soviet Press,, Vol XL, No 20. 

(JUne 15, 1988) p.21. 
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conditions be created for this old conflict to be finally 

settled 
1
followinq t.:he withdrawal of Vietnamese troops. As 

for the SOviet Onion, he express his country's readiness 

to take part in the appropriate national guarantees 

and to respect any choice of the people of Kamp.!chea and 

their country's course of independence 1neutrality and 
68 non-alignment. 

From the rostrum of the 27th CPSU Congress, Gorbachev 

declared Soviet Union's preparedness to bring horne the 

Soviet troops who in his opinion \vere at the reouest of 
I l I -

Afghan government. After making a comprehensive 

assessnent of the situation the Soviet leadership sought to 

accelerate a political settlement and started giving 

it still more impetus. Gorbachev , in proceeding with 

some drastic steps asked-those,-who, in his view, were 

organising and carrying out the armed intervention against 

DRA,;- to correctly understand, properly assess the 

steps taken by Soviet Onion. He emphasised that their 

response to it should be to curtail outside interference 

in the affairs of democratic Afghanistan. He assured 

that as soon as political settlement is finally worked 

out , the r~urn of all Soviet troops from Afghanistan 

could be accelerated accordinQly and agreed to the 

68. Vi~it of Mikhail of Gorbachev to China May 15-18, 1989, 

J}ocuments .and Mat;erials, Novosti .Press Agency 

Publishing House, Moscow, 1989, p. 23. 
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stage-by-stage time tables for their return. In the initial 

stage, Gorbachev warned all those who were encouraging and 

financing the undeclared war against Afghanistan and from 

whose territory it was .being waged saying that if the 
. } 

intervention against the DRA continued, the Soviet Union 

would not leave its neighbour in its time of trouble. 

. He declareti that ! soviet Union • s Int ernat i onali st 

Solidarity with the Afghan people as well as Soviet Union's 

Security interest absolutely exclude it. He declared that 
} , 

Soviet Union supported the Afghan leader ships 

line aimed at national reconciliation at the expansion of 

the .base of the April (1978) national democratic revolution 

upto and including the creation of a government with the 

participation of political forces that were outside the 

country .but were prepared to participate sincerely in the 
' 

nation wide process of the construction of a new Afghanistan. 69 

Under the Geneva accord of April 14,1988 signed between 

Afghanistan and Pakistan with the witness of Soviet Union 
·' 

and United states, the former under Gorbachev •s leadership 

withdrew all its troops within the stipulated time period 

thus ending a decade long intervention. After tbe withdrawal 
I 

the Soviet leadership .believes that the time has come 

for the world community to take a more vigorous stand 

69. The CUrrent Digest of tl)~ Soviet Pre~_ Vol XXXVII\ 

~o. 30,(Aug~27,1986' pp. 7-8. 
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concerning this conflict which in his view, threatens to 
J 

"Singe .. neighbouring regions. The soviet leader makes it 

clear that it is well upto the Afghan part! es in the 
' 

conflict to work things out for themselves. The future 

of Afghani stan in his view must be decided solely by the 

Afghan people. 70 

Middle East 

The middle-east region being a complicated knot in 

which the interests of many countries are intertwined, 

Gorbachev considers it to be important for both East and 

West that they should untie this knot. Fran political 

and moral stand point he disagrees with the view that 

.Middle-East issues are impossible to resolve ,Gorbachev~.; 

suggests that •i t is quite preferable to take an . 

active stand and support the efforts of those who are looking 

for ways to end the Middle East deadlock by way of a 

just political settlement. Gorbachev admits that under 

the present circumstance, it is difficult to reconcile the 

interest of the conflicting sides. Yet it is essential 

to try to reduce to a canmon denaninator, the interests 

of the Arabs, of Israel and of its neighbours and 

other states. Gorbachev makes it clear that Soviet Union 

does not want the process of working towards a settlement 

or the very goals of this process in some way to infringe 
I I 

upon the interests of the United. States and the West. 

He claims that Soviet Union considers it unrealistic in 

elbowing the US out of the middle East, but at same time 

united States should not commit itself to unrealistic goals 
70 • D Visit o] Mil<ha-il ~orb&.c.he.Y to CJ.,ii}G. ( M.~Ut 1!>-lt rt?~') 

o-c.ume.nts ct.t>ot tnc...tt..titA.l~ ( /'tCJvo~tl. ~re.ss ?llbtfs~i/)3 Hm~, M~~~rJ,~'lV 
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either • ~orbachev suggests that the pivotal thing , here 

is to take the interests of all sides into consideration. 

. U I This accounts specifically, for ~oviet nions longstanding 

initiative in respect to convening an international 

conference on the Middle East. It is essential that 

the negotiations get off the ground. They should incorporate 

existing bilateral and multi-lateral contacts and a more 

vigorous search for a just political settlement. If the 

conference does not prove to be an urnbrealla for separate 

deals and steps, if it is aimed at a genuine Middle East 

~ettlement, with the interests of the Arab countries. 

including those of the Palestinians and Isreal being taken 

into due account, Soviet Union is prepared to render all 

manner of assistance and to take part in all-stages of the 

conference.71 He affirms Soviet Union's persistent 

effort for a just and comprehensive settlement that considers 

everyone both the Arabs, including Palestine._. and Israel and 
1 

preparedness to co-operate constructively with all the 

participants in the peace process. In Gorbachev's vi~, 

the most important pre-requisite for a settlement is the 

withdrawal of Isreal's troops from the territories that 

have been occupied since 1967. 

He streeses on the point that the Palestiman people 

have the right to self detenmination to the saMe extent 

71. op.cit., Perestroika , pp. 173-79. 
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as that right is granted to the people of Israel. The 

most effective mechanisn for achi&l-ving a settlement 

is an international conference under the aegis of the UN. 

The legal basis for such a conference should be the 

recognition by all its participants of UN Security Council 
' 

Resolution 2•2 and 338 and of the legitimate rights of 

the Palestinian people including the right to self

determination. The participants in such a conference would 

be the representations of all the sides involved in the 

conflict 1ncludir19 the Arab people of Palestine in addition 

to the pexma.aent manbe=s of the UN Securi tv Council. 

As far as the role of the uN Security Council's permanent 

msabers i a concerned. in Gorbachev' s view, it would 

be primarily to create a constructive atmosphere for the 

holding of talks at the conference. To this end, they 

could make pro_posals and reco nmendations either collect! vely 

or individually. 

soviet leader;:.; supports the struggle of the Lebanese 

people and their national patriotic forces for their 

country's liberation from Isreal! occupation. In 

Gorbachev' s suggestion, efforts must be made to get 

Isreal to fully and unconditionally withdraw its troops 

from Southern Lebanon as stipulated by the appropriate 

UN resolution. 
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l'he SOviet leader categorically mentions that the 

success of the undertaking depends in large part on the 

major powers mainly the USSR and the us. His approach 

calls for a combination of strong principles and realism 

as well as consideration for the view points and interests 

of everyone involved in the conflict. The focus 
1
in his 

view, should be on a balance of interests. One of the 

components of noz:mali sat ion of the middle East situation, 

in Gorbachev's view,should be a halt to the arms race 

there,-especially since it is taking on new dimensions 

·,,.rfth the acquisition by the warring sides and by those 

involved in the conflict of means of mass destruction 

and long range missiles. In Gorbachev' s vi ew,felianc e oot 

on armed forces but on negotiation and a desire 

to dictate equal rights,should lie at the heart of the 

search for a solution to the middle East problen.72 

In the views of soviet leader, time has come for the world 

community to make active purposeful efforts to rapidly 

eliminate the hot bed of tension in the middle east • 

International legality and justice should from the basis 

for establishment of a com}:Cehensi ve and lasting peace in 

the region. Gorbachev upholds that 
1 
since Middle East 

conflict is occuring in an extremely important region 

of the world and its consequences have a negative effect 

on the World situation as a whole it cannot be resolved 
I 

72. CUrrent Dig, est of Soviet Press, Vol XL, No. 15 

(May 11, 1986) p.19. 
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by concluding partial and separate dels. The achievement 

of a canprehensi ve and just settlenent is possible only 

through collective efforts. 

Gorbachev favours turning the mediterranean the 

cradle of many civilisations into a zone of stable peace 

and co-operation. His proposals for extending agreed 

upon confidence building measures to that region reducing 

armed forces, the withdrawal, of nuclear weapons, renouncing 

the deployment of such weapons on the terri tory of 

mediterranean non- nuclear countries and the adoption by 

the nuclear powers of a pledge not use such weapons against 
I } 

any mediterranean country that does not permit their 

deployment on its soi 1 ,rEmain in force. The Soviet leader 

calls on the Mediterra.Il8an states to step up their efforts 

to turn this region into stable zone of peace that is free 

of nuclear weapons and foreign bases. 73 

Africa 

Expressing his concern on the problems in Africa , 

Gorbachev reveals that Soviet Union does not visualise 

the continent to be hanogenous where all processes evolve 

to one and the same pattern. Outlining the policy of 

self-dete~ination he affairms that like any other country 
I 

in the world
1
every African country possesses its own 

No. 13, -- ~ April, 30, 1986, p.13. 
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inimitable features and conducts policies all its own. 

Every African country is lawfully entitled to a free choice 

of the way of developnent 
1
which Gorbachev pronounces clearly J 

expressing utter willingness to extend support to these 

e4:forts and policies of African people 
1
for only 

inviolable political soverignty and ecc:nomic independence 

can provide a sound basis for international relations 

in today's world. In condemning all attempts of 

interference in the domestic affairs of African countries, 

Gorbachev expresses Soviet Union's earnest support for 

the national liberation struggle of African nations including 

those in Southern Africa where one of the last bastions 
I 

74 of racism is present. Highlighting the Soviet concern 

and stance, he raises his strong voice against the inhuman 

apartheid and immoral oppressive racist regime. 

Contradicting the western accusation of communist plot and 

Moscow's influence behind that conflict situation, 

Gorbachev makes it clear that there 1 s not a trace of 

soviet presence or instigation • In expressing further 

concern, he reaffairms Soviet stand which unswearingly 
J 

supports the people of the front line states and other 

African countries that have embarked on a path of 

independent progressive developnent. Siding with their 

74o op.cit., Perestroika, pp. 186-87. 
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just stances and denouncing South Africa •s hostile actions 

against them, Gorbachev proclaims that countries in the 

region must at la3t have the chance to settle their 

development issues}their home and foreiqn affairs 

independently in peace and stability. Turning his attention 

towards south-West Africa , Gorbachev upholds the 

validity of Soviet assistance to Angolan people in their 

struggle against colonial! sts, jUstifying the CUban 

interference in Angola, he goes to praise the valour of 

Cuban internationalists who in his consideration
1
have for 

~ I 

many years helped defend the independence • and territorial 

integrity of Angola. He has consistently expressed Soviet 

Union's readiness to join with all sta~es that are members 

of United Nati~ns, in contributing to the implementation 

of the accords on Nambia and assist the final abolition of 

colonialism and racism on the African continent. 76 

Latin America -------- ·-· 

Extending support to the Latin American countries 

in their efforts to consolidate their independence in 

every sphere and cast off all neo-colonialist factors, 

Gorbachev declares that Soviet Union welcomes the 

danocratic changes in many Latin American countries and 

appreciates the growing consolidation of the countries 

of the continent which will help preserve and strengthen 

their national soverignty. Gorbachev emphasises 

75. 

76. 

Ibid. , p.176. 

Gorbachev' s Visit to Cuba, Soviet Review Documents 

1989 •. 
Novosti Press Agency ¥ublishing House, Noscow, 
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that soviet Union does not seek any advantageJ · 

in Latin America. At the same time, it is not going to 

exploit anti-US attitudes, nor intends to erode the 

traditional link between Latin America and the united States. 

eountering the allegations made by the us right wing forces 

that the Soviet interest in Latin America 11 es in 

engineepring a series of socialist revolutions, Gorbachev 

declares with utmost clarity that such schenes run counter 

to Soviet union•s theory
1 
principles and entire concept 

of international policy. 77 While adVOcating expanded 

co-opeRation with Latin American states, Gorbachev makes 

it clear that Soviet Union does not seek any political 

or strategic military advantages in the Western Hemisphere • 

Just as all other continents, Latin America should not 

be an area of East-West confrontation. In his proposal, 

for converting Latin America into a zone of peace, Gorbachev 
l affairms Soviet Unions stance in enhancing the nuclear 

free status of Latin hroerica on the basis of the Treaty 

of Tlatelolco and firmly supports the creation of a zone 

of peace and co-operation in the Southern Atlantic and of 

similar zones in central America, the caribbean and the 

waters of the pacific off South America. If Latin America~ 

countries decide to convene an international 

77. op.cit., Perestroika, pp. 187-88. 
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conference to work out co-ordinated measures to ensure the 
J . 

observance of the status of such zones inviting the 

permanent members of the UN Security Counci 1 and other 

powers outside the region, Soviet Union would, unhesitatingly 

take part in it. Calling on other states to take a similar 

approach like Soviet Union in not deploying fuclear 
) 

weapons of mass destruction, Gorbachev proposes to turn 

Latin America into a region of durable and stable peace 

and co-operation. Further, he goes on to express SOviet 

Union's wish to build trade and economic relations with 

the countries of Latin itrnerica on the . principles of 

justice and reciprocal benefit. For this pJrpose, 
~Ovt 

he suggests,'\ both traditional and nerr~ forms of partnership 

could be used
1
including contacts with the existing regional 

economic organisation.78 

, 
The Soviet Union under GorbachevJ leadership shared the 

World C~~unist•s alarm over the current explosive 

situation in Central America and its fOtential consequences 

for international peace. The new Soviet leadership 

strongly deplored the escalation of the aggressive US 

policy in Central .America, dEaands that a step be put 

to the criminal preparation directed _sqainstthe 

Nicaraguan people and calls on the us to show restraint 

79 
realism and responsibility. 

78. 

79. 

Gorbachev's Visit to Cuba, Soviet Review Docurn_ent~, 
Novosti Press Agency Publishing House, Moscow, , 1989. 

The Current Dig:st of the Soviet Press, Vol XXXVIII, 
No. 46, PP• 2 21. 
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The Soviet leadership was fully in accord with the 

conviction expressed in the declaration of the Contadora 

countries and their support group that peace was possible 

in central America. The new Soviet leadership supported 

the constructive goals of the Contadora process which aimed 

at ac~mg a Latin American solution of the regional 

crisis and was willing to assist in practical ways in the 

creation of favourable conditions. for a just political 

settlement in Central America. The Soviet leade~ship 

strongly denies , US accusation of growing Soviet 

military presence in the region ,which lacks any foundation 

and declares in. the most solemn fashion. It reaffirms its 

strong solidarity with the just cause of the Nicaraguan 

people and its willingness to continue giving than assistance 

80 and supoort in their struggle for freedom and independence • 

Quite recently, after the conclusion of a democratic 

election in Nicaragua, Gorhachev has widely accepted the 

new democratic government that has replaced the soviet 

supported sandini sta government. 

80o Gorbachev1 s vi s1 t to CUba, Soviet Review Documents, 

( Novosti Press Agency Publishing House, Moscow, 1989}. 
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Gorbachev•sapproach to the third world bloc both as a 

Soviet leader as well as a global statesnan presupposes 

peace and prosperity that is necessary for the third world 

bloc for not only 1 t s survival but also developnent. The 

SOviet leader in Gorbachev puts forth renewed pledges of , 
Soviet Union to see the third world bloc free from 

power politics whereas the global statesman in him 
I 1 

provides a new direction of peace and prosperity. 

Thus, Gorbachev's approach has errbraced a policy 

of peace and prosperity not only to expedite soviet Union's 

national interest,- but the interest of all nations. 

The ideology in his approach coupled with the factor of 

national interest has ultimately displayed profuse concern 

for prevalence of peace and prosperity. 
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TO \..I ARtS ' A CONCLUSION 

Gorbachev•s approach to international politics which 

reflects his own unprecedented account of the revolution anbraces 

a radical alternation of the prevalent International Order. This 

approach with its multifacet and comprehensiveness imparts 

profound impact in expediting the transition of the International 

Order from a bipolar-adversarial-power bloc dominated system 

towards a more pluralistic and mutually accommodative one. 

It seeks to shift the focus from the politics of confrontation 
I 

bloc solidarity and bloc antagonism to the politics of co-existence 
I 

of mutual appraisal and confidence building. 

Thus
1
it seeks to restructure interstate and international 

relations predicated on the valid assumption of an integral 
I 

and interdependent organic world with prime concern on peaceful 
I 

co-existence between different social systems, peaceful political 

negotiations for all disputes on the basis of dialogues , 

disarmament as a prelude for global socio economic developnent 
I 

a nuclear free and non-violent world based on equal security 

and global justice as a necessary pre -requisite. 

His approach to refashion the whole International Order 

gets reflected in his comprehensive doctrine of international 

security encompassing political , military as well as economic 

one. In its political aspect, his approach envisages a 

sound international order with emphasis on balance of national 

interest among nations of the international community having 

diversified interests. As a corollary of the political 

aspect of his approach 
1
confidence-bu i lding measure ; 



&ht 
based on political dialogues occupies pivotal position. 

a.,cl clt.mo 'r£<.ti.'.sa.t~a1) "\ 
De-ideologisation" of international politics has become the 

crux of Gorbachev's approach that stands as the need of the 

time. The strategic component of his approach consists in 

long term political goals of developing a stable peace with a 

nuclear free and non-violent world based on equal and genuine 

security whereas in its economic dimension, his approach 
' 

envisages an all embracing system of international economic 

security for protecting every nation against discrimination J 

exploitation and other attributes of imperialist and neo-

colonialist policy. 

Thus
1
his approach constitutes a mature enunciation on which 

an equitable and just social order can be built on. It envisages 

a philosophical and political framework for rebuilding relations 

between states and ushering a new world of comprehensive co-

existence. The new thinking has a valid international dimension 

which emphasises KH a cvntradictory single world
1
united at 

the micro-level in a common human civilisation. 

The pragmatic visionary of Gorbachev becomes quite 

relevant not only because Soviet Union needs a renewed approach 

towards the trifurcated world of advanced capitalism, variable 

socialism and the vastly diversified, newly liberated, socially 

backwar~economically underdeveloped and politically unstable 
hec.a..us~ 

residual world, in its time of crisis, but~the world itself 

needs a different approach to peace and prosperity. 



Marxist-Leninist ideology translated into the exigency iloRd.. 

expediency of the time consists the crux of Gorbachev•s approach 

that takes domestic compulsions of Soviet Union and pressing 

needs of existing international situation into account. 

Although the roots of this approach may be traced to earlier 

periods, it started assuming tangible and vigorous forms only 

with the appearance of Gorbachev in Soviet as well as international 

politics. Its fundamental concept and framework has been 

evolved after a broad and candid analysis of the problems 

faced by the Soviet Union in particular and the whole international 
} 

community in general. 

His initiatives within the Soviet Union and Soviet need 

for a conducive international climate are symboitically related. 

The very fact that with a oeaceful International Order Soviet 
- J 

Union can sustain the restructuring in its internal dimension 
J 

becomes the logic of his new approach. At the same time, to 

open for mankind a historic period of progress and prosperity 

amidst perpetual peace and tranquility, his approach provides 

an opportunity with constructive effort and coherent programme. 
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How We See the World ofToduy 

Where WeAre 

We started perestroika in a situation of growing international tension. 
The ditentt of the 1970s was, in effect, curtailed. Our calls for peace 
found no response in the ruling quarters of the West. Soviet foreign 
policy was skidding. The arms race was spiraling anew. The war 
threat was increasing. 

In ascertaining how to achieve a turn for the better, one had to ask 
the following questions. Why is this happening? What juncture has 
the world approached in its development? To do this we had to cast 
a sober and realistic glance at the world panorama, to get rid of the 
force of habit in our thinking. As we say in Russia, to look at things 
"with a fresh eye." 

What is the world we all live in like, this world of the present 
generations of humankind? It is diverse, variegated, dynamic and. 
permeated with opposi trends and acute contradictions. It is a 
world of fundamental SO\.:lal shifts, of an all-embracing scientific and 
technological revolution, of worsening global problems-problems 
concerning ecology, natural resources, etc.-and of radical changes 
in information technology. It is a world in which unheard-of pos
sibilities for development and progress lie side by side with abject 
poverty, backwardness and medievalism. It is a world in which there 
are vast "fields of tension." 

Evcl)thing was a great deal simpler many years ago. There existed 
several powers which determined their interests and balanced them 
if they so managed, and warred if they failed. International relations 
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were built on the balance of the interests of these several powers. This 
is one domain, that is another, and that one is still another. But have 
a look at what has happened over the tony postwar years to the present. 

The political tableau of the world includes the sizable group of 
socialist countries which have gone a long way in their pro~:-rressi,·e 
Jen:lopmcnt on:r not so long a history; the vast tract of devdopeJ 
capitalist states with tht·ir own interests, with their own history, 
concerns and problems; and the ocean of ThirJ World countries 
which emerged in the past thirty to forty years when scores of Asian, 
:\frican and l.atin :\mcric.In countric~ gained independence. 

It seems oh,ious thJ; every ~Tocp 1Jf states and nen· countrv has 
inten.:-;h ,)(its cm!J. 1.-r.;;n the , icwpoint of elementary iogic, all thL·sc 
irHL·reqs should :::1d a rea~onahil' rdlcction in world politics. But this 
is not so. I han: more than once told my interlocutors from thL· 
capitalist countries: let us see and take into account the realities
there is the world of capitalism and the world of socialism, and there 
is also a hugt· world of developing countries. The latter is the home 
ol millions cif reopk. \il counrrit:s have their problems. But the 
de,ch1pin~ countries ha,·e a hundred times more rhan other sLllL''> 

and ,hi-. -;hould he uk,:n inro considcr;llion. T:cL'"L' ::ounrrie-, h;\\l' 
therr own natitmal interest:.;. For Jecades they were colonies, stub
bornly fighting ti.Jr their liberation. Having gained independence, they 
want to improve their peoples' life, to usc their resources as they like, 
and to build an independent economy and culture. 

Is there a hope for normal and just international relations, proceed
ing exclusively from the interests of, say, the SoYict Union or the 
United States, Britain or Japan? I'\o! A balance of irjtcrests i5 needed. 
For the time being, no such habnu· c,;,~~ F·Jr now the rich g-et richer 
and the poor get poorer. Processes which could shake the entire 
system <,f in!!r:•a::un ;I :cl..;;:on< arc. hm\·cvcr, taking place in the 
Third \\"orld . 

. '\o on•~ can clo•;c down the world nf ~nci:-dism. rhc developillg world 
or tht.: wori,J o( dl'yclopnl L·.lpir,dism Bur there exists the vit:w that 
socialism is an Jci.-idcnt of hi~tury and one long O\'erdue for the 
ash-heap. Then the Third \\"orld would become tame and evel)1hing 
would return full cycle, anJ prosperity would again he possible at the 
n-pense of others. :\n escape into the past is no reply to the challenges 
of the future, being merely adventurism 1-,aseJ on fear and diffidence. 
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And we have not only read anew the reality of a multi-colored and 
multi-dimensional world. We have assessed not only the difference 
in the interests of individual c;tates. We have seen the main issue
the growing tendency tow:uds interdependence of the states of the 
world community. Such arc the dialectics of present-day development. 
The world-contradictory, socially and politically diverse, but none
theless interconnected and lar{!ely integral--is forming with brreat 
difficulties, as if it is feeling it~ way through a conflict of opposites. 

An<>iher no less obvious reality of our time is the emergence and 
aggravation of the so-called global issues which have also become vital 
to the destinies of civilization. I mt:an natun.: conservation, the critical 
condition of the environment, of the air b<isin and the oceans, and of 
our planet's traditional resources which have turned out not to be 
limitless. I mean old and new awful diseases and mankind's common 
concern: how are we to put an end to starvation and poverty in vast 
areas of the Earth? I mean the intelligent joint work in exploring outer · 
space and the world ocean and the use of the knowledge obtained to 
the benefit of humanity. 

I could say a lot about the work we do at a national level in our 
country to help resolve these problems. I touched upon them to a 
certain extent when I discussed our perestroika. We will do whatever 
depends on us. 

But the Soviet Union alone cannot resolve all these issues. And we 
are not ashamed to repeat this, calling for international cooperation. 
We say with full responsibility, casting away the fdst con~idcrations 
of "prestige," that all of us in the present-day world are coming to 
depend more and more on one another and are becoming increasingly 
necessary to one another. And since such realities exist in the world 
and :;ince we know that we in this world are, on the whole, now linked 
by the same destiny, that we live on the same planet, use its resources 
and sec that they are not limitless and need to be saved, and nature 
and the environment need to be conserved, then such a reality holds 
for all of us. Tht: necessity of effective, fair, inrernation:ll procedures 
and mechanisms which would ensure rational utilization" .• ,u; pLme1 's 
resourl·e'> as the property of all mankind becomes ever more pressing. 

And here we see our interdependence, the integrity of the world, 
the imperative need for pooling the t'fforts of humanity for the sakl· 
of its self-p:·cscnJtion, for it; benefit today, tomorrow anJ for all time. 
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Last but not least, there is one more reality which we must recobrnize. 
lla1·ing entered the nuclear age when the energy of the atom is used 
fi>r military purposes, mankind has lost its immortalil)·. In the past, 
there were wars, frightful wars which took millions upon millions of 
human lives, turned cities and villages into ruins and ashes and 
destroyed entire nations and cultures. But the continuation of human
kind was not threatened. By contrast, now, if a nuclear war breaks 
out, every living thing will be wiped off the face of the Earth. 

hen what is logically impossible, namely, that mankind can he 
annihilated many times over, has now become technically possible. 
The existing nuclear arsenals arc so great that for every inhabitant of 
the Earth there is a charge capable of incinerating a huge area. Today, 
just one strategic submarine carries a destructive potential equal to 
sc:1cral Second World Wars. :\nd there arc dozens of such submarines' 

The arms race, just like nuclear war, is unwinnablc. Continuing 
sue h a race on the Earth, ami extending it into space, would accelerate 
the accumulation and modernization of nuclear weapons, the rate of 
which is already feverish. Thl· world situation can becom•: ':uch ihat 
it \WtJid no :onger rlcpend <•:l ;Juiiricians hw W•n.!d heconH captive 
!<> dnm;:. .\11 of u::. t·ace tht: need to leiirn to li1-c Jl peJn· in this 
11 urld, to 1\ork out a new mode of thinking, for conditions today art: 
4uitt different from what they were even three or four decades Jgo. 

The time is ripe for abandoning views on foreign policy which are 
influenced by an imperial standpoint. :'\either the Scll·iet Lnion nor 
the L nited States i:; a hie to fore~: its will on utht•r, It is possible to 
· uppn:ss, wmpel, bribe, breJk or blast, hut oniy tiJr a certain period. 
hom tht point of 1·iew of long-rerm, big-time politics, no one will bt 
Jhk to suhordinare PThtrs. ThJt is why only one thing-rc·hri<~ns nf 
cq u.di~ -renain: •. \II or" us must realize this. Along with the abul't:
said reaiities of nuclear weapons, ecology, the scientific and techno
logical revolution, and information systems, this also obliges us to 
respect one another and everybodv. 

Such is our world-complex hut not hopeless. \\"e hold the vitw 
that l'ler:1hing can he resoknl hut t:HTvonc should rcrhink hi~ rok 
111 thi, \loriJ and heh;11c IT~P••rh:hh 
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